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CENTENNIAL PRIZE DRAMA,
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WEE ARTILLERIST!

Tl

145 COMMERCIAL ST.

OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE

accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors effected, financial ability of debtors investigatedt
and settlements effected when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities.
mar7
TW&Fteodtf

Ever Devised
for
Home Practice,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

Beautiful Tableaux!
TerrifBc Batllen!
The Camp! New Scenery! Costumes
music
by the
•f the Period!
Pottland Band 1'J Pieces.
General admission 25c, Reserved seats 50c. Salo of
reserved seats for the floor commences Monday Morning, April 17th, at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Exchange St., for the gallery at Sturgis* Apothecary
Store, junction of Congress and Free Sts. Doors open
at 7 o’clock. Curtain at 8 o’clock.
aprl2dtd

Coagre.. aud Excliaage

at

I. T. 1VTBR & CO.,

Probate Business anil Collections.

E-

SlrtrK.

SATURDAY, APRIL 22,

JOSEPH

at 2 p.

PLUMMEU

Eftects by A. Page.

m.

Box office open from 9

MU

to 9 p.

m.,

a.

se2dtf

m.

SIO_HALL.
—

TO

dtf

CHAS. Yi. DAVIS.

Insurance

Benefit

with the

!

Spy

MATHIloe De Merif, )
Henri Sr Alen,
[
)
Hamet,

_

We are also prepared to receive orders for the copy
Ing of Specifications, Deeds. Bonds and all kinds ol

Papers, which will be done

m a

prompt and satisfac-

manner.

Writing Visiting

Card*

a

Specialty.

Jan2Gdtf_
j. H. HOOPER,

Parlor

Worsteds

VELVET PAPERS,

bidweli,

matinee Price*, 33 and 30 cents. Even
lax, 33 and 30 cents. Reserve, 73 cents.

_aprl4_list

HALL 1

BRONZE & GOLD LEAF PAPERS,
Satins and White Blanks,
PRICES TO SUIT THE

AT

LOMU, SHORT &

HARMON. Knickerbockers. Stripes. Plaids and Checks

E^“T. W. EMERSON, Paper Hanger,
slate at our store.
apll

Uas

Only !
THURSDAY, APRIL 27.
THE HEROES OF ’76,

MODEL

&

L^-MSOKT,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

5ft Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, MFC.
dly
Jut
-4 Congress Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Hours—10 lo 14 A .M., and 4 to 5 P M.
Office 499 1

The

Rest Work at Moderate Prices.

A IM :-T 0

PIEAEIS

Jan8

WM. H. MOTLEY,
OVER I. 3?. FARIUNGTOX’S,

BRAND CONGRESS OF

SPECIALTY STARS
have just closed the most brilliant and rrofif able engagement of the season at BEETHOVEN HALL.
BOSTON. MASS. Opened for one week, but bv universal desire remained Three Weeks.
The entire Boston Press enthusiastic in their laudations of the refined and artistic excellence ot this snperb Constellation or Brilliants.
AUGMENTED and ENLARGED for their Spring
and Summer Campaign by the addition of several
new artists and

Band,

Look out for our Elegantly Uniformed Band Dress
Parade on the day of exhiqition, and Free Balcony
Concert at the Hall of Exhibition.
Prices of Admission 35, 50 and 75 cents. Seats may
be secured at the Box office on Thursday morning.
Doors open at 7, to commeuce at 8.
W. S. IRVING, GenH Agent.
aP22SW&Th3t

Ckas. J.

Schumacher,

FRESCO PAINTER,
Office in Canco Bank Building, over Ft
II. Fassett’s Office.
Orders left at Seliumaclier Bros, will meet prompt

apr3d3m

Itention.

E, C. JORDAN &

CO.,

Civil

.Engineers and Land Purveyors.
Middle St., Portland, Me.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads. Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c.
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering. Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &e., &c.,
&c Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c.
apr7d3m.

LAM SOW,

H.

JEWELER,
201 MIDDLE ST.,
Waltham, Elgin

A Swiss Watches, Mpecta*
cles, Opera Glasses. Silver Ware,
Clocks, Ac.
Watches and Jewelry left for Repair

agoiast

Injured

No. IS4

Fire.

201, Nearly Opp. the Falanoutli.

janl_
DOBBINS’ STAECH

dtf

BY THE

Attorney

Guards,

ery
AT

OFFICE

IN

HALL,

THURSDAY EVENING,
Flooritickels, admitting Gent and

two

Grand march at 8.30.

ap22d5t

29,

Neil Bryant.Director.
Ous Moulton .Manager.
—FROM—

BKYANT’S OPEKA HOUSE, N. Y.

ARTISTS

The Oldest and Most Complete
in the World.

24

Company

H.

NEIL BRYANT,
LEW BENEDICT,
T. M. HEN.SLKB,
BILLY BRYANT,

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Stones
and Granite Work.

LEE,
The Celebrated California Quartette,
composed of

HENRY

HANSON.

aprl7

JOHN-

J.

A. HANSON.
dGm

49

1-9 EXCHANGE

ST.,
dlwHtf

Farnsworth,

RESIDENCE

d3m«

mj nu isswiis
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—

Wholesals Produce Commission

House,

113 Center Street.
We shall receive shipments of Gilt-edged Vermont
Butter and Cheese over the P. & O. Railroad semiweekly through the Spring months and weekly by
efrigerator cars through the Summer months direct
from some ot the best dailies in Vermont, made
from pure imported Jersey Btnek, and shall otter the
same to the trade at fair market rates.
Truthfal
Mtatemeat. and Sqaare Weight, will be
our

motto.

D. HARVEY & CO.
mh»

Air

dtt

Carpet Cleansing.

We, the undersigned, having purchased

the

right
to iuu the Boston Air Carpet Dusting Machine, are
now prepared to receive orders at our new Dye House

No. 13 Preble Street,

Congress St.

near

Price for Da.ting Carpets 4 eta. per yd.
Carpets called for and returned free of charge.
CARPETS

CLEANSED

AS

USUAL

FOSTER & SOM,
ap3dlm*

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Rubber Hand Stamps,

AND

—

LITERATURE.
R. ‘E. MANSE, formerly of Boston,
of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proto
establish
a permanent French Institute in
poses
Portland. She will commence her Spring term April
18th, 1876.
The course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will be given twice a week
in the evening lor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early in September.
Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of June Madame expects an Artist who has been connected with her Institute in
Philadelphia. This Lady is a member of the Academy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches, Oil Painting, Pastel.
Her Speciality during the summer will be WaterColor from nature.
For further information please call at No. 1C Free
street, Mme. will be at her rooms from 11 A. M. until 6 P. M. and every evening.
Mme. Masse is permitted to refer to the following

SS*u33^Ss!ISS£SSS!>uS
Plat*.,
Pre.je.,
MieaciU.
Meal

Uoor

i,on.e

Num-

ber.. Mieel Mtamp.,
Buraias
Brand*, Baggage aad Hotel Check*, Ac.

NO. 232

FEDERAL

PORTLAND, HE.
tyAcents wanted. Send for circular.

gentlemen:
Rt. Rey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop H. A. Neely, D. D.

Hon. Charles F. Libby. County Attorney.
Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. D., Superintendent of Public
Schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B, Emerson, Ksq., of Boston.
apr8tf
Hon.

Eaton Family School For Boya,

ST.

NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.

Spring Term

will commence March
itJih.
For Circulars and Portland references addic6s
F.
aug!9-tfH.
EATON. Principal.

SCHOOLillllOls;

NORTH CON WAV, N. II.

For particulars or admission address
FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal.
aprl9tf

Hreen Home ‘on the Bishop’s
at the Cor. of Congress and
raukliu Streets, is offered for sale at
reasonable rates. Apply at
The

frounds,

BISHOP’S HOUSE.

dlw

dye
rldlKIA

stkeet.

€oa4si.®rd’

$1.50
iljed
Fama.73

hvfrcoaiN

E3P" Cotton and W'ool
Dyed Without Ri|>ping.
aprll

—
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"i'll

our

late

Patented

Foreign

and
American
Manufacture.

fin prove men

—AND—

Dresses

acute sul-

This statement I volunteer lor the purpose of bene-

What is Yegetine?
is
kerbs.
It

a

compound extracted from barks, roots and
It is nature’s remedy. It is periectly harm-

Report

from

Practical Chemist and

a

Apothecary.
Boston, Jan. i, 1S74,
This is to certify that I have sold at re(1852 bottles) of your Vegetine
since April 12, 1870, and can truly sav that it has given the best satisfaction of any
remedy for the complaints for which it is recommended that I ever sold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to its merits on themselves or their friends.
Iam perfectly cognizant of several cases of scrofulous
Tumors being cured by Vegetine alone in this vicinity.
Very respectfully yours,
AI GILMAN, 4G8 Broadway.
To H. K. Stevens, Esq.
tail 154 1-3 dozen

Have

now

open for inspection all the

NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON

a

BROADWAY, New York,

Respectfully,

T.
4
apl"

LOBENSTEIN,

—

IN

—

DRESS GOODS
—

AXD

—

Deering Block.
d2w'

56-80 SUDBURY ST., Boston.

apr!8

cod 2m*

G. C. TILER &
WHOLESALE

DEALER

IN

Over 158 and 100 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, 1T1E.
The subscriber, formerly of the firm of TYLER &
COX, would inform the trade that he may be found
in store over Messrs. Deering, Milliken & Co., 158
and 160 Middle Street, where he will continue the
wholesale business 01 EScoin, Nhoe*. Rubber*
and Leather.
«. c. TI LER.
dim

Seed

Potatoes !

Snowflake, $7 00 bbl., $3.50 bushel,
Brownell’s Beauty. $5.00 bbl.,
EarlyI>eok.
75c

$1.25
$2.50
bbl.. $2.00
75c peck. Also McLean’s Advancer Peas 30c
per quart. Also Early Cabbage or Tomato Plants,
in large or small quantities. For sale by
*
MOSES H. HUSSEY,

bushel,
bushel,

peck.

Compton Surprise $4

apr5d3vv

North

Milk

RiD GLOVES!

CO.,

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers
And IjoatHer,

00

Berwick,

Me.

Notice*

M. HASKELL would inform his friends and
the public that having entered again iuto the
•
Milk business, he is prepared to tarnish any in want
of pure Milk, and as he will sell only that from his
own cows can guarantee satisfaction in every instance. Please addiess, giving street and number,
T. M. HASKELL,
Abbott’s Corner, Deering, Me
Or all orders left with W. B. MORRILL, 184 Middle
St., will be promptly attended to.
aprlleodlm
Til

JL

Superior
BAXTER, Office Portland Packing

Apply to J. P.
Commercial street.

Co.. 140

We liave added to our Stock a
fine line ot

JbsXjiLOK.

CASHMERES.
I have

just purchased a lot of
BLACK CASHMERES, that I pro-

pose to sell to my customers at
a very small advance.
The above
goods are an extra bargain, and I
would he pleased to have them
examined by any one, as I know
the price is less than the same
quality can be bought for in this

City

or

Boston.

W. P.

STCD1EY,

Under Falmouth Hotel.
_fP_^__dlw

Gents’ Garments
AO.

alir14_eodCt
aP‘°

CHARCOAL.
1 El) 1000 Bushels
Eastern Railroad.

Hard Wood Charcoal at
Address 772 Portland
Post Oflice, or PALMER CLARK, Comer
Portland
and Grove Sts., Portland, Mondays.
aprlSdtf

WAN

I’alctien Colt tor .Snip.

A

an

fiting other sufleiing humanity, and you will confer
a favor by giving it as much
publicity as thought
proper.
Very gratefully,
0. M. SAVELS, Ashland, Mass,

invite nil to attend the Opcuing
whether they buy or not.

Safeguard Against Masted Burglars.
HERRING & CO.,

seen

2m

that 1 have been

ferertrom inflammatory rheumatism ever since I can
remember, nnti) commencing the use ot Vegetine.
when almost immediately all rheumatic pains ceased!

I

INFALLIBLE BANK LOOKS.

251 & 252

work every day.
I will also mention

Tukesbury&Co.,

BOTH OP

BANKERS’ SAFES,

It. Stevens, Esq:
Dear Sir: When about six months old I was vaccinated. The parties who where vaccinated trom
the same virus died trom the humor. The humor
spread over me to such an extent that I was rolled
in bran to prevent me from scratching
my person.
The disease finally settled In my head. 1 remained
in this condition about twenty years, troubled all
the time with sores breaking in my bead and discharging corruption from my ear. At this time a
small kernel appeared on my neck, gradually increasing in size until a tumor formed of such immense size I could see it by turning my
eyes downward. All this time 1 was taking various remedies
for my blood without any substantial benefit.
I then went to a prominent physician in
Boston,
who, during his treatment of six months, lanced the
tumor eight times, which cost me nearly $400.
This
left me with a rough, aggravated sore, without at all
diminishing the size of the tumor, and in a sickly,
feeble condition. I consulted another physician in
Natick, who, after considerable time, succeeded in
healing the sore without reducing the size. At this
point I commenced to use Vegetine, through the
earnest persuasion of a friend.
After 1 bad taken
this medicine about one week 1 experienced wonderful sensations. My whole body seemed to be undergoing a radical change, until, finally, the tumor broke
and discharged frightful quantities. From this time
it decreased in size until the bunch
disappeared, but
my neck still bears the ngly scars of the sore and
lance. I am now healthy and strong and able to
H.

aPrl3_

fi

Established 1841.

j

January 2, 1875.

Yegetine is Sold by All Druggists.
d4wt

Quarter Commences
OR DYED
Jersey Cow for Safe. CLEANSED
And Repaired at aliort notice.
April 20th.
A Very
Animal.

fcblotf

•

IN

I £5
l po

A PURE

SIMONDS iINMA

ai»t9

I

roa29_

phia.

The Next

—

i[SA.FES,|l

Rev. Thomas Hill. D. D., L D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B.
Stevens, D. D., of Philadel-

KlffilRGE

Wednesday, April 19,

HERRING’S

-AT-

Proprietors of Forest City Dye House.

—

apr!3_ThS&Tly

VEGETINE.

Dear Sir:

THE LATEST NOVELTIES

Ageni* for IVIainc.

These locks afford tlie security ot both
Combination and Time Lock, and are a

Mme.
late

New Store, New Firm!

take the liberty to inform my friends
and the public generally that K
will exhibit

ATWOOD, ST1EADUIAN & CO.,
Hole

The Medicine that Cures

Try

.'<37 SPRING ST.

one

W. H. STRICKLAND, Gen’l Agent.
dStSMWThF&S

DISCOVERY!

of which every family mav give their
Linen that brilliant polish peculiar to fine laundry
work
Saving time and labor in ironing, more than
its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Dobbins’.
DOBDINN, ItftO A CO
1.5 IV. Fourth Ht., Phila.

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ & Harmony,

—

Reserved seats at Bor Offic3

GREAT

I

use

pa H

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

Edw. C.

A
By the

SPECIFIC for Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Sick Headache and Piles.
Prepared by THOS. G. GORING, Pharmacist,
Portland, Price $1.00. All the Apothecaries in
town and country sell it. Dealers supplied by PERKINS & CO. and PHILLIPS & CO.
apl5eodtf

less trom any bad effect upon the system. It is nourishing and strengthening. It acts directly upon the
blood. It quiets the nervous system. It gives yon a
good, sweet sleep at night. It is a great panacea for
our aged lathers and mothers, for it
gives them
strength, quiets their nerves, and gives them nature’s
sweet sleep—as bas been proved bv many an
aged
person. It is the great Blood Purtffer. It is a soothIt has relieved and
ing remedy for our children.
cured thousands. It is very pleasant to take;
every
child likes it. It relieves and cures all diseases origthe Vegetixe.
inating from impure blood.
Give it a fair trial for your complaints; then you will
say to your friend, neighbor and acquaintance, “Try
it; it bas cured me.”

CARD.

PERRY,

Attorney at law,

jgr"Brilliant Orchestra and Bra=s Band.

apr22

WM. H.

mart

WELLING BROTHERS,
And J. W. FREETII.

day

AT

907 Congress Pt., West End, Portland,
Maine.
All orders promptly attended to.

No.

EDUCATIONAL.

GOSS AND FOX,
ADAMS AND

prices.
in advance.

SON,

HANSON &
MANUFACTURERS OF

jau21

Look at the List of Stars:

Usual

Street,

_dtf

Street,

MANUFACTORY

Minstrels!

apl

d6m*ttf

LOSING’S

PORTLAND, NIE.

LAW,

PORTLAND, ME.

THE WORLD-RENOWNED

STAR

Middle

BLOCK,

aplS

MATINEE SATURDAY AT 2 O’CL’K,

2*

233

dtf

172 Middle

Ladies, $ 1.00

FRIDAY & SATURDAY. April 28 aM

CO.,

the Great One Price Clothiers,

Law,

ATTORNEY AT

MU9ICJEIALL.

Bryant’s

We have suits to lit the RICH, the
POOR, the TALL, tire SHORT, the FAT,
the LEAN.
We are now ail ready for the SPRING
CAMPAIGN, with OUR PRICE marked
on every garment in PLAIN FIGURES,
and 1 hat price LOWER than the LOWEST

FRED. N. DOW,

April 27.

mUSIC BV CBANDI.EB.
Ladies 25 cents.

Skirts.

From 4 to 9 with short PantsFrom 9 to 15 with long Pants.

Exchange Street.

No. 31 1-2

—

at

STANTON

janl8

CITY

From 2 1-2 years of age to 5 with Kilt

—

ORTLAND

—

be found on bur counters.

POLISH] 0. D. B. FISK &

Grand Calico Ball S7w7
FESSENDEN,
—

can

Clothing

CHILDREN CRY FOR THEM !
WE FIT ALL SIZES !

€.

tion or Flatulency. I did cot have one good
night’s rest for years. The best medical skill
failed to help me, and 1 became
completely discouraged. Recently, however, on a visit to Portland
X was induced to try CORING’* SPECIFIC.
Oh what a change that good medicine has
wrought in n
now feel like a new woman; in
fact, I have nr Djoyed so good health sines I was a
girl. All m> j>aiu8 and distress have entirely left me.
I can eat and digest any kind of food, and sleep
sweetly every night. To you, dear sir, and your
excellent Specific I am indebted for this great
cure. It is Indeed a blessing to the aged.
Gratefully your friend,
ESTHER PHILBRIfK.
The above statement is strictly true.
CHARLES H. ALLEN,
Doorkeeper Portland Museum.

$400.00 ! !

than

Street. (ltf

jan5

South Alton, N. If., April 10,1870.
DR. LORING,
Dear Sib:—1 am now seventy-five years old. For
the past ten years I have been a very great sufferer
from that awful disease Dyspepsia, and all the ills
that attend It. Daring this time, I could not eat
meat or any hearty food. My diet was from necessity
of the most simple character, and that distressed me
fearfully. I never saw a day (hat 1 did not suffer
from either Distressed Spells, Head Ache,
Darting Pains, Palpitation, Great Des-

ELEGANT FITTING PANTALOONS

Children’s

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Middle

Lady 75

a

PAID NEARLY

to select from, cut equal to custom, and
sold at ONE HALF the price charged for
custom work.
No Store in the UNITED STATES can
show any liner assortment of

d&wtt

180

from
years old.

Pairs of

244 Middle Street*

RAINEY, M. A. M. D

THOMAS

Flattering Testimony

THREE THOUSAND

AND ALL THROWN ON TEE MARKET AT
FIGDEES THAT DEFT COMPETITION.

JOBBER,

FINTE 2 year old Stallion Colt, sired
by “Tom
Paiclien,” nut of mare “Kate Shari).” Can be
at Sawyer's Stables, Corner Market and Federal

Streets.

Will be sold low immediately,

apl3dtf

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORYIND, APRII, 22.187C
We do not read anonymous letteri and communiThe name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undeitake to return or reserve commu-

4 CASCO

A.

A

ST.

DAVIS.

deodlm

Boys’ Custom
MRS. F.

Clothing!

c7 CHASE

would Inform her old customers and friends lhat she
has reopened the store Corner Cortland and
IVIrctiHnic NtreeiM, where she is prepared to
cut and make Boys’ Clothing in the latest styles
Trimmings constant ly on hand. Old Maxim—Firg
come first served.’*
mchldtf

KID

GLOVES

To Match Dress Goods.
These goods have been selected
with great care from New York
and Boston markets, and at such
prices that will suit the times.
Call and examine
Prices

before

our

Goods and

purchasing

else-

where.

Tukesbury

527

& Co.,

CONGRESS ST.,

Between Oak and Casco Street,

apl2

apr20eodtf

llAIRGOODSRent Hair long Switches $1.50 lo S3 each.

NEW

MILLINERY

of llie late.t stylo, and in every quality, at

WELCH’S,

apl2

179 Middle Street.

_cod2w*

WINDOW VENTILATOR.
WHITE’S PATENT
Will supply any desired quantity ot pure air, with
out dust or cold draughts.
Easily adjusted and
adapted to the small room or large hall. Call or send
for circular.
W. H. KIMBALL, Agent, 120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Active Agent. Wanted in every City.
mh23

dltn

are

not used.

regular attache of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Every

with

Taking into consideration the character ot its
vouchers, the history ot its cares and the immense
increasing demand, Vegetine may be thirty entitled the leading medicine of the age.
For scrotula in the blood, Vegetine is an intallible remedy, and no person need suffer from
humors, ulcers, and all diseases arising from impure
blood, if Vegetine is used according to directions.
There is not a case of scrofula in existence that
Vegetine will not cure, provided, however, the
vital functions have not lost their power of action,
all that may be said to the contrary notwithstanding.
Vegetine Is pleasant to the taste, mild in its influence, and absolute in its action oil disease, as the
iollowing unquestionable evidence will show.

THE NOBBIEST ASSORTMENT OF
SPRING CLOTHING TO BE FOUND IN
THIS STATE.

BABCOCK.

MAKER

made up Into PERFECT FITTING DOUBLE-BREASTED “PRINCE ALBERT”
Coats, DOUBLE and SINGLE BREASTED SACKS. PLAIN FROCK and ENGLISH WALKING COATS, with Vests to
match, cut high, single breasted and
long.
THE MOST FASHIONABLE,THE BEST

FITTING.

MANUFACTURER OF

MACK’S

A- E. Menter’s Grenadier Brass

Spring

octl)-*69TT&Sti

P.

consisting of

TIMES.

OF

Lounges.

ma3

One Niglit

&

Suits,

Diagonals,
Broadcloths,
Tricots, &c., &c.

DECORATIONS,

Beds, Mattresses,
HcBonouch Patent Bed I..uu«e», Enameled Chair., &c.
«S»-An kinds ol repairing neatly done. Furniture

Watch aud Chronometer Marker*9 Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instrument*, School
*
Apparatus, Arc.,

EAST LYNNE!
madYv!nIEL’}

large and complete New Stock of

Cassimeres,

W A INS C »ATI NGS.

(JFHO LSTERER

C.

Bltlwell

Dollie

SHERIDAN

MOULDINGS.

Brokers!

bored aud matted.

To conclude with

MUSIC

FRESCO BORDERS,

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

commence

reach

PLAIN TINTS,

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.

—

JIIDWELL

The performance will

a

manufactured within the last SIXTY
DAYS from all the NEWEST and most
desirable fabrics. In all PATTERNS,
SHADES and COLORS, embracing all the
leading designs in FOREIGN and DOMES
TIC

IN EVERY VARIETY.

CLARK,

MANUFACTURER

DOLLIE

with

SPECIF I C

pondency, Debility, Nervousness, Constipa-

GEO. M. CLARK

DAVIS &

tory

SATURDAY, APRILJ 22,
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PRICE LIST-No. 1. Fur
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
No. 3. For Chil$1.10
dren, 8 to 10, $1.20, No. 4
For Children, 10 to 14, $1.30. NO. 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years and upwards. $1.40. No. G. For
Gentlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No. 7, $2.00.
Complete set ot seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price.
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Public Works and Political Economy.
The present Congress seems to be not unlike its predecessors in that the spirit of economy iu all public expenditures assumes a
form, tot in accordance with laws of political
economy as a science, but of that other form
ol “political” economy, which, unfortunately lor the nation, seems always to be the
guide af the average M. C. Iu the appropriations made for public works, he appears to
lose sight of the necessity of this or that improvement called for and the best and cheapest moda of doing the work, but too often acts
In accordance with the dictates of that narrow “political” economy which is party
policy and party success.
In this connection attention is called to
the action of the House on the hill appropriating money to continue the work on
the sea-coast fortifications.
No new works
are recommended at present and those existing or partially built form but a necessary
nucleus at each important seaport of the
more numerous and extensive works which
would be needed in time of war.
No estimates are so carefully made as those of the
Engineer’s bureau for the fortification bill,.
They were made, too, with a full appreciation of the cheapness of labor at the present
time.
Yet the House regardless of both the necessity of completing the Eea-coast fortifications
and of the tact that ordinary labor is the principal element of the cost of construction, have
thrown out nearly all the estimates of the
engineers for the sea-coast defences and sent
the bill to the Senate in such a tattered condition that should it pass that body nearly all
the laboring men depending upon the work
for employment must be discharged and all
the machinery and appliances of these works
will sutler a period of disuse and decay, requiring a renewal at no little expense when
needed again. Three years ago, partly owing
to the eight hour law, laborers received from
$2 to $2.50 a day. The same men can now
be employed at half that price. In view of
this it would have been good political economy in Its highest sense to have made the appropriations asked for by the engineers and
at once secured the completion of the works
at less price than at any other lime and also
given employment to a large number ot poor
men.
Both the government and the laborer
would have teen benefited by this line of

policy.
Pursuant to that other political economy—
which impels the Congressman to get the
greatest possible amount appropriated for his
own district, the House has appropriated
over five and a half millions for river and
harbor improvements. Many of the items in
this bill were made up by the engineers but
in many instances it will be found that thousands of dollars are appropriated tor this and
that improvement which no experienced
officer would approve, but doubtless the
friends of the Congressman getting the same
will warmly commend him on the ground
that the district is poor and needs the money.
But admitting that the fortifications begun
are necessary and that the
greater part of the
appropriations made for the completion of the
same would appear in the pay-roll of the laborers, that there is no room for jobbery or
private gam in such appropriations, it does
seem that the simplest lesson
of political
economy would lead Congress to make the
appropriations required by the estimates of
the engineers when, by so doing, the works
can be completed at much less cost than in
seasons of greater business activity.
It is
such a regard for real economy which leads
men of capital to take
advantage of the present season of depression to construct expensive blocks in this and other cities. Congress might learn a lesson from this fact" if it
would.
—

The Secret Service Fund Slander.

Thursday morning Washington

specials

declared that testimony had been taken before the committee on expenditures in the
department of justice to the ellect that in
1871 money to the amount of $7800, and in
1872 to the amount of $22,000, was taken
from the appropriations for the detection and
punishment of crime, and paid to John I.
Davenport, then United States commissioner
and supervisor of elections in New York, to
be used for election purposes in that city.
The money was paid over by Detective
Whitely, then chief of the secret service,
upon the order of Attorney-General Williams,
for the ostensible purpose of detecting frauds,
but the ebarse was made that it was aelnallv
used for ordinary election purposes, in the
interest of the Republican ticket in the Presidential election. This charge was declared
to be supported by testimony given by Williams, who stated to the committee that he
protested against the payment of the money
as a diversion of the funds from the
purpose
for which they were intended and neededt
but that the President, insisted that Davenport should have the money.
Such was the story put forth by the Democratic members of the committee. It now
appears that it is false, and that thero is a,
material difference between the facts as testified to by Colonel Whitely and ex-AttorneyGeneral Williams, and the construction put
upon them by the Democratic investigators
who hastened to newspaper row and sent a
false report over the country. It is stated on the best authority, says the Washington correspondent of the Boston Advertiser, whose account we follow, tha
neither Whiteley nor Williams testified
or believe that the money paid out of the secret service fund was paid illegally or improperly. The impression that they did so testify was ingeniously created by the statement
that both said they protested against the payments, and made them only under specific
orders from President Grant.
Judge Williams’ own statement is that he told the committees not that he protested, but that he was
unwilling to send the money to New York,
and so informed the President, believing it
was needed more elsewhere.
He says that
while the President was in New York Davenport explained to him his plan of registration
for the prevention of illegal voting. The
President was struck with its efficiency, and
on his return to
Washington urged the Attorney-General to furnish Davenport with
means from the fund for the detection and
punishment of crime, to enable him to carry
out his plans. Whiteley’s so-called
protest

simply an objection to paying the money
at first, not because he
thought the transaction illegal, but because he wanted to know
as head of the secret
service, charged with
the expenditure of the fund in question, precisely for what the money was paid.
Thus it appears that the money was legitimately expended, that the transaction was a
was

defensible one, and that, the whole affair has
about it no touch of illegality. Indeed the
plan has reduced the expense of the government supervision of electors in New York
$40,000. It is of course too much to expect
that Democratic newspapers will state the
case as it is.
They will continue to assert
that the money was used as a campaign fuud.

According to Democratic
committee

on

expenditures

ment of justice furnished the

$8.00 TER

custom the
in the depart-

correspondents

with the charges against Secretary Bristow
before that gentleman had opportunity to
deny them or knew that he was even accused.
He promptly demanded an investigation. In
reply the committee pretend that they do not
understand how the testimony got into the
newspapers, and that the testimony of Judge
Bartley was simple hearsay and contained no
charge against Bristow, and nothing upon
which a cross examination of the Secretary
seemed to be demanded. Mr. Suit’s testimony could not be obtained until Monday,
when he earnestly and emphatically denied
the truth of any charge implied by Bartley’s
testimony, and there was nothing further for
the Committee to investigate, so far as Bristow was concerned, and they felt that no
charge had been made or proven against him.
The Committee willingly accord an investigation if still desired by the Secretary, but
consider it unnecessary.
This Congress is really carrying investigations too far. The people have no desire to
reach back three quarters of a century and
paw over the record of Thomas Jefferson.
Very likely the economical. Democratic
House will appoint a committee of investiga-

tion, summon sixty witnesses, run up a bill
of twenty thousand dollars, demonstrate that
the charge has no foundation, and then cut
down the salaries of a few clerks or consuls
to make up the deficiency.
Meanwhile it is
a comfort to learn, on the
authority of Mr.
Thurman, that when the evidence is produced there will be nothing in it to impugn
the integrity of Mr. Jefferson.
As the time approaches for the selection of
district delegates to Cincinnati the needs
of the occasion press for consideration. It is
very desirable that the delegates should be
not only men whose action would be discreet
but whose character and reputation are such
as to generally commend their action to the
confidence and concurrence of their constituents. The suggestion of the name of Hon.
J. B. Brown as the Cumberland delegate
meets in the fullest degree all the requirements of the situation, and the Republicans
of the district cannot do better than to ask
our

uilu iu serve

mem in mis

important capacny.

In Indiana the good old’“Democratic”
modes of procedure still obtain. At the state
convention the chairman in a manner which
would have been impudent in any other than
a Democratic convention, “ordered a hallo*
with Williams as the only name before the
convention,” and as the delegates wanted to
vote, and had no other man to vote for, he
was of course nominated.
It seems to have been found necessary to
call in the aid of music to soothe the savage
breasts of the Indiana Democracy at their
State convention. After the indecisive ballot
followed by the withdrawal of Holman and
Landers the chairman ordered the band to
play and cover the confusion.
Properly enough, Senator Bogy’s speech
in favor of making silver an unlimited legal
tender was followed by notice from Senator
Morrill of Vermont that he should ask the
Senate to take up the bill to establish an educational fund. The first man to be educated is Senator Bogy.
Political News.
The Washington correspondents will uomnate a new minister to England next week.
If Babcock was interested in half of the
jobs in which he was supposed to be, he
ought to be a millionaire.
General Custer and General Kilpatrick in
the matter of furnishing gossip as evidence
seem to be par nobile fratum.
The Louisville Courier-Journal has come
to the conclusion that “the West is lost to
the Democrats and might as well be abandoned,” and that “their only hope is in the
East, the Pacific States and the South.”
The penalty fixed by law for the offense
of which Charles H. Smith, the Democratic
House journal clerk, has been guilty, is a
fine of §5000 and imprisonment. Had he
been a Republican he would have got all. As
it is, the House merely voted to censure him,
and he resigned to avoid it.
Gov. Tilden’s illegally appointed marine
judge, Sinnott, is trying to force his way to
a seat on the bench.
He has got a mandamus from Judge Barrett of the supreme
court, directing the other marine court judges
to recognize him, from which the latter
• have
appealed to the general term, and the_
case will doubtless go up to the court of ap

peals.
Governor Hendricks reckoned without his
host when he sold out the Indiana Democracy to Greenback Landers. He was unable to
deliver the goods at the Democratic convention at Indianapolis Wednesday. With the
Democratic voting force divided between
Landers and Williams, the Republicans have
an unusually good chance to organize and
secure a victory for their State ticket.
Vice-Presidential candidates are remarkably scarce in both parties. The only one
that appears to have anything like a positive
backing is ex-Gov. Curtin, who is believed to
have the solid Pennsylvania delegation ready
to press his claims upon the St. Louis Convention. A month ago the favorite plan of
the Pennsylvania Demacrats was to join
teams with Gov. Hendricks, but since the
marked decline of the poplarity of that gentleman they are looking about for another
good western candidate to whom they can
annex their “War-Governor.”
Henry Wattcrson, too, is among the critics
of the callers for the 15th oi May conference.
He strongly hints his belief that some of
them belong to the political impracticables.
He says: “Will they effect anything, make a
party, or impel the nomination of their favorite by either of the existing parties ? We
should say that they will not.
Their favor
would be death to Bristow in the Republican
party, death to Thurman, Tilden or Bayard
in the Democratic party.
They should rec
ognize the hopelcssuess of reforming either
the Republican party or the Democratic party, should select two of their number, should
nominate these, and should stand by them.
If the ticket thus made up and presented to
the country should get as few votes as
O’Conor got in 1872, it would still be a start,
and in party matters, as in other affair in life
a start’s a start.
Current Notes.
Hamilton’s silver dollar is resuscitated and
made a tool of to keep greenbacks front appreciating to the value of gold. The bondholder must be prepared to have his right to
payment in gold not only disputed but
wrested from him.—N. Y. Times.
No one of the candidates can hold a candle
to Mr. Blaine in the matter of talent for organization. To his genius for this essential
thing for success in political effort, he adds a
remarkable personal magnetism, which attaches men to him, and makes them follow
him as Highland clansmen do their chief
—Minneapolis Mail.
When southern Democrats in Congress
avow monstrous doctrines, which would be
daugerous also if they had not been finally
overthrown by a costly war; when northern
Democrats applaud and
encourage the avowal; and when influential Democratic newspapers accept and approve the doctrines, the
imbecility of the Democratic party ceases to
be surprising, and we no
longer wonder at
its incapacity to take
advantage of the blunders and crimes of its rival.—-V. Y. Evening
Post.
Mr. Blaine and Mr. Bristow would be gladly taken as candidates for President and Vice

President, andjthere

is no great

preference,

in the arrangement of these names, which
shall be the first. Whichever may be thought
by the convention most likely to strengthen
the ticket throughout the country, we are
confident will be not only heartily accepted
by the Republicans of New England, but
will
be elected t>y the people.-—Salem
Gazette.

ANNUM,

IN ADVANCE.

The Democrats have had control but four
months, and already the clerk 'is being investigated for alleged fraud upon the postoihce department; the journal clerk is to be
dismissed for prostituting his
position for selfish purposes; a doorkeeper has been discharged for improper conduct; and the clerk
of the military committeo will
probably have
to retire for alleged frauds. For a
young parthe
reformers are giving great promise for
ty
the future.—Hartford C our ant.
The contemporaneous expression, similar
in reason and conclusion, drawn from he
ea-t, west, center and south, show that .dr.
Blaine is gaining new friends daily and in
every part ot the land. No man named has
any equal advocacy, and without disparaging any it is safe to say that no one who has
been suggested has any share of Mr. Blaine’s
various commendations. lie has gained at
all points-since he was first named, and continues to gain .—Philadelphia North American.
__

Magazine Notices.
In the May number of Scribner, Col.
Etting|
of the Committee on the Restoration of Inde-

pendence Hall, discusses the Portraiture of
^ illiam Penn. The illustrations include the
famous Penn Treaty Picture, by West; Penn

in

Armor, at the age of twenty-two (from a
engraving on steel); Admiral Penn (the
father of William), and the newly discovered
rare

portrait of William Penn,

copy of which

a

was

recently added to the National Museum. From
the forthcoming Bryant History of the United
States, an entertaining passage is published
concerning The True Pocahontas. The College Series is continued with

a

paper on Bow-

doin

College, containing reminiscences of.Hawthorne, Longfellow, and other distinguished
men; among the pictures is a silhouette of
Longfellow, at about the age of nineteen. A
series of papers, giving an account of recent

American and foreign experiments in Cooperation is begun in this number; these articles
will be written by Mr. Charles Barnard, author
of the paper on
One Hundred Thousand
Homes, Among the other papers are Bret
Harte’s and Edward Everett Hale's serials; an
illustrated sketch of John Gutenberg, by Theodore L. De Vinne (one of the printers of the
magaiine); The DeFoe Family In America;
a Canadian story, by Miss Howells; The Wedding at OgdeDjFarm, by Col. Waring; Double
Crimes and One-sided Laws, by Dr. Holland;

Tha.Old Cabinet papers. Bric-a-Brac contains something about Col. Randolph Snaughter, of Virginia; Uncle Jim's Baptist Revival
and

Hymn; Fashions for Spring; The Beautiful
Home; Fashions for Spring; The Beautiful
Ballad of Waska
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ment of small places in tbe country, this month
directions about evergreens, pears,
grapes, and vegetables.
With its May number, St. Nicholas begins a

gives timely

serial story, “The Cat and the Countess,'
translated from the French by Thomas Bailey
Aldrich, and illustrated with silhouettes by
Hopkins. Tbe first installment introduces tbe
principal characters in a series of striking inch
dents, and contains no less than thirty-six

new

comical silhouette drawings.
As for miscellaneous attractions, the large
number of them forbids even the mention of

all; but among the first are Mrs. Olipbant’s
second paper on Windsor*Castle;. Susan Cool,

ridge’s Talk with Girls on Ready for Europe:
and two poems, The Palace of Gondoforus by
H. H. and Snow-Flakes by Mrs. Dodge. The
stories of Clough’s Top-knot and the Dottrel's
Luck are excellent. Mrs. Abby Morton Diaz
contributes a May Day Play; Marion Harland
has another Little House Keeper's Page, with
a fine illustration; and the department for very
Little Folks is occupied with a charming poem>
the Fate of a Gingerbread Man, with little
pictures by M. Woolf.
Jack-in-the-Pulpit Is

The Little School-ma’am
and Deacon Green offers

brilliant as ever.
awards several

prizes,

several more. The Latter-Box and Riddle-Box
are crowded with good things.
The May Atlantic is an excellent number of
that excellent periodical. Mr. Howells brings
his Private Theatricals to a close in a manner
which if not satisfactory to some of his readers
must be allowed to be artistic by all. The last

glimpse of Mrs. Farrell is as an actress playing
Juliet in a Boston theatre. Mrs. Kemble gossips this month of Lady Byron and Mrs. Norton. A Visit to a Certain old Gentleman, by T,
B. Aldrich describes the old gentleman of the
Pius IX. Charles Hale contributes a
readable and instructive article on The Khedive and his Court. Hezekiah Butterworth reviews The Madness of George III; Rachel Rol-

Vatican,

lins in some letters from a Washington hospital after the battle of the Wilderness furnishes
a striking picture ot the miseries and sacrifices
of the war. Boyesen, in The Literary Aspects
the Romantio School

of

discusses Tieck

at

length and Schlegel and Schleiermacber briefly
The poetry is contributed by Harriet Presoott
Spoffonl, Edgar Fawcett, C. H. Woodman, and
H. E. Sanford. In art the paintings of W. M.
Hunt are noticed, and in music John K.
Paiue’s new

symphony

is

appreciatively

men-

tioned.
Tbe contents of Blackwood for April, reprinted by the Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,
41 Barclay Street, New York, are as follows:
The Dilemma.—Part XII; Mountaineering In

Himalaya; 1895.—Chapters I—IX; Mr.
Ashley’s Life of Lord Palmerston: Brown's
Peccadillo—An Idyll of the Temple; Norman
the

Macleod.
The Dilemma is disposed
effectually. Mountaineering

laya is

of abruptly, but
in tbe
Himabooks of travels

review of several
lands of India.
Life of Lord Palmerston is
the review of two volumes which form a continuation of Lord Dalling’s work, and embrace
a period of about nineteen years, beginning at
a

through the high
Mr. Ashbury’s

1840, and describing

him as Home

Secretary,

leader of his party, and Prime Minister.
Norman Macleod. This review of a memoir
is one of the most interesting ^articles in this
number. ,-His talents, his influence, his posi
tion as a real power in the country, were as
certain and as fully acknowledged as even his
friends could desire; respect and homage followed him wherever he went; and that popular applause, which is never so adulatory, so
effusive to any one who calls it forth as to e
great orator, was his with almost unbroken
ceiiamij
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career.”
The Record or' the Year Is tbe title of a
magazine, the publication of which by
Carleton & Co. was commenced with the Apty ▼*'
number. The editor aud originator of this new
candidate for popular favor is Mr. Frank
Moore, whose labors in connection with "The
Rebellion Record” will be gratefnlly remembered by all. The plan of this magazine is
calculated to preserve a dispassionate and satisfactory account of current events in the order
in which the; occnr in a permanent and convenient form. It includes in its scope not
only the recording of accounts of pnblic events,
but of such matters of general interest as have

occupied public attention—political, literary,
social, commercial, etc., etc. There are hundreds of jewels which appear in the daily newsprpers, little gems in their way, which are dea more permanent getting than a
daily journal affords, and this the Record is intended to supply. It is intended also that each
number shall contain a finely executed steel

serving of

engraved portrait of

some

prominent personage

whose name the public at Hie time are
busy. Thus the May number contains a fine
likeness of William B. Astor; one of Mark
Twain, the humorous writer, will appear in a
subsequent one. Mr. Moore has done bit work
with

intelligently and well thns far, and is to be congratulated on the success which the magazine
has achieved. Carleton & Co. are also entitled to much credit for undertaking the publication of a magazine which is destined to become a necessity in every library and to all

writers.__
Books Received.
Ladies’ Fancy Worki Hints and Helps to
Home Taste and Recreations. By Mrs. C. 8. donee
and Henry T. Williams. Cloth, illustrated. 300
pp., price 91.30. Hew York. Henry T. Williams.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
History or the Failed M tales of America
from the Discovery ol the L’Mliaeat.
By George Bancroft. In six volumes. Vol. 111.
Cloth, 588 pp.
Boston: Little, Brown & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
A

Paragraph History ol the American
By Edward Abbott. Cloth, Illustrated, 111 pp., price 50 cents. Boston: Roberts
Brothers: Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
Meditations on the Essence ef Christianity.
By R. Laird Collier, D. D. Cloth. 133 pp., price
Revolution.

91.25.

Boston:

Loring, Short &

Roberts
Hannon.

Brothers.

Portland:

v

Conubess, Thubspav.—In tlie Senate a bill
passed allowing Mrs. Minnie Sherman

was

Fitch to receive the diamonds sent her by the
Bill u aB
Khedive ot Egypt, f:ea of duty.
passed allowing the Secretary of War to issue
arms to the Washington Light Infantry of
Charleston, S. C., and the Clinch Rifles of Augusta, Ga. Mr. Boutwell called up the House
bill to authorize the committee on internal revenue to designate and fix the points at which
collectors and supervisors of internal revenue
shall hold their offices. Bill was discussed but
no action taken. The committee on pensions
bill to amend section 4898
of the Revised Statutes, so as to allow a pension of $37 a month to soldiers who had lost

reported favorably

a

both an arm and a leg, in lieu of 24 a month
now allowed.
It was placed on the calendar.
In the House the Senate amendments to the
consular and diplomatic appropriation bill were

non-concnrred in. A resolution was introduced
and referred to the committee on foreign affairs, calling on the President to order such
military force to the Rio Grande as shall be
sufficient to protect American citizens, and to
order Gen. Sherman there to take such measures as are necessary to preserve the peace and
protect the honor of our government. A resolution reciting allegations that Secretary Bristow was interested in remitting the forfeitures
of the barque Mary Merritt of Milwaukee,and
the commitreo on expenditures to
The bill to
the case, was adopted.
transfer the Indian bureau to the War Department was discussed, but no action was takeD.

instructing
investigate

The Babk Annie Lewis.—The

New Zea-

land Times of the 21st of February contains a
very elaborate account of the clipper hark
Annie Lewis, which sailed from New Yoik the
19th of November and arrived at Duenlin,

Z., the

20th of February—a very quick passage. This paper says:—“It is rarely we see so
beautifully equipped and finished a vessel as the
Annie Lewis come into this port. She reflects
great credit on her builders, the whole of her
N.

fillings,

being
description.” Her log shows
both lore and aft,

of

a

very
that on
some days she made the fastest time on rece rd

superor

Sews and Other Items.
A party of whites were attacked by Indians
in Red Canon, near the Cbeyenne River, on
Snnday last, and three of the number killed
and three others, it is feared, mortally wound-

ed.
It is ascertained tbat a complete agreement
exists between the three northern powers regarding the Turkish question. Montenegro
The royhas declared war against the Turks.
alists claim that the insurgent loss in recent
engagements will aggregate 800 in killed and

wounded. A Ragusa despatch states that access to Nicsic is obstructed by 8000 rebels.
The Levant Herald of April 12 says tbat at

Hilloh, in Asiatic Turkey, from March 28 to
31, inclusive, there were (16 new cases of the
plague and 42 deaths; and at Bagdad, from
March 28 to April 1. 145 new cases and 75
deaths.

The plague has now crossed to the
left bank of the Tigris, which had previously

escaped

it.
The Democratic state convention,held at Lincoln, Neb., Thursday,was the largest and most
influential ever held in the state.
for hard money and reform were

great unanimity.

Resolutions

adopted

with

Two-thirds of the conven-

tion favored the nomination of Gov. Tilden for
President, but no formal expression was given

preference.

The

delegates

Tilden unanimously.
District Attorney

Wharton

this

chosen are

for

Louisville,

Ky.,

says no distilleries were seized while Mr.
Bristow was district attorney and he (Wharton) was assistant. No distilleries of Mr. Suit
have been seized since Bgistow resigned, and
upon a careful examination of the records of
the court, he finds no case agaiost the distilleries or whiskeys in which Suit was a claimant
or bad an attorney.
Dr. Marcy, the family physician of A. T.
Stewart, says that the charities which that
merchant bad in contemplation were the erecof factories at Rochester and Hemstead,
and the completion of the Woman’s Hotel in
New York.
Some 82,000,000 have been Bpent
on this latter building, and $500,000 will be set
tion

apart to complete it. But a short time before
his death, Mr Stewart agreed with Judge
Hilton on a plan for the completion and conduct of the hotel, and work upon it will be

rapidly pushed. Dr, Marcy says the transfer
of the business of the firm to Judge Hilton was
in accordance with the wishes of Mr. Stewart
who desired it to be continued, and to relieve
Mrs. Stewart of the cares and anxieties of carit on. A. T. Stewait & Co. sent orders
to their various mills in this country and
abroad, a few days ago, to stop manufacturing
and make inventories of stock. This is for the
purpose of straightening accounts, and work

rying

win soou ue resumed.

Fortj-Fourth Congress—First Session.
HOUSE.

!

Washington, April 20
Mr. Knott of Kentucky, introduced a bill to
regulate the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus in certain cases. Referred to the Judiciary
Committee.
It provides that the Supreme
Coart shall have original and exclusive jurisdiction to issue a habeas corpus in all cases
where a party shall be detained or restraioed
of his liberty by the authority or under orders
of either House of Congress; that whenever it
shall appear by petition that the party is detained or restrained of his liberty by the authority of either House of Congress, before any
state or United States judge or court other
than tbe Supreme Court of the United States,
tbe writ shall be denied (if not issued) or dismissed (if issued); that if any such state or
United States judge or court award a writ of
habeas corpus in snch cases tbe Supreme Court
may award a writ of prohibition, and that if
the Supreme Court shall not be in session at the
time, any judge of such coart may take snch
action with the right to appeal to the Supreme
Court
Mr. Blanchard of Illinois, from tbe Committee on Ways and Means, reported bid concerning corporations engaged in the business of distilling. It proposes to amend the existing law
by holding every stock bolder in such corporation liable for taxes, penalties, unless it be
shown he is innocent of any participation in
the offence for which tbe penalty is inflicted,
in which case he will not be held individually
liable tor the penalty. Passed.
Mr. Kasson of Iowa, moved to reconsider the
vote ot yesterday, by which the resolution in
respect to allegations against the official conduct of Secretary Bristow was referred to tbe
Committee on Expenditures in tbe War Department, and that it be referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
He also moved
that the investigation be public. A vote was
taken separately on tbe latter motion, and
there appeared 98 to 33 in its favor.
As no quorum was voting Mr Baker of Indiana, and Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts, insisted
that on a matter of such importance tbe vote
should be taken by yeas and nays. Vote was
so taken and resulted 170 to 78, acd then the
original motion as amended was agreed to without

I

/

BY TELEGRAPH.

division.

Tbe House resumed the consideration of tbe
.bill to transfer the iDdiau bureau to the War
BWtment, which, after discussion was pass;BtoS8 149, nays 94. It is to take effect July

“sHr. Frost of Mississippi, introduced a bill to
authorize the purchase and consumption of sea
stores in bond
Referred
House at 4.40 o’clock adjourned.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
METHODIST CONFERENCE.
[Special to the Press.]
Thursday.
Lewiston, April 20.—Last evening the anniversary of the Women’s Foreign Missionary
Society was held and the church was completely packed. Mrs. Trafton held the audience
spell-bound by the thrilliDg appeal she made.
Her address of three-quarters of an hour was
followed by remarks from Bishop Haven, em-

The Bishop
all that had been said
never has done himself justice before the
Maine Conference as an eloquent speaker ns he
did last evening.
The conference is fast filling up and the absentees at roll call are putting in an appear-

$42,000.

About 350 applications have already
been made for homes, hut Mr. Bolton’s great
heart has devised liberal things.
At 9 o’clock the Conference was opened with

today and testified that he used his influence
with the Secretary of War to have Cowles &
Brega’s moth preventive used in the army,
and gave them all the standing they had belore
the War Department.
They agreed to give
him5 percent, of the gross receipts and after-

phasizing

the

Sudbury

river conduit to the
number of 400 are ou a strike, and by threats
ol violence are competing others to join.
Base ball at New Haven—Bostons 9; New
Havens 8.
Tbe Brooklyn underground railway ba3 been
on

abandoned.

Tbe liabilities of Jeremiah Quinlan, a N. Y.
glassware dealer iccently suspended, are $108,000: assets $88,000.
Dispatches from Texas state that the revolutionists have not carried ont their threats to
sell out merchants of New Laredo who refused
to pay the loan demanded.
Hob. O. J. Dickey, formerly member of
Congress from Pennsylvania, died jes'.erday,
aged 84.
Grain
in
California was never better
and an unprecedented yield is promised. Fruit
also looks well.
The Colorado delegates to the Republican
National Convention are uninstructed
The Pop*- sustains the demands of the Archbishop of Quebec that only a branch university
be established at Montreal.
The Rondout strikers are still resolute and
the military are still on duty.

Rev. Carlos Martyn, pastor of the North
Congregational church nt Portsmouth, N. H

has received a call from the Dutch Reform
church in New York, at a salary of $5000 a
year. He will accept.
A Bristow club was formed in Boston last

night

The Springfield delegates to the Massachusetts State Convention stand Blaine 14, Bristow and scalteriog 6.
An interchange of opinion of the Connf cticut
delegation to the National Republican Convention develops the fact that the delegation ia
substantially a unit for Postmaster General

Jewell.

The examination was closed with the exception of the reception of certain papers from
London, and the committee adjourned until
next Tuesday week.
Donn Pint! and the Patent Moth Exterminator.

Donn Piatt was before

ance.

religious exercises, conducted by D. Perry.

Lufain,

continued is supernumeraries. 1. Hill.J. Fairbanks, B. S. French, N. Hobart and J. C.
Perry, were made supernumerary at their own
request. C. S. Bisbee, G. B. Wilkins, C. W.
Averill and J. Nixon, were examined and continued as deacons. J. Hayden was located at
his own request. .T. W. Smith, B. Vivian aDd
G. C.
P. Chandler, were voted elders orders.

Audrews, S. Hooper and M. C. Baldwin,

The Impeachment Proceedings.
The impeachment managers of the House
have directed that subpoenas be issued far Mr.
and Mrs. Marsh to appear in this city Thursday
This
next before the court of impeachment.
indicates that the managers indulge in the bewill
overrule Belknap’s
lief that tbe Senate
plea of want of jurisdiction.
Caucus of Republican Senators.
The Republican Senators held a caucus today to arrange the order of business which is
likely to be affected by the coming impeachment trial. There was considerable discussion
Tbe general senbut no action on any point
timent appeared to be against a repeal of the
bankrupt law.
The Secret Service Eunds.
A pretty fall official account of the testimony of Whitely and Attorney General Williams
was given to the press tonight and confirms
the statements already made.
Jno. J. Davenport testified that in the election of 1870 he di-covered that frauds had been
perpetrated, and be adopted a system of registration which eventually resulted in the detection of these frauds. In pursuing the matter
witness bad spent $10,000. He found he was
being impoverished and he askt d Col. Bliss,
Gen. Arthur, Gen. Sharpe, Mr. Murphy, Jackson S. Shultz and other gentlemen of New
York whether the government would not pay
him In his efforts to detect these frauds.
In

continued on trial for admission to conference.
Dr. Gilbert, agent of the A. B Society, ad
the

day

Voted that we adjoun at ll’o'clock to-day to
attend the union Fast Day services in this city.
At the time appointed conference adjourned to
attend the union service at Dr. Bowen’s Free

Baptist
After

church.

interesting services, Bev.

A. S. Ladd
gave U3 one of his smart, thrilling, off-hand
“Be not oversermons, from Bom. xii—25.
come by evil,” &3.
Mr. Ladd’s tongue is “like
the pen of a ready writer.”
The lines run
straight and smooth, no blots, and no stopping
for ink!
At 2 o’clock the

Sunday

school

anniversary
C. Mason,

held in Park street church, C.
Vice President of the Sunday school,
wa3

Committee

presid-

tha snmmarnf 1871 he

ing. After prayer by W. H. Foster, and singing by the children, Eev. Mr. Mason gave

went

to Tone. Branch

fn

the President and explained to President
Grant tbe frauds he had discoveied, and asked
whether some of the funds in the control of tbe
some interesting statistics.
There are 1285
department of justice could not be used to nay
schools in this conference and 11,300 children in
him. The President was impressed with the
these schools. The President then introduced
plan submitted by witness to prevent frauds in
elections and said he would recommend the
Eev. Mr. LaLecheur, a former pastor of Union
matter to the Attorney General.
Witness restreet church in this city, who spoke of the imceived in all $35,000, a part of which came
portance of training children by practice as
through Mr. Ackerman and a part through Mr.
well as theory, and employing ouly pious : Williams. He never considered that there was
At this point
any corruption in the matter.
teachers in our schools, and using our own
the committee adjourned till tomarrow.
E
Hutchinson
catechism.
W.
was the Dext
Cruellies nt tbe Government Insane AsyHe spoke of the changes going 1
lum.
speaker.
How soon these children of to-day will
on.
Testimony before tie congressional commit
tee yesterday, by the mother of a young man
take up the responsibilities of life, while the
her in the government insane hospiWhat number of the : placed by
parents pass away.
tal, shows neglect and horrible treatment of
young are seeking no preparation for their
Dr. Nicholson and other employes
by
patients
duties. Eemarks were also made by L. E. there. Third auditor Wilsou and Mr. Beardsly
were witnesses to
tbe treatment her son had
Bean and ex-Gov. Dingley.
W.
suffered.
see

Various matters.

Lewiston, April 21.—Last evening was the
temperance anniversary, and the crowd attending tilled the church to overflowing a long time
before the appointed hour. But the “overflow”

Thirty-three millions is the sum agreed upon
for the postofE ce appropriations, and the bill

will be introduced in the House Monday.
It is understood that Secretary Taft in revising the estimates for the War Department
was stopped and the current turned into the
appropriations at the request of the committee
on appropriations, is
cutting down very greatlarge vestry holding 600, so that two meetings
ly the estimates sent to Congress in December,
were going on at the same time.
; and that the reduction will not be less than five
At 9 o’clock this morning the session was
or six millions of dollars.
opened with prayer by A. Hatch. A commit- ! Tbe Solicitor General has decided that the
mail subsidy of tbe Pacific Mail Co. is
China
tee on the Bible cause was appointed.
The
not invalidated by tbe transfer of the steamstewards aDd officers of the Preacher's Aid
ship Nevada to a Japanese company. Tne
Society were appointed to fix and report the question was referred to him because tbe At
torney General, who was formerly counsel for
claims of superannuates, widows, &c.
Draft
the company, did not desire to adjudicate tbe
of 8-on chartered fund was ordered.
Cenmatter.
tennial committee reported in part.
Trustees
The bill reported by Mr. Ward of New York
from
the House committee ou commerce, to
to
reoorted 8318 subject
the order of the con"
amend the shipping act of 1872, proposes to
ference.
take away from the courts the power of apVoted that $33 be paid ou the claim of the
pointing shipping commissioners and vest
East Conference. 812 for domestic missions,
their appointment or removal and the entire
control of their offices in the Secretary of the
and 8183 for conference claimants.
Treasury. Shipping commissioners hereafter
Took up the 1th question. “Who are admit
will receive no fees, but will be strict salaried
ted to full connection.” J. W. Johnston, B.
officers
Among the number ol transfers in the OrdF. Pease, D. Pratt, Jr., D. M. DeHughes, G.
nance Department are those of Maj. J. M.
D. Lindsey and A. Cook were called forward
Whittemore from tbe command of tbe Kenneand addressed by the Bishop upon their duties
bec arsenal at Augusta, Me., to the command
and responsibilities, and by vote were received
of the Frankfort arsenal at Philadelphia; Capt.
J. P. Farley from tbe National Armory at
a8 members of the Maine Conference, pledging
Mass., to the command of the
themselves that they were Dot users of tobacco, Springfield,
Kennebec arsenal at Augusta, Me.
Messrs Sheldon and Cbase were continued on
Committee ou Foreign Affairs, to whom the
trial at tbeir owu request. C, W. Bradlee and
question of a reception lor tbe Emperor ot Brazil was referred, will report that no action is
S. Hooper were elected to deacons orders.
necessary, as the Emperor wishes to travel inDr. Vincent, Secretary of our Sunday School
cognito.
This year for tbe first six months it cost $13,Union, and A. C. Weed, agent of Zion’s Herald, were introduced. W. W. Baldwin report- G26 to repair mail bags, against $47,013 for the
some period last year.
ed from the committee on Sunday schools. Dr.
More Trouble for Babcock,
from
the
New
and
Ela,
England Conference,
New York, April 21.—The Times has the
Kev. Mr. Cox, of the Kansas Conference, were following from Washington:
There are most astonuding rumors now afloat,
introduced.
of the future use to which Whileley is to be
Dr. Ela advocated the claims of the New
It is said
put in the matter of investigations.
England Education Society in such a manner
as to secure a collection of $50 to matte Dr. S.
whiskey frauds, aud show thal he himself was
a member of the riug, aud will then tell a story
Allen a director in the society.
implicating prominent parties, and introduce
The laymen met in convention and made
letters and documents to show conclusively the
choice of E. Cousins, chairman.
guilt of Babcock. It will also be shown that
tbe President’s name has been used in an unThe convention proceeded to ballot for lay
authorized
way, if not, indeed, actually forged
delegates to the General Conference, and Hon. to
important documents by Babcock.
J. J. Perry of Portland, and Moses French of
SoIod, were elected delegates, at d Capt. G. C.
THE INDIANS.
1
Goss of Bath, and E. Cornish of Lewiston,
;

chosen reserves.
At 2 o’clock the conference assembled to hear
the Centennial Sermon by C. Munger.
After
prayer by Dr. Ela of the New England Conference, and other interesting services by J. R.

Tbe Apaches

Ibe War Path—Starvation Compelling Them to Leave tbe Res-

were

Mr. Munger announced as his text
Psalms xi—10. “Be wise now ye KiDgs and be

instructed,"

&c.
Our conference business is progressing with
unusual speed and the prospect now is that the
“Book of Destiny” will be opened Monday

things therein will probably
startle somebody.
This even Chaplain McCabe spoke in City
Hall in behalf of the Church Extension Society, of which he is corresponding secretaiy.
some

j

W.
_

The

oil

ervation,

Day, Rev.

morning,and

Charges Against Caunty Attorney

Mlaples—The Governor and Council Decline to Give a Hearing.

Augusta, April 21.—No charges have been
formally made against County Attorney Stap’es

Washington. April 21.—Tbe Secretary of
War has transmitted to the House information
that the Apache Indians at Camp Boure, Arizona, have broken away from their reservation
and are going to war, Tulerso having killed
several persons and stolen cattle.
Also that
tbe Apaches are leaving Canada Alamosa
and stealing cattle because there is no food or
supplies for the Indians at tbe agency, and
they must leave or starve. There is no game
in the country and the military are prohibited
from issuing provisions to the Indians.
Gen. Pope, who furnished the above, says
tbe cavalry of that region are in the field, but
have only power to force the Indians to starve
A despatch
peacefully or be killed violently.
from Gen. Schofield reports the killing ot two
men by the Chiricahua lodiaos, their pursuit
by the troops, and says that Gov. Saffold of
Arizona believes tbe whole tribe has broken
out. Tbe Commissioner of Indian Affairs submits an estimate of 330,000 for the purchase of
subsistence suppiies for tbe above named Indians, in order that they may return to the reservation.
_

of Knox county, to the Governor and Council.
It is understood that the subject was brought to
the attention of Gov, Connor with the view of

Tuesday Montgomery came again and asked for !
1
a hearing. The Governor and Council concluded that in the recess of the Legislature they

Crimes and Casualties.
John B. Dolan, the condemned murderer of
James H. Noe, was huug yesterday. He died
withou a struggle.
Robert P. Brown of Boston, a seaman, was
lost overboard from tbe ship Robert Dixon,
March 0th.
J. B. Bynes, a Boston carpenter, fell through
a sliding'door at the South Boston sugar refinery, yesterday, and was instantly killed.

could take no steps, and told the man that his
remedy was in the courts.

William Cooper shot Modie Dean in St.
Louis, yesterday, because she refused to marry

preferring charges, by one John Montgomery
of the town of Washington, in Knox county!
He was referred to the Attorney General. Last

who

ftnrwvira

tin

lio

a rorv

intnl.

ligent man, asserts that he can prove that
County Attorney Staples has encouraged parties to engage in the importation and sale of
intoxicating liquors, and agreed to protect such
parties by the use of his official power, and lu
consideration of

the

to share the
profits. In a more general way he asserts that
Mr. Staples, who resides in Washington, has
encouraged the violation of the liquor law in
many ways, and

has

same was

taken

Montgomery roundly asserts
proof to sustain

duce ample

bribes, etc.,
that he
his

can

charges,

declares bis purpose to pursue the matter
courts.
[To the Associated Press.]
Bound Over for Iisrtenr.
I

etc.
proand

in

the

Camden, April 21.—Samuel Stimpsouof Belfast, aud Capt. William Frye of Camden, were
broughtbefore Trial Justice Talbot today, on
a charge of breaking into B. C. Calderwood’s
store at North Haven on the 10th inst., and
robbing the schoonor Meine, and bound over in
bonds of §300 to the Septemper term of the
Supreme Judicial Court.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Piper, the

Belfry murderer, makes

a

Statement.
Boston, April 21.—Thomas W. Piper condemned to be executed Mav 2‘ith for the murder of Mattel Young iu the belfry of Warren
Avenue Church, to-day made a sworn statement that she received the injuries that caused
her death from the trap door falling upon her
head, that he was frightened lest he would be
accused of murdering her and therefore denied
all knowledge of the matter trusting that his
connection with it would not be discovered.

MARINE NEWS.
of a Schooner with 06
Passengers.
Halifax. N. S, April 21.—The schooner
ICalie, Captain Ferrestal, which left Port Mulgrave on the 2d inst. for Boston with 66 passengers, is given up by the people of the former
place as lost. It is thought she foundered in a
gala which occurred three or four days after
her departure.

Supposed

liSH

MA.RJRIED.

BRITAIN.

Large Tire in Glasgon:.
Glasgow, April 21. —Midnight—A fire broke
out to night on Uuchauau street, one of the
A whole
principal thoroughfares of tire city.
Flames
equate of huildiogs are uow burning.
the
of
have now reached the office
Glasgow

—

In this city,
F. Bearce and
iand.

Cochran of Rockland.
In Bangor, April ll, bv Rev. W. L. Brown. Sam’l
N. Phiibrick of Upper Bartlett, N. H., and Miss Eva
Thayer of Brewer.

Herald. All the available engtues are at work
but produce but little effect.

Toreigu

Notes.

DIED.

The Chamber of Commerce of Armiens announced tlie death of A T Stewart liy public
handbills, deceased being gratefully remembered on account of charitab'e deeds io 1870.
The Prefect of the Seine intends to ask the
municipality next week for a vote of 24,000,000
for public works necessary to prepare the city
for the reception of strangers expected to visit
the exhibition in 1878.
A telegram from Vienna to ho Daily News
says the foreign ambassadors at Constantinople have remonstrated against the Porte’s
bringing into Europe troops from Bigdad on
account of the plague.
The apprehensions of the Germans are increased because Austria is arming the Danube
steamers and Servia is purchasing quantitiesof
war materials.
The Moscow Gazette says the Turkish soldiers receive neither pay nor provisions, and
sell emridges to the insurgents for bread.

--■

lamily.[

In this ctty Apn'1 21, Mr. Arthur N.
Fillmore,
aged 28 years 4 montus and 7 days.
[Boston and Rockland papers copy.1
in Maples, April 15. Mrs,
Betsey Qammon, aged
83 yearB,—widow ol Enoch Gammon.
In Pownal, April 21, Mrs.
W. Bennett, aged
Betsey
3 months.
78
years

Portland Wholesale Market.

Friday, April 2'..—Tlie markets show but few
changes to-day. Sugars are slightly ofl, and granulated is quoted at lOjc and Extra C. at 9Je. Molasses is a little firmer and sales aie increasing.
Flour is firm and unchanged. Pork and lard are
dull and show no changes worthy of note.

1

mm.

murderers were hung at Fort Smith,
oue a full blooded negro, three full
blooded Choctaws, one Cherokee ami oue
white.
Six

yesterday,

_

METEOBOLOlilCiL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY FOUR

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Skjnal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 22, (1 A. M.))
For Sew England,

risiog barometer, cooler, northwest winds and

clearing

or

clear weather.

Secretary Bristow.
Louisville, Kv., April 21.—A reporter interviewed Hou. Walter Evans of this city in
reference to the ease of the bark Mary Merrit.
Mr EvaLB said there was nothing in Secretary
Bristow’s connection with that case which was
in the slightest degree improper, but on the
contrary bsi sensitiveness to official propriety
had resulted in great injury to his (Evans’) clients.
_

F O RE1a N.
THE TURKISH INSURRECTION.
London April 21.—Intelligence has been received at Vienna that the Herzegovinian insurgents in consequence of the mediation of Baron
Rodich and the intervention rf Montenegro will
agree to a further suspension of hostilities for
three weeks. Contradictory reports however
It is asserted that another expeare current.
dition is about to march to the relief of Nicsic.
London, April 22 —A dispatch to the Russian telegraph agency says it is not true that
Russia has asked the Porte to negotiate with
the insurgents. Russia on being asked whether
she woould continue to advise insurgents to lay
duw their arms, replied that she would only do
so if Turkish local authorities were euiorced to
discuss the guareutees demanded by insurgents.
The Porte haviDg rejected these demands and
declared Androssy’s programme exhausted, resumes the responsibility cf the blood which
may be shed and of ail the events connected
with this crisis.
The Times’ correspondent telegraphs from
Berlin, “No credit is given here to the report
that Montenegro has declared war against Tur-

key.”
A

Vienna

despatch

to the

Daily

News

re-

ports that Servia has purchased 2000 horses in

Hungary. The Servian Minister of War has
declared that no person liable to military dnty
shall be allowed to quit the country even for
the shortest interval.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
Bv Boston and Maine Railroad.—Skillings
St N. Bros. 1 car lumber, Shepard Davis Sc Co. 1 do,
W & C It Milliken 1 car flour, order 2 do, D W Coollilge 2 do, Norton Chapman & Co. 2 do, Josselyn &
Co. 1 do. Holway. Robinson Sc Co. 1 do, C Hayward
Sc Cf 1 do, G A Hunt & Co 1 do, Paris Flouring Co.
1 car corn, A T Merrill 1 do, C H Ti ue 2 do, R C
Jewett 3 do. Fuller & Stamford 2 do, R
&
Co. 1 cal shingles, order 2 cars cotton, Lewiston Mills
1 do, G S Bullens 1 do, Hahowell Manufacturing Co.
Ido, GTR 10 cars merchandise, MCRR 19 do.
P & O RR 2 do, Portland 11 do.
Bv water convftva.nc.fi—1lW)0 hnah cArimmoi
e\
W. True & Co.

Deering

Foreicn Import*.

TUSKET, N S.—Br Sell Valiant—20 cords wood

to

order.
HALIFAX. Steamer Chase—5 pkgs. merchandise
to Eastern Express Co.; 2 do to J E Liscomb.
Foreign Bcxpoit*.
ST JOHN, NB.
Br Sell Prussian General—95
tons old iron rails; 242 bags teed.
ST JOHN, NB. Br Sch Nettie-1100 bbls flour,
178 bags sborts, 240 bags feed.
Bouton (Stock Market
at tbe

Brokers* Board, April 21.]

10 BostoD & Maine Railroad.100$
10 Eastern Railroad
13

75.do.
325 .do.
Second Call.
10 Eastern Railroad.
215.uo.

—

In this city, April 30. very suddenly, Mrs. Jessie J.,
wife of A. C. Cary, Esq., of Fort Fairfield, aged 40
years.
In this city, April 19. Mr. John Gray, aged 65
years
In this city, Apiil 21, Mrs. Mary E. Morgan, wile
of Jas W. Morgan, aged 25 vears 10 months.
In this city, April 19, Mr George Chase,
formerly of
Brunswick, aged 82 years 9 months.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 2 Atlantic street. Friends and
relatives, and
the Aged Brotherhood are invited to attend.
In this city, April 21, Harry Irvin Lincoln,
youngest son of Augustus C. and llattie M. Lincoln, aged
5 years 3 months.
[Funeral services Monday afternoon at o’clock,
at No. 1 Park Place.
Burial at convenience of the

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

[Sales

Apiil 20, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Sam’l
Miss Julia II. Brown, both of Port-

Inthisci’y, April 20. by Rev. Dr. Shailer, James
M. tHail, Esq., of Richmond, and Mrs. Abbie M.

appropriation.

were

dressed the conference.
Voted that the election of delegates to
General Conference be the order of the
Friday at 11 o’clock.

Clymer’s

Thinks he may
wards raised it to 15 per cent.
have received about $10,000 a year, or about
had some
Afterwards
$20,000 for h s share.
misunderstanding with them and went to tbe
Secretary cf War and told him he considered
Witthe patent of Cowles & Brega a fraud.
all blame
ness exonerated Gen. Garfield from
about the appropriation for this matter and
thinks no money was paid for obtaining the

D.

Copeland, J. Gerry, A. B.
Lovewell, J. Masseur, C. C. Covel, J. S. Bice,
E. Smith, It. H. Ford, E. H. McKenney, J.
Armstrong, E. Bobinson and C. IC. Evans,were
B.

Mftntuomprv

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Dr Adolphe Biomberg died in Lowell, Tuesday, aged 92 years. He was a Brevet Major
and Adjutant upon the staff of Prince Murat,
during tbe wars of the first Napoleon. He
served in the Moscow campaign of the French
army in 1812 and commanded a cavalry squadSix vears ago he published a pamphlet
ron.
account of the Russian campaign strongly denunciatory of Napoleon for needless sacrifice of
life. Dr. Biornberg has practiced medicine in
Lowell tor many years. The French govern
ment has allowed him a pension of $400 a
year, bat he has never been to that country to
claim it.

Laborers

Tbe Ernuiu .Uiue Iuvr»:ij>nlion.
Washington, April 21 —la tbe Emma miue
examination today, Judge I’olanti testified that
no money had beeu paid lor the insuauce of a
patent from tbe laud office for the mine, except
$25 for extra clerk hire.
Prof. Clayton exhibited maps sbowicg that
tbe mine was in the silver stratification
Mr. Park testified that he bad never beard
anything unfavorable of tbe mine. Mr. Park
by purchase and sale of the stock in 1872, realized the amount of £10,700 sterling.
Accor iing to his understanding Mr. Scheuck was entitled to one-half, but Mr. Schencs refused to
take so much. Mr. Schenck was iuberestel to
the extent of 2035 shares
A statement of the financial transactions
between Park and Schenck was read, showing
that in the end, Schenck was a loser of over

Friday.

of

GREAT

WASHINGTON.

13$
13$

13$

13

[Funeral set vices Sunday afternoon, at 1 o’clock, at
the residence of her son, Moses
Plummer, Pownal.
In Auburn, April 21, Celinda
H., wife of David H,

Ar at Queenstown 19th inst, ship Cyrus F Sargent,
S wett, Indeoenuencia Bay.
Sid fm Liverpool 17th, ship Isaac Reed, Colby, for
g an Francisco.
Sid tm Liverpool 6th inst. ship Floreuce Treat
g hort, and Cora. Coombs, Bombay.
Arat Cardiff 18th inst, barque Jus G Pendleton,
( lilmore, Amsterdam.
Sid tm Catania —, brig C C Robinson, Devereux,
] Jew York.
Ar at Liverpool 20th inst, ship Carrollton, Lewis,
« an
Francisco.
Ar at Queenstown 20th inst* sch J W Coffin, Chis1 olra, Mexico.
Ar at Honolulu Mch 21, barque J a
Falkenburg,
f rom Astoria.
Ar at St Thomas 7th inst, bar<|uc G Reusens,Leiglif on, Grimsby tor
Sagua.
Arat StJago llth inst, sch Eva C
Yates, Yates,
Jew York.
Sid 13th, brig Carrie Bertha, Hall, Boston.
Ar at Havana tilth niot,
barque Henry Knight,
A Lines, Boston.
Sul 12th, brig LizabeJ,
Watson, New York.
Arat Cardenas 18th inst, brig Charlotte, Wliitteaore. New York; sch Nellie Chase, Norton, PortOrrie V Drisko, Drisko, Demarara ; Hattie E
md;
v
ampson. Ennker, St Thomas.
Sid 18th, barque Com
Dupont, Nichols, North of
latteras.
Sid 12th inst, brig A B Perry,
Look,* for North of
latteras.
Cld 19th, Bch Albert
for PbilaJameson, bandage,
B
lelnbia.
Ar at Sagua 17th inst.
barque Edw Cashing, Bick*
□ore, Havre; brig Tally Ho, Cates, Macbias.
Ar at Canning, NS, 20tli
inst, brig b W Cochrane,
Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 18th inst,
ship Astoria, Kelley,
-iverpool; sell S B liume. Diggius, boston; 2t)tb,
hip Geo FMauson, Humphrey. Liverpool: sclis H
! Airtis, Curtis,
and Snow bird, Cripps, tm Portland;
1

Atwoou.

21. Ada, only child of James
aged 2 years 4 months.

MARINE

Banjoewangie.

NEWS

Sid

5th, J G Pendleton, Gilmore, Cardiff and Rio
Janeiro.
Antwerp 6th inst. Addle McAdam, Curtis,
Sew York.

POUT OF POUTLAND.
Thursday, April 90.
ARRIVED.

SPOKEN.
March 30. lat 48 40 N. Ion G 30 W, barque John E
Dhase, Irom-for New York.
March 26. lat 46 02, Ion 12 04,
brig Wauban, Irom
Liverpool for Matanzas.
April 2, lat 44 35, Ion 4G 30, ship Sablno, from Liverpool for Key West.
April 15, lat 37, Ion 72, brig Annie Gardiner, from
Saba lor New York.

Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passenand mdse to

John Portous.
Steamship Alhambra. (Br) Smith, Halifax, NS. in
ballast, (has gone into the dry dock.)
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, New York—coal to
Maine Central RR.
Sch Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn, New York
coal to Plaster Mills,
Snh Valiant, (Br) Robeits, Tusket, NS—wood.
Sch Rozeila, Stanley, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Starlight, Stanley, Cranberry Isles.
gers

—

ocu

tguecu

ui

me

esc.

Catarrh is

common disease,—so common that
snuffing, spitting, and blowing of the nose, meet us
at every turn on the street. Your foot slips in these
nasty discharges on the sidewalk and in the public
conveyance; audits disagreeable odor, contaminating the breath of the afflicted, renders them offensive to their associates. There is the highest medical
authority for stating that with fully one halt, if not
two-thirds, of those afflicted with Consumption of
the Lungs, the disease commences as Catarrh in the
nose or b^n/l. rhp npvf RtPT, hoirwr
bronchial tubes—lastly to the lungs. How important
then to give early anti prompt attention to a Catarrh!
To cure this loathsome disease correct the
system by
using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, which
tones it up, cleanses the blood, and heals the diseased glands by a specific influence upon them ; and
to assist, use Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy with Dr.
Pierce’s Nasal Douche.
This is the only way to
reach the upper and back cavities where the discomes from.
No danger from this treatment
and Jt is pleasant to use. The two medicines with
instrument are sold by dealers in medicines.
oc2<J
apr22ecd& wlw

naroour, swan’s Island.

Sell Three Sisters. Bickmore, Friendship.
Oregon, Crockett, Bangor-fish barrels to E H
Chase & Co.
Sch Oregon, Dunton, Bootlibay.
Sch G W Perry, Look, Machias for New York.
Sch E A Flliott, Sproul, Wimerport lor Boston.
Sch A L Perkins. Kockfort for Boston.
Sch Zma, Bradbury, Machias lor Boston.
Sch Lucy Wentworth. Dow. Calais for Danvers.
Sch Nellie Fuller, Hodgdon, Calais for Boston.
Sch Emma Friend. Bowden, Bluebill for NYork.
Sch Game Cock, Robinson, Calais for Boston, (and
proceeded.)
Sch Pheuix, Dodge, Kennebec lor New York.
Scbs Smith Tuttle, Southard, and Cora, Patterson.
Wiscasset for Boston.
Friday, April 31.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hal), St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch

Sch Owen P

Atlantic & Pacific prelerred. 3
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.105$
Union Pacific bonds.
103$
Union Pacific Land Grants ,.,..98

Sinking Funds. 90$
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 22$
Guaranteed.

24

Providence Print Cloth* Market.
Providence, April 21 —Priming Cloths market
is firm at 3fc ca9h for 64xC4’s for standard and
extra
goods.
Dome«tic Market*.
New Hork. April 21—Evening.—Cotton market is

dull and unchanged; sales 1286
bales; Middling uplands I3$c. Flour less active and without decided
change; receipts 8874 bbls; sales of 13,200 bbls; No 2
at 3 60 @3 75; Superfine Western and State at 4 15
@ 450; extra Western and State at 5 00 @5 25;
choice do at 5 30 @ 5 70; White
iitat Western extra
at 5 75 @ 7 00;
Fancy White Wheat Western at
* 05 @ 7
75; extra Ohio at 4 9o @ 7 00: extra St Louis
5 25 @ 9 00; Southern at 5 10 @ 9 00.
Rye flour is

steady.

bush;

Cornmeal quiet.

Wheat—receipts 146,400

sales 148.000 bush at about lc
lower, with
moderate export and home trade
inquiry; 1 20 for
ungraded Spring! 115@ 120$ lor Mixed Spring;
-—

^

sui

xikj

&

xwi uin voiciii

■

@ 1 26 for No2 Milwaukee; 128 for do old
1 35 @ 137 for No 1 Spring; 116 lor No 3 Milwaukee ; 1 32 for Canada Club in bond,
nominally;
1 22 @ 1 27 lor No 2 Chicago.
Eye quiet. Barley
(steady; No2 bay at 1 024 ® 1 02J. Com 1c lower
and heavy; receipts of 51,118 bush; sales
24,000 bush;
G6c for no grade Mixed; 69c for steamer
Mixed; 66 ®
68J tor ungraded new Western Mixed; 70c for graded
Mixed, deliverable next Monday. Oats—heavy at
4 @lc lower; receipts 14,200 bush; sales 39,000 bosh;
J'*1!-,4.80 for Mixed Western ana State; 45® 51c
tor White Western, including
rejected at 43c; poor
Mixed Chicago in store at 444c. Hay
heavy. Coffee
quiet and unchanged. Sugar is auiet and steady at
7 9-16 @ 7 13-16c for fair to good
refinng; 73 @ 8c for
prime; refined at 9| @ 9|c lor standard A. Molasses
Rice
is unchanged at 6@7o for
SteadyCarolina;
5 @ GJc for Louisiana; 6 @
6Jc for Rangoon. Petroleum is nominal; crude at 8* @ 8*c; refined at 14c.
1 allow steady. Naval Stores—Rosin is steady
at
1 80 @ 1 85. Turpentine
steady at 3?c. Pork lower;
new mess at 22 50 @ 22
62*. Beef is unchanged. Cut
Meats quiet; middles at 12fc lor Western
long clear;
city long clear at 12J @ 124. Lard lower; prime
steam at 13 60 ® 13 65.
1 25

crisp;

Hinds, Clendeunin, Philadelphia—coal

Freights to Liverpool—market is steady.
Chicago, April 21 —Flour is in good demand at
full prices. Wheat strong; No 1 Chicago
Spring at
114 ; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1
034; No 3 Chicago
Spring at 924 @ 93c; rejected 824 @ 83c. Com is in
fair demand, but lower; No 2 at
47J bid seller May.
Oats steady and unchanged Rye is firm and unchanged. Barley is easier at 61* @ 62c. Pork is dull
and lower at 21 50 @ 2i 60. Lara is
quiet and weak
at 13 00 @ 13 074* Bulk|Meats are weak and 4c
lower;
shoulders 84; clear rib sides 12; clear sides at 121.
Whiskey is In good demand at 1 07.
On

the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat

4c higher; com and oats unchanged; pork
gher at 2150 ® 21724 seller May. Lard Was lie
higher.
Keceipts—10,00 bbls tour, 29,000 bush wheat, 45
000 bush com, 33,000 hush oats. 400 buBh barlcj.
was

h

bush of rye.

390

Shipments—9,000 bhls Hour, 44,000 hush wheat, 258,000
bush

corn,

785 bush rye.

11,000 busu oats, 3500 bush barley.

Toledo, April 21,—Flour dull. Wheat is dull and
weak and lower; No 1 White Michigan at 1274;
No 2 White Michigan at 117; extra White Micbiat 1 364; Amber Michigan at 1 244; No 2 Amber
lichigan at 1 07: No 2 Eed Winter at 1 30; No 3 Eed
at 113; rejected Eed 88c. Com is steady and is In
fair demand; High Mixed at 534c; low Mixed
53c;
No 2 White at 53c; no grade 514c; damaged at 48c
Oats quiet; No 2 held at 364c-36c offered; White at
404c.
Keceipts—150 bbls flour 10,000 bush Wheat, 37,000
bush Com, 500 bush Oats.
Shipments—600 bbls flour, 28,000 bush Wheat, 75.000 bush Com, 10,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, April 21.—Wheat is Arm: No 1 Milwaukee at 114*: hard do at 1 25; No 2 Milwaukee at
1 064; No 3 Milwaukee 96c. Com is fimi aud in fair
demand; No 2 at 51c. Oats quiet and unchanged.
Eye is scarce; No 1 at 724. Barley is i rregular; No 2
Spring at 90 ® 91c; No 3 do at 524c. Provisions
quiet and unchanged.
Keceipts—5009 bois flour, 24,000 hush wheat.
Shipments—11,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat.
St Louis, April 21.—Flour—quiet and
unchanged.
Wheat dull and lower, with nothing done; No 2 Bed
Fall 1 414 askod and 1 42 bid; No 3 do at 1 30 asked
and 124 bid. Com active and lower; No 2 Mixed at
474 @ 48c. offered at 47 at the close without buyers.
Oats unsettled and lower; No 2 at 35 ® 354 hid. Bye
scarce and firm; No 2 at 674c bid.
Bariev dull and
unchanged. Pork dull and lower at 22 50. Lard
nominal, 134 asked. Bulk Meats nominally lower
not saleable at over 8c for shoulders; 114 ®
ll]c for
clear rib and clear sides. Bacon dull, weak and
lower; shoulders 9c; clear rib and clear sides 124 @

San

Keceipts—3,000 bhls flour,20,000 bush of wheat, 74
000 hush com, 34,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush bar lev
r'
0000 hush rye, 00 hogs, 00 cattle.
Cincinnati. April 21.—Pork is dull and lowersales at 22 @ 22 10. Lard active and a shade lowersteam at 13 00 @ 13 05, closing dull at 12 824; Keitle
quiet at 13 75 @ 14 00. Bulk Meats dull; shoulders
at 84; clear rib sides sold at ll@119-16c; cash
clear sides nominally at
ll|. Bacon dull and ununchanged. Live Hogs quiet; common to good light
at 6 50 ® 7 75; lair to good heavy at 7 80 ® 8 to; reJTJU

M1IJ.IIUUI11B

demand at

ItUW.

UlBKCy BieUUy

aiKl
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Butter steady.
Detroit,April 21.—Flour- more is shipping; sales
of choice at 6 50.
Wheat active with speculative
inquiry lower; extra White Michigan nominal at
1 393; No 1 White atl30J; No 2 do at 118J. Corn
nominal; No2 at 53® 01c. Oats ato quiet and
steady; Mixed at 37c bid.
Receipts—1145 bills Hour, 9,833 bush wheat, 1967
latr

07.

bush corn, 3350 bush oats.

Shipments—610 bbls flour, 1,889 hush wheat, 1,125
bush corn, 2,081 bush oats.
Cleveland April 21.—The Petroleum market is
quiet und (lower; standard at 10J: prime White at
11J lor car lots.
Norfolk, April 21.—Cotton dull; Middling un*
lands 12J ® 123c.
Charleston, April 2i.—Cotton quiet; Middling
8

uplands 12J @ 12Jc.
Louisville, April 21 —Cotton market dull; IMid
lling uplands 12Jc.
Wilmington, April 2t.-Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 12Jc.
New Pork, April 21.—Cotton Ls
steady; Middling6
uplands 133c.
Savannah, April 21.—Cotton ls dull; Middling

uplands 12c.
Augusta, April 21.—Cotton market is quiet and
lower; M iddling uplands 12J @ 121c.
New Orleans, April 21.—Cotton
steady; Middling uplands 12Jo.
Monius, April 21—Cotton is unchanged; Middling*
uplands at 12j @ 12|C,

European' markets.
London, April 21—12.30 P. M.—American

securi-

United States lees’s, 108J; 1867 1083; 10-40’s,
d’s, 105J; Erie at 14
Liverpool, April 21.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
^ steady; Middling uplands at 6Jd; do Orleans at
i|d; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 hales tor
•peculation and export.

1053;

new

lUinature Almanac....-.April 33.
r|ses.5 08 I High water.9.45 AM
|nn
sun sets.6.50
| Moon ilses. 4 05 AM

whose great success is attributable to the fact that
its restorative action upon the debilitated and disordered system is in accordance with the principles
of common sense. It invigorates the sick, and, as
their strength increases, the burden of disease
grows lighter. It reforms those physical irregularities which render weakness chronic, and thus eradicates the evil at its very source. Liver complaint,

malarious fevers, constipation, urinary troubles,
uterine weakness, and many other causes of general
debility and ill health, are completely removed by
the combined tonic and alterative operation of the

Bitters.

May 1,1876,

to

sailed.)

C Moseley,

inent Bonds

England.
Sid to Akyab Mch 9, barque Malioville, Thompson
Channel.

Ar at Constantinople Mch 29th, taiqne Mendota,
Petry. Dedeagatch.
Cld at Genoa 3d Inst, sch Wm Fredeilck, Ames, for

Trapani.

Sid tm LiBbon Mch 31, barque Kalalis, Brown, for
St 111)68.
Sid to Trieste 15th inst, barque Estella, Poole, for
New York.
Sid to Havre !8tli inst, barque Lisbon, Dunning,
Matanzas.

Box of the great remedy,

One

THE REASON
why we undersell all others is
simply because we buy in such
large quantities fo cash that we
make in Ilie buying what other
dealers make in the selling.

German Snuff*,
V rould have quickly cured.
Now what are the
g] imptoms of Catarrh? They commence with a sense
o
a
e
a

the nasal organs which, if not
after a short time
As you
lie down at night,
and rest the weary brain,

irritation about

or

Later

HORRIBLE TO SAY,

Compare

PASS TO THE LUNGS,
C ausing these
v ith

Issues,

Granulated Sugars 10 1.3 cts. lb

delicate organs to become impregnated

TEAS.

CATARRHAL

PORTLAND,
sums

to suit

on

“.60 Extra
“.75 Beat

Coffeei.
Best Rio.28
Good Java.35
Best Java.38
Moclia.45
Rousted

In the morning you arise with a dull, heavy feel\ ig about tlie head and extieme nausea at tbe storoch;
you cau eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
»
tsk, as you have that dull pain and sense of oppresion which demonstrates the fact that

BEANS.

A VICTIM.

NEAL.
Best CauadaOat Meal.. .41 Rye Meal.3
Best Graham Meal.4|Com Meal..2$

when you realize this fact, do not get frightened
8
run and pay five or ten dollars for worthless
8 dvice, but invest just 35 cents in a box ot
tew
nd

SOAPS.
Qneeu Soap...9|Pearl Soap. 5
French Laundry.
.9|
GOODS IN GENERAL.
Best Carolina Rice.9 10 lb. Bag Buckweat.. .40
Best Rangoon <• .7 Green Peas... .8 cts. quart

RIDERS

Best Turkish Prunes... .7 Split Peas.8
Choice French Prunes. .9 Valencia Raisins.12 cts. lb
15 Horse Radish..8 cts. bottle
Very Best
Ragle Brand Condensed
English Walnuts. ...14 cts
Milk.25 Citron.25 cts
Tapioca.10 Sliced Dried Apples_

German Snuff,
it according to directions, and
ranted.

I tee

is

cure

a

UU

00
00
00
00
00

Sago.

25 00

A,

lew are of tbi« baue of the age; do

noi be
ut down in the prime of life and hnrried
the grave.
Remember Catarrh cauaea
lonnamption. and by the use of this remey yon will certainly be cured.

mean

you
so

who are troubled with these
common, such as

1 iO&e no time to iid yourself of what in
ou, for all of the above are the results

( atarrh.

.retail price.

George C. Shaw,
Mead Grocery Store,

com-

time will kill
of neglected

583 CONGRESS ST.,

MOTHERS! MOTHERS'.

Under City Hotel,

Ye beg of you do not give your little ones Worm
iedicine when they complain of being ‘’stuffed up.’*
I !o, no! they have what is far worse and more daui erous than a myriad of worms. They have

I

IAFA3TILE
1

Vliicb,

when

—

CATARRH,

neglected, and their bodies

are

a a

235 MIDDLE ST.,

Mothers, always

R/EDER’S
t

r

—

Chamber Furniture.

For sale everywhere. Price only 35 cents. SMI TH,
NJOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Tremont St., Boston
.gents for U. S.decTMWASsnCm

Eastman

ASH & PIPED CHAMBER SETS.

Bros.

—

—

,

Feathers,

Hew Dress Goods,

order.

Warehouse 27 1.2 & 29 Market St.
J. T. DARLING.

ALSO

—

Millinery Opening I

—

JOHNSON* CLARK,

Drop d’ Etc and Silk

No. 7 Clapp’s Block,
Congress
On

B3^"An examination of these good3 is solicited.

EASTMAN BROS,

Street,

534 CONGRESS

we

1

lem,

throat,

are

octl5

—

j Karris

&

It

cuies

Colic,

(l!

le8

JLET

5,
lebl7sneodtt

to

and

Also
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INTERNALLY,

!

No.
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Work,

—

■

1

No.

,
I

*

a

Elm

Hand-

Street.
and Gent’s boots.
eodtf

THE AERATED

Oxygen Treatment.

<Um

\ GENUINE

Whitney,
—

fnml.jttn Free.

1

a|,rJU_

at

^ cgctable & Flower
I eed

Widths

?KEBLKDAv{sir’ } LEAVITT & DAVIS.
JtyMeasures taken for Ladles’

TRIUNE,

NIPORTERS AND GROWERS
OF

in all

Also a lino of the celebrated Newark
Sewed Work for Gents’ wear.

the
or

WANTED.

&

—

Specialty.

—

1 [endall

IS

Boots

Ladies’ Fine

£3 Casco St.

AGENT*

all the leading styles, including the

FRENCH AND AMERICAN KID.

tich sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
iLuttle Machine. Call, or sent for Circulars and

Samples

Morbus, Diarrhoea, Cramp,
Indigestion, Sore Throat,

eodtf

Seamless Side Lace Boots

MACHINE,
see

full line of FRANKEN-

Ladies’ Fine Boots!

BEFORE BET1NG A

rrr

a

apr20

6

I>. W. Claris..

NEW PHILADELPHIA

can

BERG KID GLOVES in all the
latest Spring shades,

MILL.

he sure and

PpIpab

303 CONGRESS ST.

____Tseodtf
SEWING

I.aw

Nelson & Gould’s

Building.

Inqoire of
—

nt

dtf

in

CiAPISIC

’>

General Agruh, Portland, Ifle.
fcbTteod«£w3w

h<>

be found at

a

9 lo 19 A. If!., 1
to H F. HI.

TO

Cloths and

Furnishing
Goods,
will
aaI.I

Spring Hosiery in every style

CHARGE

(

USE IT EXTERNALLY.
It cures Neuralgia, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains
c uts, Bruises, Old Sores, Headache, Toothache, and
fact almost all the aches and pains human tle*h is
j dr to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
y rM. UENNE & SONS, Proprietors,
Pittsfield, Mass

au'«

OF

=

also

J. W. PERKINS & CO.,

FREE

of both the Allopathic and

° Bee Hours

assortment

Spring Goods!

Homoeopathic Schools,
practice

8

CO.,
large

—

been in extensive
for twenty years. Biases of the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skill*
Lly treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
T) ie Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic disea hes, warrants the assertion (hat he never fails
IC cure where a cure is pomwible.

Magic Oil !

Cholera

which

SURGEON,

The Doctor in

radnate

a

ap20

rnuuaeipuin,
BE

hand

of

Gents’

THAYER,
CAN

on

Ready-Made Clothing.

at bis rooms in

the Stomach,
&c.

b id Pains in
ougbs, Colds,

c

Littlefield,

Mechanics’ Hall

This is a purely vegetable, general family remedy
eep it in the house to me in case of emergency.
TRY IT

who will keep constantly

M,tf

)R.

STREET,

LEWIS &

FOR SALE BY

143 Commercial Street.

sn9m
charm

on

—

under the firm name of

I Icrds Gl ass, CJovcr and Red
Top,

—

send 23 cents to the Forest Tar Co., Porta box of either the Salve or Troches.

BY

173 FORE

GRASS SEED.

PHYSICIAN AND

ind, Me., for

CLARK.

be continued at th olde Stand,

will

e{*

iving the best satisfaction. Ask your Druggist for

I>.

GEO. W. RICH & CO.

ONSULTED

st Tar Troches for affections ot the

S.

The Business formerly carried

~

*

g

MISS

dlw

—

I

e

40(h.

and

MRS. I. P. JOHNSON.

sndtf

mchlG

icreasing sales of Forest Tar, although but little'ad\ ertised, and
its excellent reputation wherever
k nown, prove it to be no humbug.
Forest Tar Salve lor diseases of the skin, and Foi

Wednesday Next,

will exhibit our Trimmed Hats and Bonnets.

Diamonds, Jew-

Extensive advertioing has made many proprietary
oods sell largely for awhile, but in no case have
t tiese sales been sustained, unless virtue has been
* rnnd in
the articles themselves. The continually

Renne’s

and

Street.

«P20

STREET.

aprlS

f iTintutions and couuterfeiiR. For Rale everywhere
It F. If ISO WN & CO j Ko»ton.

n

Tuesday

April !Mlh

ME.

HUNT.

M.

LADIES’COSTUMES,

LADIES !

“It works like

C.

_apr20____c!2w

SILKS ID SIILWLS!

Vill make Ladies’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes
hat have become rough and red, and Ladies’ Tiavelcg Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
shamed to ca'-ry them, look just as good as new. It
i fill not rub oft or smut when wet. Softens the leather

or

Ac.

We manufacture our own goods and warrant them
first-class in every respect. Call and see tor
Furniture repaired and repainted to
yourselves.
to be

and Good

TAR.

SUCH AS—

Wardrobes, Cane and Wood Heat C'bairs,
Npriug Beds, Mattresses, Mirrors, E a tension Tables, Kitchen
Tables, Loanges,

—

sneodtf

FOREST

—

Bedfttfada, Bureaus, Winks, Washstauds,

ON

Wednesday, April 19th,
J

ALSO

GOODS,

WILL OPEN
—

sncodOra

—

Manufacturers ol and Dealers in

Office,

mU13

F

DARLING* HUNT,

BROWN’S FRENCH DRESSING

(

dtf

HEADQUARTERS

jERMAN snuff.

LEAVITT.

THE

PORTLAND. ME.

apl3

00
00
00

STREET,

—

nowu as a

1 >ved one die before your eyes.
1 eep on hand a box of

I
\

AND

China Tea Store,

placed

horizontal position, leads very often to wnat is
SlTDDEN CRUUP, which in nine cases
c ut of ten cannot be cured, and jou behold your
i
1

vi

ro

cts

FLOUR 2

Him Vision,
Loss of Energy,

00

Covers, Canvas Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,

marct!)

15

19. 14 ami

We wish to call especial attention to our various brands ol
flour, which you can purchase at
a great
saving from the usual

o

Awnings, rents, f lags, Boat Sails,

F.

10

war-

PEOPLE OF NEW ENGLAND,

50 00

elegant aftair.
$65.00
)nc flue Diamond Stud, J karat pure while,
50.00
Bing, 1 karat, old miue stone, 75.00
ladies’ Bing, very handsome, 35,00
md lots of other Diamond Bings, Eardrops and Studs,
iold and Silver Watches, and other Silver Ware at
ess than half price.
9. 9CHRVVER,
apl8snlm*

EXCHANGE

Kutf Coflees.
Good Rio.23
Best Rio.25
Best Java.32
Mocha.35

Yellow Eyes... 8 cts quart'Best Medium. .6 cts quart
Best Pea Beans 7
| California Lima Beans.
«•
“
6 «
Good *•

HAS SECURED

all valuable personal properly at
rates of iuterest
For sale Diamonds and Jewelry at less than half
he original cost.
.)ne fine Diamond Stud, 1 karat pure white,

1-2

70

CANNED GOODS.

ow

4»

60

“.70

“

2 lb. Cans Green Com. .18 2 lb.Chns Lima Beans. .15
3
best Peaches.20 2
Green Peas.. .15
••
3
Toma2
Blueberries. ..15
toes.14

CATARRH

(KSTABIJSHKD IN 1S6S,)

Money to loan in
dry, Watches, and

“.50

(LATELY REDUCED.)

Exchange Street.
deodsnly

Mo. 53 Middle

Prime

Extra
Best

PRICES OF COFFEES.

POISON.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

National Loan

paying.

Good Oolong Tea.40 Prime Japan Tea.50

Woodbury & Moulton,
nov29

Prices with those

our

you have been

The Secretions of the Head

in exchange.
All the 5.20’s of 1862, 1864, and 5,000,000 of the November issues of 1865
have been called in for redemption.

67

LIST.

PRICE

layed with GERMAN SNUFF,

ctend to the throat.
ad tain would sleep

Municipal Securities given

zie L

FOREIGN POUTS.
At Yokohama Mch 29th, barques Escort, Carver,
from Newcastle, NSWr, ar 14th; Nettie Merrimau,
Minsters, from New York, ar 20tb.
Arat Dunedm, NZ, Feb 20, barque Annie Lewis,
Morse. New York. (Nov 19.)
Sid to Batavia Mch 2d, barque Wakefield, Carver,
Akyab, to load for Continent.
Sid to BaDjoewaugls Jan 21, barque Clara, Nichols. (from Passaroeang) for Helsingfors.
At Sourabaya Feb 25, ship C H Soule, Robertson,
for Channel.
Sid to Probolingo —, barque Chas Fobes, Lowe,

•»

50
20
20
10
10

ivuauu.

Highest rates paid for Called Govern-

Watts, Caidenas.
Cld 19tb.ehip Columbia. Rogers, lor San Francisco;
barque F LGenovar. Simmons. Matanzas; schs Maggie Abbott. Abbott. Para; Alzena, Plummer, Cardenas; Julia R Floyd. Perkins, Georgetown, DC; Liz-

Argo, (Br) Dailey, Portland.
Cld
SALEM—Ar 1‘Jth, schs Charlie & Willie, Cousins,
Philadelphia; Marla Adlaide, Kent, Hoboken; Ontario. Lunt. and Palos, Ober, Calais.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 18th. schs Lizzie Carr,Tee',
Bath; Mary, Hallowell, Deunysvllle.

25 00

CALLED GOVBRJVMEiVT BOH

H Baker, Collins, for an Eastern port.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 18th, schs Veto, Henderson New Orleans; Emily Curtis. Barbour,
Lynn.
Cld 19th, brigs Prentiss Hobbs, Dodge, Portland;
Geo E Dale. Pierce. Bangor; B Inginac Wiley, New
York; scb Wm E Barnes, lor Rockland; Sarah Eaton. Dix, St Marys; Mary B Harris, Crowley, Portsmouth.
Cld 20th, brig F I Henderson, Henderson, Boston;
sch L B Gregg. Anderson,'Porto Cabello.
Arat Delaware Breakwater, brig Abby Tliaxter;
sch Kattie P Lunt, from St John, NB.
NEW YORK—Ar 18tb, sch Mary J Ward. Ward,
Aguadilla 14 days; E A DeHart, Farnham, Baracoa;
Mott-Haven. Collins, Calais; Van Buren, Foster, St
George; L Walsh. Smith, Pawtucket.
Ar 19th, schs Sarah B, Upton, Cienfuegos; Francis
Hatch. Green, Richmond, Va; Hattie E Giles, Benner, Baltimore; Walter E Pblmer, Cole, Providence;
Dreadnaugbt, Mack, Portland; G W Rawley, Rawley, Rockport: Pavilion. Leach,do; Georgie Willard,
Willard. Portland for Virginia; Maggie W Willard,
Spurting, do for do; T P Abell, Carr, Rockport; Sea
Bird, Stanley, Calais; Westerloo,Whitaker, and Saxon, Hatch, Ellsworth; F Nelson, Holbrook, trom St
George; Geo P Trigg, Gammon, Rockport.
Below, barque Norton Stover, from Cardenas.
Ar 20th, schs L A Edwards, Miller, fm Cientuegos;
fcmrna F Hart, Hart, Caidenas.
Ar 21st, brig C C Sweeney, Cole, Sagua; schs Sarah
W Hunt. McFadden, 1m Baracoa; F L Richardson,

Calais.
21st. sch

COLD

RAIDER’S

D. i>. PRATT,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Office of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C February 1, 1876.
aprl2
W&S3wsn

Maloney, Philadelphia.
Cld 13th, sch H M Condon, Washington,
Cld 14th, sch J G Drew, Wadliu,
Gibraltar, (and

Gott.

Which

Any person, so liable, who shall fail to comply with
foregoing requirements will be subject to severe
penalties.
Persons or firms liable to pay any of the Special
Taxes named above must apply to FRANKLIN J.
ROLLINS, Collector of Internal Revenue at 22 Exchange Strefct, Portland, and pay for and procure the
Special-Tax Stamp or Stamps they need, prior to
May 1,1870, and WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE.

Ar at do 19th, ship Scioto, Mitchell. Havre.
MOBILE—Cld 19th, schs Alice T Boardman. Boyd,
Kingston. J; Sarah Elizabeth, lcr Hayti.
PENSACOLA—Ar 18th inst, sch Kockie E Yates,
Yates. Matanzas.
SATILLA MILLS—Sid 10th, sch Jennie F Wiley,
Wiley. Newcastle, Me.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 14th, sch Georgie Staples,

Cld 20th, barques Jennie Cushman, Smallev. Bathurst; S W Holbrook, Portland; brig Mary’Finfc,
Dyer, New York; sch Annio Jones. Jones, Piltstou.
Ar 21st, schs Mauna Loa. Sanborn, ftn Mayaguez;
Clara Smith, Packard. Matanzas; A P Emerson,
Emerson, do; La Volta, Whitmore. Georgetown DC;
Clara W Elwell, Long, and Sandy Point, Grant, from
Philadelphia; Albert Dailey. Hinckley, Weehawken;
Addie Sawyer, Miller, Hoboken; Red Jacket, Gregory, Rondout; Cambridge, Tarr, New York; Ophir,

uiuuuiau/uicu

—

Owing 10 ilie great depression in
business in Boston and New Vork
markets
it enable
me to bay
kinds of
many
select
family
stores at greatly reduced rates.

the

trom

casset.

(OHIIOI

§200 00

other animal). 15
Peddlers of tobacco, fourth class (on foot or
public conveyance). 10
Brewers of less than 500 hundred barrels. 50
Brewers of 500 barrels or more. 100

St Lucia, Ja.

Mills, Armstrong. Baltimore.
Cld 20tb. schs Laura A Webb, Hatch, lor Baracoa;
Anna D Merritt, Pinkbam, do.
Sid 15th, brig Tubal ain, for Cette.
Passed through Hell Gate 18ih inst, brig Agenora,
Bucknam, New York lor Portland; scb Cambiidge,
Tarr, do for Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 19th, schs Julia Newell,
from New York lor Proviucetown; Jce Carlton, do
lor do: R L Kenney, do for Rockland
NEW LONDON—Ar 17th, sch Emma K Smalley,
McFadden. Porto Rico.
BRISTOL—Ar 20th, sch Nellie Eaten, Townsend,
Calais.
NORWICH—Ar 15th, sch Lizzie B McNichols,
Fanning. Porto Rico.
EDUARTOWN-Ar 18th, sch W Whitehead, from
North port tor Portland.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 19th, sch Maggie Todd.Norwood, Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19tb, brig Ma?y Bartlett. Fisk; New York tor Macbias; Bchs H A DeWitt,
Manson, Perth Amboy for Augusta; Georgia D Loud,
Clark, Virginia lor Thomaston; Ella, Hatch, Belfast
lor Baltimore.
Sid, schs Hattie A Butler, Ella. Addie Fuller.
Also ar 19th, barque Fied Eugene, Young, New
York for Portland, (and sailed 20th) ; sebs La Volta,
Whitmore, fm Georgetown lor Boston; Sandy Point,
Grant, Philadelphia for do.
BOSTON—Ar 19tb. schs Mary, Riley. Philadelphia;
Admiral, Bickford. Calais; Neptune, Holmes, Rockport; Metropolis, Lane, Vinalhaven; Silver Spray,
Hinckley. Addison: Wm Butman, Sproul, from Yarmouth
Cld l9tli, sch Herald, Fiisbee, Portland.
Ar 20th. schs Annie Whiting, Hatch. Port Royal.
SC; Wm Atthur, Hackett, P*»rthAmhoy; Beta,
Guptill, Amboy; W H Archer, Bellaty. Ellsworth;
Lillian, Ryan, Belfast; Ned Sumpter, Gregory. Vinalhaven: Atalanta. Brown, and Massachusetts. 1m
Rockland; Belle, Dunton, ana Boxer, Sutton, W Is

liquor.

Manufacturers of stills.
And for each still manufactured.
And for each worm manufactured.
Manufacturers of tobacco.
Manufacturers of cigars.
Peddlers of tobacco, first class (more than two
horses or other animals).
Peddlers of tobacco, second class (two horses
or other animals).
Peddlers of tobacco, third class (one horse or

domestic ports.
NEW ORLEANS—A r 18th, sch U E Williard, Wil-

M

v

lainta, alas!

Dealers, wholesale liquor. 100 00
Dealers in malt liquors, wholesale. 50 00
Dealers in malt liquors, retail. 20 Oo
Dealers in leaf tobacco.
25 00
Retail dealers in leaf tobacco. 500 00
And on sales of over $1,000, fifty cents for
every dollar in excess of $1,000.

uarnue raunie xi

WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 17th, sch
Higgins. Madeira.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 17th, sch Ruth

retail

to

SUIT THE TIMES !

Oermnn
Prolessor.
■igii'slied
rho has probably spent more time
** v«-r ibis intricate complaint than
Reflect
a ny person on the globe.
*
|< >r a
moment, use your good
® ense,
and remember Ihe.l the
«l rigin of Catarrh is in a

ti

April 30, 1877.

Rectifiers.

liard, Jamaica.
Bremen.

Hs

•e

The Taxon embraced within the provisions
of the Law above quoted are the
following, viz:

O

—

Bccsucte Hie have not made
disease thesnidy ola life-time,
did old Dr. Itaeder, a dis-

I’liy,’

MEN AND WOMEN,

MEMORANDA.

Drummond,

^

#|
5 5 ns

Paralysis,
TAXES, I ‘artial Neuralgia
of the Head,

SPECIAL

Dealers,

CAN I1E ill ADR !

Prices Reduced

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

Fred Eugene. Young, from So Amboy for
with coal, put into Vineyard-Haven 19th
with five feet water in her hold. The leak was found
aud stopped, and the vessel proceeded 20ih.
Sch Climax, Capt Wm Mitchell, with a
cargo of
lumber shipped by Danl Hill, sailed from Calais Jan
5tb for Bosion, and was at Millbridge Jan 25tb, since
which she has not been beard from.
Supposed to
he lost, with all hands.
Sch Alfred Brabrook, Bunker, from Portland for
New Orleans, which put into Bermuda 5tli inst in
distress had nearly finished repairs on the 13th. She
encountered a heavy gale Mch 29, during which the
steering gear was disabled, some ot the sails split,
ana a leak started in her
top. lhe mate was badly
hurt at the time.
Sch H Curtis, Bray, Irom Philadelphia for Providence. put back 19tb with lossot living jibboom, bulwarks stove, &c. having been in eollisluu with an unknown schr at Delaware Breakwater.
The cargoof bark New York, wrecked at
Progresso,

A GREAT SAVING

;

ro Cure Catarrh

NOTICE.

Barque
Portland,

Cld 15th, sch S S Day, McFarland,
Ar at SW Pass 19th, ship Scotia,

J

«

__

The Revised Statutes of the United States, Sections 3232, 3237, 3238, aud 3239, require eveiy person
engaged in any business, avocation, or employment
which renders him liable to a SPECIAL TAX. TO
HltUlTKE AND PLACE CONKPICt'Odfl.V IN HIM KMT A HL.IMH.flEN ■' OR
PLACE OF BUSIN*MS, a STAMP denoting
the payment of said SPECIAL TAX lor the Special
Tax Year beginning May 1,1876, before commencing
or continuing bu.iuess after April 30, 1870.

Lormg.

*1

N

!

SPECIAL NOTICES.

—

month, exceed) 100,000,

per

—

I

Havana 20th, barque Walter Armington, Jr,
Hooper, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Matanzas 10th inst, sch B J Willard, Woodbury, New York.
Ar at do 20th, brig Clata J Adams, McFaddcu,
New York.
Sid nn Cardenas 10tb inst, sch E H Herriman, Herriman, North ot Hatteras.
Sid tm Oienfuegos 19th, sch S F Seaberrv. NYork.
Sid Im Table Bay, CGH,
inst, barque Woodside,
Montgomery, Barbadoes.

ujr

which,

a

Rfinoriug Life’s Heaviest Burden.
To remove the burden of disease, the heaviest
that poor humanity is compelled to bear, is certainly
a grand object, a gloriou9 mission.
Assuredly the
discoverer ot a remedy which accomplishes this result is entitled to the gratitude and respect of mankind. Such a remedy is Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,

Bath.
Sid tin

xuia.

tl« in of

charge

to Grand Trunk RR.
New York Stock and Money Market*
Sch Eita A Sllmpson, Halt, Philadelphia—coal to
New York. April 21—Evening.—Money market ! Randall & McAllister.
was easy at 3 @ 4 per cent, on call, closing at 3 per
Sch Wm Whitehead. Titus,
Northport, LI—sand
cent. Sterling Exchange was quiet at 486$ @ -187$ tor
and clay to Rolling Mills
sixty days and 489$ @ 489$ for demand.
Sch Gen Grant,-- Wells Beach, with iron from
Gold soldjat 11$ @ 11$. The rates paid for carrying
wreck of brig Mary C Haskell.
were 2 and 1 psr cent.
Customs receipts $289,000.
CLEA RED.
The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were
Brig Cora Green, Carl, Mobile—D W Clark & Co.
17,734,000. Treasury disbursements $25,000. GovernSch Eftort, Lowe, Kicbmond—D W Clark & Co.
ments were firm. State bonis dull.
Sch Prussian General,(Br) Heather, St John, NB—
The following were the closing quotations of GovJohn Porteous.
ernment securities:
Sch
Nettie, (Br) Britt, St John, NB-J Porteous.
United States coup. 6s,1881. 122
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.118$
SAILED-Barques H L Routh, Ephm Williams;
United States 5-20*8,1865, new...118$
‘rrne8t’ Iza, Tycoon; scbs Jas F'ord, Eflort,
JS \V Magee, and others.
United States 5-20*s, 1867.
120$
United States 5-20*s, 1868 do.122
United States new 5’s.118
Launched-At Sonth Bristol 14tb inst, from the
United States 10-40s, coup.118$
yard ot A & M Gamage. a splendid fishing sebr of
Currencv 6*s.126$
about 45 tons, named Freeman Colgate, built tor
The following were the closing quotations ot
Jordan & Blake, of Portland, and to be commanded
Stocks:
by Capt Bickford. She is now at this port fitting for
Western Union Telegraph Co.
6G$
sea.
Pacific Mail. 19$
New York Central & Hudson R R.112$
Ifbom merchants’ exchange.1
Erie.15$
Arat New York 21st, brig Don Jacinto, Kellev,
Erie preferred. 33
scbs W S Fa I web, Lord, Buracoa; Annie
Matanzas;
Michigan Central. 52$
Sargent, Portland.
Union Pacific Stock.63$
Ar at Philadelphia 21st, biig
Mary C Roseyelt,
Panama. 127
Cardenas; schs Grace Davis. Davis. Kingston. Ja;
Lake Shore
55$
St
Hatch,
A
Keystone.
John,
NB;
Hammond. GoldIllinois Centra].
98
Portland.
Chicago & Northwestern. 40$ thwaite,
Old
Lena
21st,
brig
Thurlow, Corbett, Havana; sch
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred.59$ Isabella
Jewett, Fogg, Portland.
New Jersey Central. 98$
Ar
at
Dalaware
Breakwater
21st, brig D S Soule,
Rock Island. .103$
from Matanzas, lot orders.
St. Paul. 38$
Ar
at
sch
Loretto Fish, Young,
Wilmington 21sr,
St. Paul preferred.
64$

Wabash... 2$
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 17
Missouri Pacific. 14

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
thecircula

Star, do.

York.
Ar at Havre 6th inst. Gen Shepley, Hutchins, New
Orleans; Fied A Carle, Condon, and Welaka, Perlins. Mobile.
Ar in tbe Texel 5tn inst, C O Whitmore,
Peabody,

I?Abby
Jo«n’
N,B, APril
Hamilton,

miscellaneous.

A Ivertisemeut iu the PRESS

[Latest by European steam ers.l
Ar at Liverpool 7th inst, Bengal,
Loring, Irom New

Phipskurg, April 18, Mias Octavia Drummond,
agtd 63 years,-daughter 01 the late Capt. Alexander
Drummond.
and

Che

SPECIAL NOTICES.
—

Seeds.

aprl8e<xl2w

cure for Catarrh, Asthma, Rbeomatwin. Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Diaottered to all who aro afflicted, at 383
3,
Ntrert, Portland. NIo..
* alkoou
Block, where a large number of testi1 monials can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
Jal2tflsdfcwtfl0

;

ases is still
out;rent*

To Let
A

SUIT of rooms without board. Apply at No
47 Danforth Street.
uiy‘.'4dtli*

PRESS.

THE

Day
SATURDAY MORXING, ArRIL 22,187G
grew

perfect day.
The sua rose bright and clear,
hut with it arose a strong wind which blew the
dust about in a very reckless manner. With
this one exception the day was all that could be
The stables did a thriving business,
wished.

AdHrilwinenl) To-Dn;,

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Calico Ball—City Hall.
Hall-Sheridan & Mack’s.
Music Hall—Bryant’s Minstrels.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
W. F. Studlev—2.

thronged with
sidwalks were occupied by

streets were

principal

and tho

MubIc

the
Tne number of boys on horseback was something unusual. By tho way tLe
practice of hoseback seems to be slowly coming
In the morning the church
into style again.

carriages while
promcnaders.

tSOO.Persons—t)r. Sibley.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Base Ball and Bats—G. L. Bailey.

of tho
sermons preached will be found in another column.

Very interesting temperance meetings

were

held at the Allen Mission afternoon and

evening.
A very

interesting game of base ball was
tho Western Promenade in the afternoon between the Forest City and Portland
Junior clubs. Tbe game was sharply contested
and resulted in favor of the Juniors by a score
of 8 to 5.
Mr. W. T. Small officiated as umpire in a very satisfactory manner.
A part of the Dirigo Club played a picked
played

VICINITY~

Religious Notices.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church.
—Kev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
p.m.: Preaching at 2 and 6 p. m.
Preaching at
a.
Knightville at 10* a. m. Sabbath School at
m.
Social meeting 7* p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p.m. Seats free to all.

on

nine at the same time, resulting in favor of the
former by a score of 19 to 13.
A large number of people came into town

iff

tbe different trains, and the Museum maticrowded, and the Music Hall company
had a fair house.
In the evening the three
on

nee was

Bethel Church—Services 10* a. in., 3 and 7 p.m.
Praver meetings on Thursday evenings at 7* p. m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 1C-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services on Sunday 10* a. m. and 3p.

theatres

well patronized.
The Pine street Sabbath School celebrated
the anniversary with very interesting exercises
in the evening.
Rev. J. H. Vincent, editor of
the Sunday School Journal, was present and
made very interesting remarks to the children
upon the power of the will. The reports of the

m.

Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting,
Wednesday and Saturday at 7| o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10* a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all, and all are welcomed.
Second Parish CHuncn.^-Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 10* a. m„ and 3 p.m. Sunday
School at 1J p. m. Prayer meeting 7* p. m.
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service wl
be held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, nntil further notice every Sabbath at 10* o’clock a. m.
All
are cordially invited.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching 10* a. in., and 3 p.m. Sabbath School at j [
close ot morning service.
Prayermeetings—Sunday
Y. M. C.

officers

were

The present
very satisfactory.
of the school is 473,143 more than

were

membership

last year. The average attendance since entering the new vestry, has increased from 1G4 to
301. The largest school has been 357, and the
smallest 45. There have been 5 deaths and 40
conversions during Uie year. The new library
contains 445 volumes, and $50 will be expended
for books during the coming year. The treasurer’s report shows the receipts from weekly
collections and other sources to have been about
This sum, with about $750 in Portland
$300.
Savings Bank at the beginning of the year, has
been expended for settees for the vestry, to

West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
pay difference on exchange of organs, for mis3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seals free. All
are welcome.
sionary cause and new library.
jy The Disciples of Portland will meet at 24 Gray I
Tho anniversary exercises of the Chestnut
Street every Lord’s Day at 3 p m. to attend to the
Apostle’s teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of street Sabbath School in the evening were very
Bread and to PrayeiB. All are invited to attend,
interesting, and the church was crowded, many
Sons op Temperance.—A temperance meeting
being obliged to stand throughout the enter
will be held at Sons of Temperance Hall to-nioirow
tainment. We have not space to go into parevening, at 7 o’clock. The meeting is free for a lull
discussion of the subjeetjof Temperance. N. B.—No
ticulars, but one or two parts of thejprogramme
collection taken.
are worthy of notice.
Capt. Coyle sang “Man
Arcana Hall—Children’s Lyceum will meet
at 1 o’clock p. m. All are invited.
the Life Boat” in a very effective manner and
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
was encored.
The evening hymn by Mrs. Files,
streets. Sunday school at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3.
Baker and Cole was rendered finely. The
Free to all.
Messrs. Tukey added much to the entertainCongress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. W.
Bradlee, Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. in., and 3 p.
ment. The cantata of the Beatitudes, was givm. by Rev. Sylvester Hooper.
Sunday School at 1}
en with fine effect, both the church organ and
p. m. Social Meeting at 7p. m. Seats free.
a fine Chickering piano furnishing the accomSt. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
pastor. Seats free. Services at 10} a, m. and 3 p.m.
paniment. Dr. Files presided at the organ and
Fine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Johnston
Mrs. Coyle and Miss Annie Holden at the
Pastor. Preaching in new audience room at 10} a.
m.
Much of the credit for the entertainpiano.
Sunday School at 1} p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
at
7
m.
Prayer meeting
p.
ment is due to Dr. Files, who arranged it, and
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
also to Mr. Staples, the Conductor. In accordBicknell, pastor. Morning service at 10} o'clock,
Sunday School at 11.45 a. in, Lecture in the evening
ance with a general expressed desire, the school
at 7 o’clock.
will repeat the exercises tomorrow eveuing with
Stevens’ Plains Universalist Church.—
a few slight changes.
Services to-morrow afternoon at 2} o’clock. Rev.
Chas. W. Buck will preach,
From the reports of this school, which, by
New Jerusalem
Church.—Rev. Dr. Dike of
the way is the largest one in the state, we learn
Bath will preach to-morrow morning at the usual
that the whole number of scholars is 508; avhour.
Sabbath school at 12 M.
Rev. Dr. Dike
preaches in the Vestry in the evening at 7 o’clock.
erage attendance 332; smallest number at any
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Preaching at 10}
session 92; largest number 448. There are 700
a. m. and 3 p. m„ by Rev. Mr. Hutchins ol Gardiner.
books in the library, 109 new ones having beeu
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
Street. Preaching Sunday at 10} a. m„ and 3 p. m„
added the past year. They havo expended $1,by Elder C. Goodwich, Boston. Prayer meetiug at 9
000 during the year.!
a. in. and 7 p. m.
Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats
free.
The Little Helpers gave a very attractive enAllen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
tertainment in the evening at the residence of
Meeting at 3 p. m. Gospel Temperance meeting
John L. Shaw, on Myrtle street, and realized a
at 7}. Lecture Monday evening, by E. Sanes.. Subject,—^’’Sunshine, or How to be Happy.
good sum for the Preble Chapel.
Plymouth Church.—Prof. J. B. Sewall of
Brunswick, will preach to-morrow at 10} a. in., ami
Sudden Death.—The wife of A. C. Cary Esq.
in the Vestry at 7 p. m,
a leading citizen of Fort Fairfield, died very
Free St. Baptist Church—Rev. James McWbinnie Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. and 7p.m.
suddenly at the residence of Charles C. Pattie,
298 Congress street, about midnight Wednes-

day. Mrs. Cary arrrived here Tuesday morning partly for the purpose of making a visit
and partly to consult a physician who had
treated a friend successfully. Wednesday Mrs.

Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

Friday.—McManus, administrator, vs. Skolheld,
et als. To recover damages for causing the death of
Edward|McManus by reason of negligence in constructing staging tor vessel. On trial.
Bradbury & Bradbury tor plaintiff.

Cary went about town with her friend and remarked that she had not felt so well for a long
time. Less than half an hour before her death
she had an attack of coughing and raised a little blood. She did not appear much concerned
but said she thought it was better to call a

Reed for defendants.
Superior Court.
APRIL

1876-SYMONDS, J.,

CIVIL TERM,

PRE-

SIDING.

physician, and

Dr. Merrill, a few doors distant,
was summoned and came immediately. By the
time he arrived she had to a great extent lost
He
her consci ousness, haviDg had a spasm.

Friday.—James Cunningham vs. Stephen McQuade. Action to recover damages for personal
injuries alleged to have been sustained by reason of
tbe carelessness and negligence of the defendant in
dilving his jigger against the baggage wagon upon
which plaintiff was riding, thereby throwing him out
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Stubbs at Yarmouth,
A woman named Lee, whose husband deserted her several months ago, applied for
lodgings at the police station Thursday night,
and gave birth to a hoy baby.
Officers York and Miles arrested two boys

escaped injury. Thursday night a posse of
officers, headed by Officer Hanson, arrested
Marlin I-' 1 ■,limtv

The Portland Chess Club have removed to
No. 1 Fluent block,
It appears that Mrs. Gammon was perfectly
willing that her son should go to sea, but she
objected to his going in a British vessel. Sbe

were

unable

bamS concert

to decide

or a

play,

All of those named have been members
Yesterof this lodge more than thirty years.
day remarks were made by several members
present who proposed to organize an association of the veteran members of the order in

ers.

evidently a first-class frand.
By request, Mr. E. Sands will give his popular lecture at Allen Mission next Monday evening, entitled "Sunshine, or How to be Happy.”
Patrick Flaherty, a young lad living at Libby’s Corner, while playing with a gun, acci.
deutally discharged it, blowing off the fingers
on bis left band.

this vicinity, and a committee consisting of
Past Grands W. D. Little, E. P. Banks aqd
Micah Sampson were appointed to consider the
subject and report._
Exportation of Beef —A large force of
men are employed in packing beef on the Allan steamer Sarmatian. The beef is brought
from the slaughter house ot J. A. and A. T.
Smith in DeeriDg, and landed on the steamer

Annual Meetings of Sunday Schools.—
The Methodist Sunday schools of this city held
their annual meetings for election of officers
follows:
Pine Street

The elections resulted

School—Superintendent,

B.

as

where it is taken in charge by a loDg
line of men with trucks and couveyed to the
steamer. Here it is lowered into a huge refrig'
erator which has been built for its reception.

wharf,
M.

Eastman; Assistant Superintendent, A. A.
Nickerson; Treasurer, M. M. Kiggs; Librarian,
B. I. Freethy.
W.
Congress Street School—Superintendent,
Assistant Superintendent, JohnM.

It is situated ou the third deck and divided off
from the iest of the ship. On one side there is
other
an immense quantity of ice and on the
side the beef is hung, in such a manner as Dot
A small
to touch but allow free circulation.
engine has been put in with a blower attached,
and the air will be blown through the ice chest
into the beef room, thus keeping the beef
fresh all the while. In this way it is said the
beef will be just as nice when it is taken from
the ship in Liverpool as it is now. It will cost
81200 to arrange the steamer for this purpose.

Leighton;

ManaStevens; Librarian, John E. Durgan;
John D. Snowman,
gers, Charles A. Walden,
Mrs.
Mrs. H. H. Shaw, Mrs. A. Lemont and
H. S. Watson.
Chestnut Street School-Superintendent,
James E. Haseltine; Assistant Superintendent,
lioscoe W. Turner; Secretary, Charles M.
Hunt; Treasurer, H, Lord; Librarian, Miss
Etta A. Files.

Concert Repeated.—The concert given a
few weeks since by the ladies of the First Bap.
tist Society was received, as we then noted,
with most enthusiastic approval and the ladies

Fire Alarm.—The alarm of fire just before
five o’clock Fast Day afternoon from box id
was ciused by fire beiDg discovered in the grass
in the Western Cemetery. The department
was promptly on hand and at once set about

have been constantly besieged with requests
We are happy to learn thal
for its repetition.
to these importunities
last
at
have
yielded
they
and that on Thursday evening next the concert

the unusual task of putting out fire in a gravethe trees was slight.
yard. The damage to
The origin of the fire is not known.
Dirigo Council, No. 2, S. of I., are to givi
at Arcana Hall on h riday even
con
ing next, April 28th. An entertainment
of music (both instrumental and vocal,

a

pound party

sisting

evt
recitations and speeches will enliven the
A
ning, and a lively social lime is expected.

members of the order are cordially

attend.

the dis-

Dresser, Charles Hannaford, John Barbour.
William D. Little, Micab Sampson, John H.
Dennison, Nathaniel I. Mitchel, Thomas O.
Goold, Joseph Russel', Nathaniel Ridlon,
Samuel S. Rich, Andrew A. Osgood, and oth-

or

both.
A young fellow giving his name as Heckler
is about town claiming to bo an Odd Fellow
and Knight of Pythias, and soliciting aid
from members of the Orders. He has been
proved to belong to neither organization, and is

Thursday iorenoon.

the ringleader of

Odd Fellows Gathering —Avery pleasant
gathering of veteran Odd Fellows took jilace
at the meeting of Ancient Brothers Lodge,
Thursday. During the meeting several old
members who have not been in the lodge room
tor years entered. Among them were Nathaniel Crockett, now more than 82 lyears of age,
James Todd, Benjamin Kingsbury, Robert

gave her consent at the time he was shipped by
Commissioner Knapp, not knowing what vessel he was going in.
Many who attended the entertainment at

Day,

ns

turbauce. Sterling fired several shots into the
crowd which followed him on the street, and
Flaherty says one just grazed his bead.

Thursday for petty larceny.

was a

He

and some time elapsed before he was ironed.
As the officer passed out of the hall, he was
met by a crowd of Centre street roughs, who
did their utmost to release the prisoner. Sterling was reinforced by Officer Heath, and
together they marched the chap to the station.
On the way down Congress street the officers
were Sbveral times assaulted with rocks, hut

eleven ton fishing smack for Capt. F. Strout
of Cape Elizabeth.
Some thieves stole a quantity of valuable
rudder brass from the shipyard of Hutchins &

Hall Fast

morning.

tance. As he was a little more intoxicated
than any who had previously entered, he was
denied admittance, whereupon he kicked up a
Officer Sterling wa3 sent for and prorow.
ceeded to arrest him, but was interfered with

an

whether it

the Pullman this

A Disgraceful Affair.—During the progress of the “grand” calico ball at Lancaster
Hall Wednesday night a fellow named Morgan
presented himself at the door and asked admit-

$5000.
Messrs, Griffin and Bennett have completed

City

on

bereavement._

com-

be celebrated

Cary arrived

has many friends in this city and vicinity who
will deeply sympathize with him in hisgreat

cruise of the season, Thursday.
The Mechanic Blues attended the funeral of
member of the

sinking

She leaves an interesting family of four children and’makes almost desolate a home which
every one who visited it must have felt was one
Mrof the happiest he had ever witnessed.

The stotm yesterday was snort' along the line
of the Grand Trunk road.
The yacht Viva, Capt. Paul, made the first

Williams,, a

the

In 1850 she was a teacher in Waterville
Academy. The distressing event will cast a
gloom over the town whero her rare qualities
of bead and heart were acknowlegded by all.

Brier Jotting*.

pany, Thursday.
The Fourth of

and

moment, but in less than <11*

er.

Friday.—Thomas Morgan and Edward O’Brien.
Intoxication. Fined $5.00 each and costs.
Ann O’Connor. Open shop [on Lord’s day. Fined
Cleaves.
$10 and costs.
Thomas K. Sliney. Search and seizure. Fined $50
Cleaves.
and costs.
Wilfred F. Coggins. Search and seizure. Fined
$50 and costs. Paid.

the late Mr.

a

teen minutes breathed her last. Few women
were so widely known and 6o generally esteemed as Mrs. Cary in Aroostook county For
several years she was a most successful teach-

The injury complained oi is to the knee, and the
claimed is fire thousand dollars. The testimony is closed and the case argued on the part of the
defendant.
Pntnam for the plaintiff.
Strout & Holmes for the defendant.
amount
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a
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t
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Fast Day ServicesThe Fast Day services) were well attended
and several fine discourses were preached. The
High street, State street, Plymouth, Williston,
Casco street and Free street churches united in
a union service at the latter church and listened to a sermon by Rev. Mr. McWhinnie. Dr.
Shailer delivered the sermon to the First Baptist and Second Parish Societies, Rev. Dr. Hill
to the First Parish, and Rev. Mr. Wright to
the St.J Lawrence street. Bishop Neely and
Rev. Mr. Dalton held services at St. Luke’s and

St. Stephen’s churches, but did not deliver

with a few slight changes in the programme
will be repeated. The announcement will bi
Oi
sufficient to crowd the house to repletion.
the ladies wil

Wednesday evening previous
give a social festival after the pattern
that society is famous.

for whicl

Peraoua*.

Rev. Mr. Sill will commence his labors at St
Paul’s church the first Sunday of May.

4

ser-

mons.

attended, and reports

services were well

For Sale or to Let-House.
Gents’ Hosiery—Owen & Moore.
Damaged Bleached Cottons—W. F. Studloy.
William A. Pearce—Practical Plumber.
Agents-J. B. Ford & Co.
New Store—W. H. Swett.
•lump Seat Carriage—Wm. Allen, Jr.
To Rent—A. K. Sburtleft.
Seven New Houses—Wm. Allen, Jr.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Dry and Fancy Goods—F. O. Bailey & Co.

CITY AND

Fa»i Day in Portland.
were astir at au early hour Fast
morning imagined that we were to have a

Those who

THE PIHST PARISH.

Dr. Hill took his text from Proverbs xxix,
25: "The fear of man bringeth a snare, but
whoso putteth his trust in the Lord shall be
cafe.” The foundation of the whole moral
nature of man he considered to be love, that
is reverence, awe, obedient gratitude to God,
and charity, kindness, good will to men. As
the correlation of forces reduces all forces to
gravity, or all, through gravity, to light; so
an ultimate moral
analysis reduces all moral

forces

sympathetic social attraction, or
through that to devout recognition of God.
Evil moral forces are the misdirected effects
of the same good qualities; the sin begins in
the misdirection, in regarding self instead of
being unselfish. When reverence and obedience are witheld from God, and bestowed on
men, the quality of the sentiments is ruined.
The disposition to defer to the judgment of
men, and to forget the all seeing witness of
God, is full of danger, leading to sin and
ruin. But to put trust in the Lord, to refer
to His will as righteous
altogether, and His
to

truth as the

only thing to be desired, brings
safety, gives victory over the tempter and
strength to bear every burden.
It is, however, exceedingly rare to find men
of perfectly single aim ; we seldom find words
and actions springing from unmixed love of
truth and of right; parents, and teachers,
men in
public office, men in private business,
how seldom do we find them
acting from motives perfectly honorable, perfectly unsefish,
perfectly independent, governed solely by regard to the interests of mankind, and the interest of the

Creator.

Even in

secret
is apt to be
our

views, our judgment and feeling
warped by the influence of those around us,
—by the fear of offending or hope of pleasing
the public in which we move.
Thus the fear of man brings a snare. It
entraps a man, makes him captive, fetters his
feet, manacles his hands, cowes his courage,
dulls his spirit, sends him creeping on his
VmnrJs nnrl lenppa tVirmioVi rlnrlr

naco.

ages, leading to the broad road to destruction. There is no end to the inconsistencies
and paradoxes of vice to which it leads a man.
The democratic form of government gives
peculiar power to some of the forms of this
temptation. One of the most mischievous
errors is that which refers to the ballot box
as the expression of the people’s will, instead
of the people’s judgment; this is a perversion
of the true doctrine that all power resides in
the people; the truth is that this power is
executive, and interpretative; but the law of
the land should be the people’s judgment of
what is right, and would be right independently of their will.
The preacher also spoke of the danger of
party fealty over-riding our fealty to truth.
A man’s fidelity to truth ought to be so
strong that he could hold off from joining
with either of two parties when both were
going wrong, or when he did not see which

right. Real, genuine, modest independence of opinion, and integrity of purpose, are
things greatly to be desired ; would that they
could be found more frequently.
A heart
right with God, a spirit strong in leaning on
the promised grace, aiming only for what is
right and true, and kind and neighborly, can
not fear the power of any evil; omnipotence
is on its side; neither can it anxiously long
for any applause of men, or gifts of earthly
favor, since it may already say, the Lord is
my God, Christ is my Redeemer, and my joy
and peace is in the silent indwelling of the
Holy Spirit.
was

TREE

STREET

CHURCH.

Mr. McWhinnie’s discourse was founded
Psalms xviii., 5: “Offer the sacrifices of
righteousness and put your trust in the
Lord.” It is supposed this psalm was written in a time of national distress. King
David was a fugitive. His kingdom seemed
to be crumbling and the usurping Absalom
occupied the throne. Uncertainty, despair
even pervaded the public mind.
With the
apparent triumph of the evil came the denial
of the good. Unbelief in virtue, disbelief in
God, the abuse of lawful rulers and the
trampling under foot of law. Such was the
sea of troubles through which Israel was
passing. But while many were despairingly,
or cynically
asking, “Who will show us any
good?” the broken hearted father and king
was
saying, “Offer the sacrifices of righteousness, and put your trust in the Lord.”
Though the circumstances of David’s time
and ours are not precisely parallel, yet it is a
on

time of national

For several years
the country have
been laboring under a burden that grows
daily heavier. The failures of the past six
months exceed those of any four years of our
history. If this were all, it might be endured. Under a common burden all might
stand shoulder to shoulder, and a common
sympathy would fuse all hearts, as when a
conflagration has swept away the homes and

anxiety.

the business interests of

fortunes of a city. But unfortunately it is
felt that in many cases honest trade is oppressed by dishonest failures and the gen-

eral stress is used to
fraud. Hence distrust

the meanest
of the inbusiness strength of
cover

prevails

tegrity as well as the
neighbors. Then, too, just when the
public mind is least able to bear it, come the
tidings of national corruption, filling us with
shame and indignation.
Results follow like
those in the Psalmist’s time. Many looking
upon the gross materialism, the unscrupulous
selfishness, the sordid avarice in high places,
are ready to challenge the
very existence of
our

virtue, and to

avow that every man has his
and only waits a purchase. Others give
themselves up to a Pharasaical fault-finding,
thanking God that they are not like other
men, and asserting that their virtues and
their party alone can save the nation.
Can
we do better than listen to the Psalmist’s advice to the men of his times? Shall not the
precepts which so availed for him avail for us ?
We are enjoined to offer the sacrifices of
righteousness. The first of these is the offering of penitence. The sacrifices of God are a
broken spirit. AVe shall feel no penitence of
heart to-day in the contemplation of others’
sins. If Absalom is on the throne, David
must mourn.
If children are lawless, the
parent must weep; yet not altogether over
their perversity, but over his own sins of example, of negligence and weakness. His
case illustrates the principle that the individual is responsible for the evils of society,
that he should confess these and repent of
them a» his own. For these evils, however
great, are the reduplication and development
of the individual. Thus the parent is responsible for the character of his children, the
Christian for that of the community, the citizen for-that of the nation.
The evils of the
times afford us abundant material for penitence, in -whatever relation we stand to them.
Another offering required of us is to do the
work of righteousness. The very materialism of the day is partly a revolt against the
sentimentalism which puts vavid feeling in
the place of righteousness, calls sin misfortune and crime lunacy, invents euphonious
names for stealing and lust and drunkenness,
and stands aghast at the execution of penalty
and the maintenance of law. To this spirit
the principle of righteousness is inflexibly

price

opposed. It demands integrity in heart and
life, on pain of the penalty of a divine law. It
is partly the work of Christianity to illus-

all the virtues of the moral law and to
enforce the principles of righteousness in all
the relations of life social, ecclesiastical and
trate

political.

A third offering required is the work of
beneficence. The exercise of this virtue is
the true remedy for public avarice, because it
is the true.remedy for one’s own selfishness.
If the crowd bow down before the golden
calf, let the church, mindful of her stewardship, exhibit ever more largely the opposite
virtue of Christian giving. It is one of the
hopeful signs of the times, that this virtue is

yearly attaining to a greater development.
Our city offers an abundant field for the exercise of this virtue, through the noble charities already in existence, while the demands
of national education and of missions become

constantly greater.
In conclusion, the preacher said, “Put
your
trust in the Lord,” whose strong support
gives steadiness in adversity, confidence in

darkness and peace at all times. Trust Him
for yourselves, for your country, for His
His kingdom is an everlasting kingcause.
dom, the sceptre of His throne is a sceptre of

Righteousness.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.

Dr. Shailer preached from Isaiah lix. 14:
"And judgment is turned away backward,
and justice standetli afar off; for truth is
fallen in the Btreet, and equity cannot enter.”

for the times, and In introducing it the preacher referred to the instructive lessons to be derived from history,
in regard to God’s dealing with nations. He
spoke particularly of the Jewish nation—
their days of prosperity and strength, when
they were obedient and virtuous ; their days
of adversity and weakness, when they turned
away from God, and were regardless of his
requirements and his truth. It was a dark
eriod in their history when the
prophet
uttered these truthful words, and the causes
were already at work which resulted in their
national ruin. And though this government
was in many respects
different from ours,
there are certain principles underlying all
forms of government which are in their
nature unchangeably the same.
Hence so
far as the words of the prophet are applicable

This was

to this

a

sermon

nation, they

are

worthy of

our

serious

consideration. The subject was stated to be
the dangers which threuten this nation, and
how they may be averted.
All statesmen, all clear-sighted, intelligent,
observing men, will admit, that we are, as we
ever have been, exposed to national perils.
It is a delusion to suppose, that our nationality is secure beyond a peradventure, and
that our government and institutions will of
There have been
necessity be permanent.
perils all along our course, and there are
Allusion was made to some
perils still.
perils which formerly existed, but do not exist now.
But there are dangers still, and
AYe have
they should be looked at fairly.
not passed all danger of national disintegration from sectional prejudice, and feeling and
a desire for sectional influence and new centres of power.
There is danger, too, that
opposite parties, in the heat of their zeal, may
sacrifice principles, and the interests of the
nation as a whole, at the shrine of mere

Danger is
partianship.
from the large infusion

to be apprehended
of those who have

been educated under governments, and are
not Americans by birth, or in sympathy, or

feeling.

There is danger,from the decline of national
virtue, and the corruption in the various departments of life. This is the chief immediate
danger. To avert these threatened evils,
there should be cherished a profound love for

the nation as a whole, and a profound love
for virtue and uprightness. There should be
an effort to instruct those who come to us
from abroad, in the fundamental principles of
our government, and to induce them as citizens to cherish a more intense interest in our
American nationality.
There should be woven into our system of
education a profounder regard for what is
right and true, and a constant effort made to
have our youth go into life, with thorongh

honesty and uprightness, and with a deep and
abiding conviction, that it is always a foolish
bargain, when one sells his manhood for

Temperance
Brunswick

sermon was

Scalp money.
In the Pbess of Monday is a notice of the
presentation to Public Library of an ancient
agreement between Thomas Smith and others>
on the one part, and Joseph
Bailey, Jr. amt
others, scouters, and cruisers all of Falmouth,
whereby the party of the first part agree to furnish ammunition and provision sufficient for a

sixty days against the Indians,
eastward; and, the scouters on their part agree
to endeavor “to discover captivate and kill,”

scout of

at the

the said Indians for sixty days, and the scoutera to receive two-thirds of the government
bounty, or scalps, and half the spoils, and
Smith and his associates to receive one-third
part of the bounty and half the spoils. This
agreement it seems is dated at Falmonth Sept.

12th,1757.
The principal of the parly furnishing the
supplios was the Rev. Thomas Smith the miD.
ister of the First Parish. By his journal we
learn that this was not Bailey’s first Indian
bunt the same season. Under the date April
20th 1757, is this entry. “Jas. Cox, Bailey and
others, sailed on a cruise for six weeks after
the Penobscot Indians.” “June 2d. Cax and
Bailey returned from their cruise after the Indians, bringing with them the scalps of two
men

whom they killed, two canoes,
of oil, fish and feathers.”

and

a

quantity

This was

a

time of

much

anxiety

in Fal-

mouth and the neighboring towns. A French
and Indian war was in progress, and the Indians had committed several acts in the frontier towns. Joseph Knights of Windham,
who bad been taken by the Indians the second

time, had escaped and arrived at FalHaving a knowledge of their lan-

mouth.
guage

he

was

able to learn their

intentions.

He gathered at different times the faot that a
party of one hundred and twenty Indians were
intending to scatter along the frontier in small
parties from Brunswick to Saco, to kill and
make prisoners of the settlers—for these scalps
and prisoners the French at Quebec paid a
bounty. This report by Knights aroused the
people, who volunteered to go in pursuit of the
invading Indians, and four companies from
Falmouth went into tiie woods under fhe command of Captains Milk, Ilsley, Skillings and
Berry. All were men of good standing in
town. The Provincial government offered 8200
bounty for Indian scalps, which stimulated
private enterprise.
This published agreement shows how the
parties were fitted out and how the spoils were

divided,

and also that the minister of the town
was willing to take a risk in one.
But for the
liscovery of this old document the following
item in the minister’s journal is inexplicable.
“March 18tb, 1858. I received 165 pounds,
and 33
from Cox, my part of scalp

money.”

Until now this entry in the journal has been
a puzzle to me.
W. G.
Windham, Apr, 9.
The Yankee Arfillerut.
The drama entitled the Yankee Artillerist,
written by Mr. Charles Banks of this city and
brought out for the first time Thursday evening
by the Grand Army and its friends, is proving
to be a great success.
Mr. Banks may congratulate himself on the signal hit he has
made. The production is varied and shows a
facility for bringing out on the stage many of
those scenes and incidents of the struggle of
fathers of the Republic a century since.
Gen. Kuox is the hero of the piece and is most
the

prominent in all acts. As no drama would be
complete without a love affair and a successful
marriage, the daughter of a Boston loyalist is
the girl the Yankee Artillerist, Gen. Knox,
leaves behind him. All the details are cleverly
worked up. Mr. Banks will do well to try

again.
The piece

was put upon the stage with great
and excellent taste.
The costumes, the
scenery and all those incidentals which go to
make up the successful presentation of such a

care

drama evinced excellent taste and a conception
of what is fitting and necessary by those who
have taken the responsibility of the drama.

Thursday night City Hall
although the piece is long

was

well

filled,and

and rather more
time was taken than seemed necessary, deep
interest was sustained throughout.
Friday
night the hall was full and the audience was
evidently well pleased with the excellent renditiod of the popular piece.
Those who have labored so long and successto bring out so creditable a drama are de-

fully
dci

vtug

ui

jjiiiistt'j

auu

>vo

lire

cuuiiueub

that the public will lilt Cit; Hall again
night as they have the two nights previous.

to-

The last performance will take place Monday
night. Don’t fail to see the Yankee Artillerist.

Temperance Meeting at White Rock
Station.—At an early hour on Friday a large
number of tho citizens of White Rock assembled at the Baptist church, and at 10 o’clock
were called to order by Geo. H. Moses of the
No. Gorham Reform C'ub.
After singing and
prayer, S. T. Pearson of tbo Portland Reform
Club, was elected President of the meeting,
Roswell Ward of the No. Gorham club Secretary, Rev. Mr. Twarts of White Rock, Chaplain, and one Vice President from each clnb

represented. After a few introductory remarks
by the President, the chaplain welcomed the
delegates of the several reform clubs, and addresses of ten minutes were made by members
of the different clubs present.
In the afterthe church was crowded and the remarks
of the gentlemen who spoke were listened to
with great interest, especially those of Mr.
Stevens of the Denmark club, and S. T. Pearson of the Portland club.
In the evening the
church was packed to its utmost eapacity and
addresses were made by H. M. Bryant of Lewiston, S. T. Pearson of Portland, and otheis.
noon

The Museum.—Bad weather and the many
amusements elsewhere caused the audience at
Mr. George Ulmet’s benefit last evening to be
smaller than it otherwise would have been, yet
the beneficiary had reason to feel gratified at
the substantial recognition accorded him. He
was cordially received on his first appearance,
and heartily applauded throughout the evening. As marks of regard his Iriends presented
to him during the evening a roll of greenbacks
and a very handsome amethyst ring.
The plays given were “The Revolutionary Sol-

dier,” in which Mr. Ulmer took the role ol
“Charles Merton,” to general acceptation, and
“Dot,” in which be appears in the strong character of “Tackelton.” This bill will be
repeated this afternoon and evening.
Monday morning the sale of seats begins for
Mr. Calder's benefit.
The announcement will
be hailed with pleasure by the
many friends of
this popular actor, and they will see to it that
be has a full house.
Bryant’s

Minstrels.—Brvant’s

minst/el

troupe make their first appearance at Music
Hall Friday aud Saturday of next week. They
have gained an excellent reputation wherever
they have been. The Pittsburg Post in speaking of them says: This excellent minstrel troupe
performed to a large audience last night and
the entertainment was most heartily enjoyed.
The troupe is certainly one of the best that
ever visited this city.
They will give two
more performances, this afternoon and evening,
and no lover of refined minstrelsy should fail
to attend.

Brunswick.—

between meetings. The speakiDg was kept up
nntil after midnight, when the visiting club

returned home

on

the Pullman train.

The April number of the Baptist Missionary
Magazine gives the following figures respecting
the foreign missionary societies of the United
States: During the year 1875 the amount received by the American Board of Commissioners ef Foreign Missions was $468,640; by the
Presbyterian Board,$450,718; by the Methodist
Board, $300,000 by the Baptist Missionary
The number of native members in the mission churches of these societies
are as follows: In the churches of the American Board, omitting the Hawaiian churches,
there are 11,546 native members; in those of
the Presbyterian Board, 6,901 members; in
those of the Methodist Board, 17,754 members;
in those of the Baptist Missionary Union,55,567
members.

Union, 8241,970.

_

Music Hall —Last evening Miss Bidwell
and company appeared in the play of “Cynthia.’"
The plot is a strange mixture of romance and
absurdities, but the^company interpreted it in a
very

satisfactory

manner.

Miss Bidwell was

as the Gypsy Queen and was warmly
applauded at eaeh appearance. She was well
supported by the members of the company.
Miss Reignolds made a sprightly gypsey lad,
and Mrs. Allen a smart young gypsey girl.
This evening Miss Bidwell takes a benefit—
ex

which occasion she will play “The French
Spy” and “East Lynne.”
on

Westbrook Seminary.—A special meeting
of the Trustees of Westbrook Seminary was
held in this city yesterday, lo make preliminary arrangements for tbe annual meeting to be
held ia Jane.

No business of importance

was

transacted.__
The Adelphias.—The Adelphiasof this city
gave two entertainments to full houses in Lew.
iston on Fast Day.
They will play “Slippery
Day” here in a few weeks.

Temperance Reform.

eminently practical and

appropriate, and, itss several points were illustrated wiih much clearness and force.

at

according

Mason, J. D. Bicker, Augustus Bryant, Thomas Tyler, W. II. Coffin and others. There was
In the evening another
a large attendance.
large meeting was held. The Brunswick Club
tendered a collation to the Bowdoinham people

wealth or office.

The

Bally

to custom a grand
temperance rally was held on Fast Day. The
Bowdoinham Reform Club, about sixty strong,
visited the Brunswick Club, and were received
at Mason street church, where a public meeting was held and addresses made by Thomas
Xu

Large Meeting at Mkovrhegan—Someratt
County Stirred up—Thirteen Reform
Clubs in Council, ete., etc,

Skowhegan, April 20,187G.
A notice appeared in tbe Reporter last week
stating that the club room of tbe Reform Club
would be dedicated Thursday, the 20tb, and an

invitation

was

extended to the clubs in the vi-

to join in the exercises.
Tbe ioterest in the reform movement has assumed such proportions in Somerset county

cinity

that before the

day arrived

the

boys

fonnd that

large

numbers of their friends and brothers
were coming to join in their Fast Day meet-

ings.
The services of dedication were therefore observed Wednesday evening, and today
given up entirely to the “grand rally” of the
clubs at Coburn Hall. The Ladies Aid Society
who have already done so much to help on the
work, took a strong hold in the preparations of
the day, and made plans to provide all visiting
clnbs with meals at the hail.
The day was pleasant-, and when tbe specia1
train arrived from Waterville a large crowd
had gathered at the station to meet the friends

from Waterville, Fairfield, West
Waterville and Somerset Mills.
This train,
with tbe regular trains, brought over four hundred people to participate in the day’s rejoicing
over the great reformation.
Thirteen reform
clubs, all but two from Somerset county, were
represented, viz: Skowhegan, Fairfield, Waterville, West Waterville, Somerset Mills, Bingham, Athens, Solon, Pittsfield, Norndgewock,
who came

Hartland, Smithfield,

North Anson.

At the

hour for the morning session fifteen
hundred people were gathered in Coburn Hall,
to hear the heartfelt expressions of the boys

who have during the past winter thrown off
the shackles of their own appetite.
President Webb of Skowhegan, presided
hroughout the day. The address of welcome
was by Dr. M. D. Johnson of Skowhegan, and
after that

by short

morning session was taken up
speeches by the Presidents of the difthe

ferent clubs.
The afternoon session found.an audience

as

large as in the morning, and the interest increasing. Tbe hours of this meeting were taken up by twenty-two speakers from all parts of
the county.
We cannot, for want of space'
particularize, neither can we give the names of
all those who by tbeir heartfelt expressions of
sincerity and honesty of devotion to this noble
reform, won the hearts and called forth earnest
applause from the audience. Every speaker by
his mauner carried home to the hearts of tbe

listener the conviction that he was in earnest
in this move—that his heart was pledged to it.
We all felt, as we listened, that they, in put-

Maine Business Mites.
The Bodweil Granite Company of Vinalbaven discharged a number of foreigners on

Friday,
vicinity

living

to make room for men
with families.

in that

The wooden factory at Warren is closed for a
few days for some repairs, and the shoe factory
will soon suspend work for a short time, for
the same purpose and to take the annual
account of stock.
The Cheese Company at Warren have sold
their machinery for a fair price to a Bowdoinbam factory. An auction on Saturday last, to
sell the building, resulted in its being bid in by
the company.
There are now some twenty cargoes of paving stones at City Point, Belfast, awaiting shipment, that have been quarried and hauled the
past winter. The quarry was worked by New
York parties. Arrangements have been made
Olis & Co., who will
probably get out more paving. There are now
four vessels loading with the stone for New
with the

proprietors,

York.
It is rumored that Mr. James Houghton of
Mechanic Falls is about to merge his shoe
business with that of the Ventilating Waterproof Company of Lynn. If this prospective
arrangement is consummated, it will at once
double the amount of shoe manufactnring in
that town, with strong probabilities of a still
larger increase.

extracts from it.
At thq close of the evening session the hall
was cleared and an hour spent in a social manner.
The singiog of the odes and hymns by
the audience, and the quartettes given by the

Skowhegan singers very materially added to
the interest of the day and evening, but we feel
to make especial mention of the songs by
Mrs. Dr. HayDes.
In the old and familiar
song,

“Father, dear father, come home with me now,”
known probably to all the audience, new beauties were

seen,

as

she sang with so much ex-

pression and feeling.
The result of the day’s meetings no one can
calculate; the influenceof this coming together
no one can measure.
It can but be productive
of great good to all who attended. God speed
the noble work in Somerset county and throughout our slate. We believe it to be the true spirit of reform that will win men from the paths
of sin and degradation to paths of sobriety and

honesty, of truth and peace. Tbe hearts and
hands of all lovers of good society should be
open to helpou this work; for upon its triumph
rests our success as a people.
If the spirit
manifested thus far in our county can be kept
m tne
loregrouuu, wo ueneve mat tne coming
years will bring a greater degree of prosperity
to our people tliau we have over enjoyed.

_

Seth.

Religious News and Notes.
The Whig says there were six persons baptized at the First Baptist church, in Bangor,
Saturday.
The Lynu Praying Band were to commence
a series of meetings Saturday evening, at Dexter.
It is reported that the Ohio Open Communion Baptist Association has increased to 131
churches and 7000 members.
The Universalists of Skowhegau have secured the services of Rev.
_C. H. Munson of
Turner.
The New York East Conference, at its recent
session in Brooklyn, dropped a man from the

ministry on the singular hut sufficient ground
that be lacked common sense.
The praying band from New Sharon have
been holding a series of excellent and successful meetings at the school house at Belgrade

Depot.
Eight persons were baptized and twelve received into the membership of the Congress
Street M. E. church, Portland,;iast Sabbath, by
Rev. C. W. Bradlee, pastor.
The Zion’s Herald suggests that Good Friday
be designated by our Governors as Fast DayIt is observed by the Episcopal amt Catholic

cbnrches.
The Journal says that the revival interest
still continues in several parts of Belgrade. At
Belgrade Hill among the Friends, and in the
Axtel distriot under the labors of Mr. Ward of
Augusta, the good work stili goes on.
It is stated that the Centennial Commission
has given to the Pennsylvania Bible Society
the right to budd a Bible Pavilion in the Centennial Exhibitiod grounds for the purpose of
circulating the Scriptures in all the languages
which will be represented at the Exhibition.
The Zion’s Advocate says of Maine Baptist
churches: Rev. A. H. Gould has removed
from West Gardiner to Livermore.-Rev. A.
De F. Palmer of Chicopee, Mass., has received
a unanimous call to the
pastorate of the Baptist
church in North Berwick. He is a native of
this state and was formerly pastor of tbe Bap-

tist church in West Waterville.
A series of two weeks meetings have been
held at Topsham under the State Y. M. C. A.
canvass. The meetings have been under the
direction of Rev. B. Minard of Bates Theological School, aided by Auburn Y. M. C. A. dele-

gates. About thirty persons

have been con-

verted, and the work continues with much interest. Rev. Mr. Erskiue of Frauconia, N. H.,

is to continue the work.
Mr. E. has been
Invited to the pastorale of the Topsham Free

Baptist church.

cent

case

areas

t.lipv annearor?

nrtcrrv

at one another.

bridge
cation.

On

nnrl

hAfuvl

wprA

passing

(uvAnrincv

the covered

over

two pistol shots were heard and an alterIn the morning large spots of blood

in the bridge, and on the side of the
window the marks of a bloody hand are seen,
were seen

while below on the abutment is

a

large clot of

blood.
It is thought that one shot the other and
threw him out the window, the hand being put
up to arrest the progress. Rumor has it that a
hat has been found below the bridge in an

The best drive of the season is a lot of light
and dark grey twilled Dress Goods at 22c.
These goods are an extra bargain, and would
be cheap at 30c.
W. F. Studley, new store,
under Falmouth Hotel.
apr22—3t
Novelty Plant

& Whitney’s.

Stands, fl each,

at

call and

see

them.

apr22—2t

Call at

Studley’s before purchasing any of
yon spring hosiery, and you will never regret it.
apr22—2t
500 persons suffering from long standing diseases, many of

whom

plaints

Bright’s Disease, Kidney, Bladder

as

and Glandular troubles, Female iiregularities,
&c., partake of DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY
REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM. This powerful
agent never fails to establish health, and permanently removes the most distressing cases.
1—16—31—46
aprl8eod&wlw
Pyle’s Dietetic Saleratus.—Universal^
best in use.
Each pourd
bears the name of James Pyle. None genuine
without.
unelSSly

acknowledged the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

splendid

a

—

AT

W. F.
UNDER

Stndley,

FALMOUTH

ap22

—

dlw

SEVEN NEW

of

FOR SALE.
the moat desirable part of the City,
with all the tnadern
inprananb.
Prior, law anil terms of paymeot easy,
rther information apply to
WM. ALLEN, JR.
ap22deod3w
311 Exchange Street.

tin

BROS GRAIN 11 SOFT

Apply

ap22dttS&Tu

To Rent.
House 82 Spring Street between South and
Oak Streets. Kent $400. Apply to
A. K. SHURTLEFF,
at National Traders' Bank or 46 Free Street.
ap22

dlw

AUCTION SAEKfr
F. O. BAILEY * CO..

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Mule.room. 33 and 37 Exchange Ml.
V. O. BAILEY.

0.

SILKS,

la all colors and

new

tints for trimming purposes,

SELLING; AT BOSTON PRICES.
as

Administrator’s Sale.
be sold
on the premises, on
day of May, A.
o’clock in the forenoon, the homestead
1876,
farm in Gorham, occupied by the late Charles Whitney, at the time of his decease.
WILLIAM L. PRINCE,
Administrator of the Estate of Charles Whitnev

at public auction
TO
SATURDAY, the thirteenth
D.
at 10

uiawaww

DRY AND FANCY GOODS BY
AUCTION.
change Street, a large and tine assortment of Dry
Goods, Linens, Damasks, Towels, Handkerchief,
Hose, Fancy Goods. Sc., Sc.
V. O. HAILEY * CO., Aaeti.aeera.
ap22d3t

M COLLATERAL LOAN CO.
hold its thirty .second Auction Sale of unredeemed goods on WEDNESDAY, April
26th, and following days, at its banking rooms, 117
Summer Street, Boston, commencing each day at 10
o’clock, A. M.
This salo will include gold and tilver watches, diamonds, solid silver ware, furniture, pianos, tire-arms,
books, etc. Goods
morning of Sale.

exhibition

on

HANCOCK

COUNTY.

KENNEBEC

motto—“Semper Fidelis, Semper Paradis.”
The Journal says: Ten families of French
Canadians have come to this city, and will go
to work in the factoreis of the Sprague Manufacturing Co. With parents and children, the
families number some 10 persons in all.
KNOX COUNTY.

ofCapt. J. J. Drink water of Rockland, was slightly damaged on Thursday mornof
last
ing
week, by fire,supposed to have been
caused by a child, who, it is said, set a lively
The house

little fire in a closet lo burn up a litter of kittens.
The schooner Lottie Ames,Capt. E. R. Nash,
of Rockland, made the passage from Rockland
to the wharf in Philadelphia in three days.
Minot Tolman & Sons propose to build a carriage read to the summit of Mt. Pleasant, the
present season. They will also provide facilities for the amusement of parties visiting the
mountain, and hope to have the work done in
season for a contennial celebration on the
Fourth.
JJJXIWlilV

rived home

Flowers,
A

Tuesday.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Mr. Dunham of Canton Point, lost his only
horse the other night.
He got loose and fell
from the barn floor into the cellar, breaking
the spinal column and of course rendering
him worthless, so he was knocked in the head.
The Register says. the barn of Mr. Almon
Marshall at West Paris was spread apart by a
heavy body of snow which had become damp
and about one-half of the barn has fallen to
the ground. Fortunately no one was injured.
Mr. M. was in the barn and hearing the cracking of the timbers left the bam as quickly as
he could, and was barely outside of the barn
when it fell.
The Register sa?s the first arrest in the county under the new tramp law occurred on|Tu#>
day the 11th inst. A tramp named Wm. Bradbury, was arrested in Sumner on the 11th inst.,
and lodged in the Paris jail on the 12tb, under
a
penalty of 30 days. There are now three
inmates, one for debt, and one for liquor sell-

LATNER’S,

left Bangor Friday
iu the employ of the
Franklin Band and Lumber Co.
Joseph Morton died at the Bangor jail workhouse Wednesday, of congestion, aged sixtyeight years.
The Whig says a young man named Hoskins
about 19 years of age, employed by Adams H.
Merrill in his slate quarry in Brownville, was
instantly killed, Tuesday, while at work in the
pit, by a mass of ice that had formed about the
mouth of the pit giving away and falling upon
his head.
The Whig says the senior class of the State
College expect to have Miss Kellogg sing at
their commencement concert in August. A
large number of the students are in favor of attending the Centennial. Arrangements will
probably be made whereby all who desire may
attend at a reasonable
One of
expense.
the secret societies established at the College is
erecting a hall building.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.
Capt. Jason Cole’s house at Harrington was
destroyed by fire Friday night. The family
were away at the
time and nothing of value
was saved.
Insured for $1100 in the Hanover
and Atlas Companies,
At Milbridge, east side, a house owned by
Lassel Corthell, and occupied by J, F. Warren,
was burned Tuesday Dight with
nearly all its
contents.
There were ten vessels at the wharves in Machias last Friday.
The city council of Calais refused to approa 4th of J uly celebration.

priate $1000 for

WALDO

COUNTY.

The variety store of E. F. Staples, Stockton,
was eutered on
Thursday night of last week,
and robbed of $12 in money, aud a quantity of
goods. Suspicion rested on a boy in the neighborhood who was charged with the theft, and
the next day the proprietor found his property
returned.
Wednesday midnight of last week, the house
owned and occupied by Patrick Brogan, on
Union street, Belfast, was discovered on
fire. The flames were extinguished by the fire
department after nearly destroying the house.

ST.

539 CONGRESS

ByAs this is positively the largest and best selected stock of Millinery ever shown in Portland,
Ladies are requested to call and examine and convince themselves.

F.

LATNER.
deod3m

apr7

Gents’

Hosiery.

100 Doz. Tlerino, good quality, at 15c per
pair (usually Mold for 95c).
50 Doz. English Super Stout aud Fine
Full Finished at 95c per pair.
50 Doz Fancy Striped Hose iu great variety of styles at 95c per pair.
50 Doz. English Liale in very handsome
stripes at 37c and 50c per pair, which
would be cheap at 50c and 75c.
95 Doz. French Extra Heavy Brown
mixed Fnll Regular Hose at 5Uc per

o’clock on the
aprlSdet

—

DRESS

GOODS,
AND

grades.

An examination must
the best assortment ami
cici uiahvva

satisfy anyone that this is
cheapest lot of Gents’ Hose

—

OWEN & MOORE,
Congress St., Cor. Brown.

dec29dtf

WILLIAM

A.

Force Pumps and Water Closets,

MO. 41 UMIOM
I’nder Falmouth Hotel v

Warm, Cold

ST.,

Portland, He.

Shower Baths, Washbowls, Biass
and Silver Plated Cocks; every description ot Water,
Steam and Gas Fixtures for dwelling Houses, Hotels
and Public Buildings, Ships* Closets, etc., arranged
and set up in the best manner, and all orders iu
All kinds of
town or country ia ithfully executed.
jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand Lend, Iron and
and

Brass Pipe,
materials.

Sheet

I,cad

and

Plumbers’

ap22dlm

—

Tuesday, April 11th.
We shall opea

nbove fall liae. af
•( the moot attractive, la style aid quality, to be toaad
ia the New Y ork and Boatea market..
Extra Bargain, ia DBEhg GOODS and
BLACK ttlLKM.
Alio MOURNING
GOODS ia liae qaality.
ae

Go.de, comprising

Oar

eome

price, will be

found

a.

low

a.

ia

any market.

TIMER BROS.,
Corner Congress and Elm Streets.
ONE

PRICE
AGENCY

ONLY!
FOR

Mine. Demorest’s Reliable Patterns !
Patterns sent by mall, post free, on receipt of price.
Also, Mine. Demorest’s Semi-annual Port-Folio, 15
cents; What to Wear, 15 cents; Mammoth Colored
Bulletin of Fashions, $1. Subscriptions received for
Demorest’s Monthly Magazine, yearly, $3, with a
splendid Chromo as a premium.
aplOUi&vr

IRTS~

S

Made to Order I
PRICES.

No.

3,

$2.50

■

No. 2,
No. 1.

PEARCE,

Practical Plumber,

AT

TURNER BROS.,

jL uitiaau.

xxx

—

SHAWLS I

pair.

English Hose, fnll length legs, at 50c and
75c per pair.
Boys Half and Fnll Lengthed Hose in all

each.

3.50

-

-_4.00

“
“

TERMS.

CASH

ON DELIVERY.

Charles Custis &Co.,
493
opr2S

Geo.

Congress
HI.

St.
deowlylp

Bosworth,

Formerly with NIarrett. Bailey Sc
has taken the

New Store Cor, Free & Cotton
and intends to keep

a

Sts.,

loll assortment ot

The undersigned has taken the Store

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

Cor. of Congress and Brown Sts.,

of every description for Drapery and Dec.ra
live Work. Bymaklnga specialty ot this department in upholstery, we propose to place before the
public every (hdlity fer obtaining the newest design *
and fabrics, and at lowest prices.
Also Wiadaw
Mhnilm and Fixture.. And a complete assortment of Roam Paprr.
mb21tf

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Fifty more river drivers
morning for North Anson

splendid assortment of

from $3.00 and upwards. Hats and Bonnets trimmed
to order by a skillful milliner in attendance and satisfaction guaranteed and at most reasonable prices at

ing.

The Dexter Gazette says Mr. Davis Mower of
Dexter, has in his possession a book, which
has a covering that was made from the seat
of a pair of leather breeches that were worn
by bis great-grandfrtber on his wedding day.

I.nee*

Stylish Trimmed Hats

wvmi.

CapL Thomas Sprout of Waldoboro, whose
leg was broken at sea a few months since, ar-

OF

—

CASES

Ornaments, Feathers, Cashmere
and Netting.

COUNTY.

The Journal says: The graduating class of
the Augusta high school have just obtaiced
their class rings.
They consist of bands of
plain gold, with the figures “70" engraved on
the outside. Inside are the initials of their

8

Opening

50 Cartons of Fine French

On

at

STRAW GOODS!

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

a

W. ALLBB

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise erery Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m.
oc3dt
Consignments solicited.

—

to

see

It Is “The
for the Centennial period, Just what erery
Americau wants and can afford to buy. Sells on lls
merits, and insures large profits ^to any intelligent
person who wants to go to work.
promptly
to J. B. FORD & CO., 27 Park Place, New York.

Basket and Boiled Silks,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

riding, Saturday.
Measles and whooping cough prevail
great extent in Naples,

till yon

no

engagements
ACK1NTN—Make
New Boob, illustrated.

Thing”

ALSO lOOO YARDS OF

-INIt is said that Mr. Whittier of Little River
Mills, has twenty-six hundred trees tapped, ; Real French Chips, American Chips Illand has several different parties at work makland and Canton Braids,
ing maple sugar.
in all the Leading shapes. Also
A reform club was formed in Houlton last
Saturday evening, by W. H. Langley of Bangor, with S. E. Baker as President.

was

HOUSES

WILL

Just received, comprising
Groi Grain* Banket aud Plain Ribbons iu
all colors Irons 1 to 9 inches wide.

It is stated that but thiiteen millions of lumber have been cut the past year on the Androscoggin headwaters, against thirty millions
three years ago.

Mr. Erastus Cornell has beeD elected overseer
of the Harrison poor farm.

HOTEL.

TUESDAY. April 25th at 10 a. m., and 21 p.
we shall sell at Salesroom 35 and 37 Ex-

Prices !

Boston

of

assortment

NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS.
Please call and Examine my
Goods and learn prices.

ON in.,

COUNTY.

autumn.

Good are of good
SLIGHTLY SOILED at

the Bleachery, but free from holes
oilier imperfections, and will be
sold at two-thirds their real value,
Shull open on Saturday, April

reside in this city and

vicinity, have been cured or greatly benefited
during the past few months by Dr. Sibley, and

"Will Sell

The Evans Rifle Manufactaring Co. of Mechanic Falls, have now on exhibition in the
Maine department of the Centennial at Philadelphia, fifteen rifles, representing the different patterns, style and finish of the Evans Repeating Rifle. The rifles are very elaborately
engreaed with various designs and richly plated
in gold and silver.
After an intermission of three or four weeks
on acoount of the late epidemic, the Mechanic
Falls reformers held an old-fashioned temperance meeting in Murray Hall, Sunday evening
last.
The Journal says a young lady doing housework in Auburn, attempted to commit suicide
Monday night by swallowing half an ounce of
chloroform. A physician was called who succeeded in restoring her to consciousness.
The Journal says it is surmised that the body
discovered in the river at Bath, Monday, may
be that of Mr. Hooper, who.with bis little boy,
was drowned at Deer Rips, in Lewiston, last

Tlie above

quality.

our

A variety of Bird Houses for sale by Kendall & Whitney.
aprl8 4t

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

Bleached Cottons !

Kendall

apil8 4t

_

The best assortment of Kid Gloves to be
found in the city is at Studley’s new store under
Falmouth Hotel. Every pair warranted. Please

eddy.
STATE

DAMAGED

22d,

Persons afflicted with dyspepsia will read
with interest the strong testimonial to the efficacy of Dr. Lorihg’s Specific, which appears in
another column.
The sale of this medicine is
rapidly increasing, not because it is puffed, but
because it is meritorious.

To restore a healthy action of the system
when it has become prostrated and debilitated
by long suffering from such distressing com-

The facts of the

On

The evening session gave evidence of an interest still increasing, and tho speeches were all
of the same experiences, and gave evidence of

no

a

follows;

midst.

Wednesday last Mr. Allen Eastman of
Ellsworth, while at worn just above tbs Five saw
dam on the river, was, with his boat, carried
over the dam and drowned.
His body ha3 not
yet been found. He was a worthy,industrious
citizeD, about fifty years of age, and leaves a
wile and one child.
Abou 10£ o’clock on Tuesday eveuing, fire
was discovered in Blodgett’s tannery, Bucksport. The building was entirely consumed, toMr. Blodgett's
gether with the machinery.
loss will amount to 88000; insurance 81500.

meeting.
The original poem, written and read by Dr.
T. L. Bradford of Skowhegan, at tbe dedication sf the hall was by urgent request, read by
the Doctor at tho opening of the evening session,
We hope to see it in print, and so give

County Savings Bank last week
semi-annual dividend of three per

The York

declared

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

or

YORK COUNTY.

Tuesday night two tramps who had been
staying in the stable of a Mr. Tarbox were
driven out at about 9 o’clock. On going out

Supposed Murder.—The usually quiet village of Moderation was thrown into a great excitement on Wednesday morning by a report
that murder had been perpetrated in their

Alric Green, son of Alonzo Green of Bridgton, fractured bis right wrist by getting it
caught in the wheel of a.jigger on which he

the same determination as those of the day. A
bountiful dinner and supper was furnished to
all members and their ladies by the people of
Skowhegan. To the noble women of this
thriving village belongs the success of the great

signee.

have testified to the same.
In view of this
fact all persons in this communitv chronically
diseased should avail themselves of his medical
care during the next few months.
Terms $5
for two months’ treatment, including medicine
and advice at any time.
No. 7 Wilmot street,
(opposite the Park). Office hours from 2 to 6
Patients at a
p. m., and Saturday evening.
distance treated by mail,
22dlt&wli*

their names to the iron-clad pledge did so
with the conviction of a need ot higher power
to help them, and this feeling of dependence
upon God for strength was manifest in the remarks of all. This is felt to be the reason why
such success is attending their labors.

ting

The fire is supposed to have originated from
(he embers of a burning brush pile that had
been tired near by in the evening,
by boys.
The Journa' says a curious
mishap befel the
cargo of ice shipped in the sch. Franconia from
Belfast for Jacksonville. She sailed March 11,
with 175 tons well packed. Of this she delivered to the consignees only seven tous.
Extremely rough weather was experienced
throughout the voyage, aud she rolled to such
an extent as to render it
impossible to pump
the water which accumulated from her hold,
and the ice in consequence rapidly wasted.
There Is no insurance against wastage of this
kind, and the lo3S falls entirely ou the con-

Formerly occupied by M. F. Porter. Where he will
keep constantly on hand the choicest of

Foreign and Domestic Frails,
Confectioneries, Cigars, Tobacco. Original Ottawa Beer. Soda with
Choice Syrups.

This stock is fresh, having been bought in Boston
New York recently, and willjbe sold at the
lowest market prices.
and

W. II. SWETT.
ap22

dlw

Base Ball and Bats,

FOR SAUFCHFAP 1
135.000 feet Dry Hang Sawed Hemlock
now unloading from
Schooner Union.
RUFUS DEERINH & CO.,
292 Commercial St, Hobson’s Wharf.

Hoards, extra nice,

Phaeton for Sale.
GUNS AND SPORTING
GOOD
hand Phaeton made by C. P.
GOODS.
A Kimball.second
Just repalrod and in good running
order. Can

FISHING

TACKLE,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

G. L.

BAILEY,

be

For Sale

to Let.

or

House, No.

169 Cumberland
This finely located

Street, opposite
Locust.
house is nearly
new, and has all the modem improvements,
including hot and cold water,bath room,water closets,
wash room with perfect arrangements for
washing,
fine cellar, with furnace connected, floor and
perfect
drainage. The house is in fine order, and has just
been frescoed. There is also a
and garlarge
yard
den
as
8pot

part of the lot.

This property is offered
few days only.
For information call
LEAVITT on the premises, or F. G.
PATTERSON, 379J Congress Street.
ap22dtf
above for
upon S. R.

as

a

Jump

Seat Carriage
FOR SALE.

But little used, and will be told low.
—

LIGHT

at

dtf

O

O

O !

Tie Only Two Legged Hone
m the world, being now
20S MIDDLE

exhibition at
STREET.
Oue Thoueaud Dollam Reward if the horse
is not alive and born with only two legs. This is tbe
Iasi week in Portland as she roes to the Centennial.
Admission only 15c. One halfinterest for sale to the
right party.
apr20d3t*
on

Custom hand made Boots and Shoes of
the very best quality made to measure
for men and women, and a good fit war*
ranted.
We are also constantly
receiving Boots from the
best milkers in the world, and intend to maintain
the credit of supplying our Customers with a
clam of
work and stock suiierior in
style, bnish and service.
G.
M.
PALMER.
»Pl2

dtf

—

EXPRESS WAGON

In fine order.

Apply to
t*.o22deod3w

ALSO

seen

MARTIN & PENNELL’S
Carriage Repository, on Elm Street
apll

40 Exchange St.
sndeod4w
ap22_

M

dlw#

ap20

Will be sold low.
WM. ALLEN. JR.,
3IJ Exchange Strtet.

Money

IN *«•,*«.Is

to Loan.

anil panic,

an Beal
«. B. OAV1S,
Ural Kilaic and Mortgage Brak.r, J
DOv2i«eod6m
.nine

POETRY.

MEDICAL

_WANTS.

[For the Press.]

And how does the battle at Acre stand?

beset,

Floats o’er the ramparts of Acre yet;
But a deadly massacre let befell
That shall make all Europe sound a knell.
The cross, with the setting sun, went down,
And the Moslem swarmed in Safed town;
The Templars gave np the citadel
Trusting the faith of an infidel;
For the Mameluke had sworn an oath
To spare all Christians, but broke his troth,
And the tidings came when morn was nigh
That each must trample the cross or die.
Fifteen hundred Templar Knights,
Heroes, all, of a hundred fights;
They had locked on Death as afield they rode,
But never so grimly as now he showed.
The stoutest may quail to meet his doom
At home, in the hush of the darkened room,
Or in battle, when sword and helmet ring,
But death at the block is a fearsome thing.
The stern Preceptor among them stood
Like a sturdy oak in a swaying wood,
While two bold monks of St. Francis prayed
And called on the Holy Saint to aid.
These three ceased not for the cross to strive
Though the morning would see them flayed alive.
When the first cock crowed the task was done
And the Knights were resolved to die, save one.

Endorsed by
I

Is

OR

coparttransacting s

disease that afflicts
25 1>cr centum of the
human race
Almost every effort heretofore made
in the treatment of this
disease has been to allay
llie
present
sufferingtrusting to luck to eflect a
cure. DR. P. J. GRIFFEN
& CO., after years ot research, now present to the
public the only

-a

0
w

M
h

*

*f

^

Hersey.
good

fl

GOODS,

NOTICE OF

&

Co„

Copartnership.

of C. A. WESTON & CO., was
dissolved March 1st, by mutual consent. Either
party is authorized to sign the firm name in liquidation.
C. A. WESTON continues the business at 21 and
23 Free Street, and E. 0. GOODHUE continues the
business at 75 Middle Street.
C. A. WESTON.
ma30dtf
E. C. GOODHUE.

THE

firm

To
•n

at

SO

T0

fl
fl
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rear
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K
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Ask lor Griffen’s Rlieumatie Remedies, they all
hear our trademark and
signature, and are put up
securely. Price $1.00 each;
forwarded to any part of
the Dnited States by ex*
press,

prepaid,

on

i

5

j
B

This Company reserve tbe
lot deemed satisfactory.

®

light

to

reject

i

|

I

a

Chiropodist,

WE

Continues to visit Portland at
tbe UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

JONES.
apl8dlw

in Boston, 37 Tr mont
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since

18-10.

THOBOUHGH GYMUASTIC SYSTEM

A

—

LADIES

FOR

AND

GENTLEMEN

IN TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAY.
Doubles the strength in three months. Dors not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
improves tbe circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

WHS. L. T. B. KIKO,
RELIABLE Clairvoyant ran be found at tbe
rear of 30 Danlortb St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case dcmauds. Terms *§I.OO. She will visit those who

A

a re

unable to

ONLY

can

ON

Freckle Lotion. Itisreliable,
For
PiuipIcN on the
■‘arc. •& lack lira <Ih

or FlFMhwormN
Ask your di uggist for Perry’s

jComedonean<I Pimple Reme-

PERSONS

apll

dy, the ii falible skin medicine. or consult Dr. B. C.
Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond Street, New York.
Tu&S&w4ml5

Wagon for Sale.
spring martin & pennell
mate wagon, nearly new.
mch!5-tf
Enquire at this Office.

Alight

on

this

“Lena Rivers.” “Edna
lunshme,
‘West Lawn,” etc. Price $1.59.

YEAR.

Jf*t,^en<lyTTlie flecoIlU number (May) of this
} rondel rally popular monthly magazine and dialy of
1 uportant events and current
misceilanv. A capital
1 umber, full ol the choicest
reading matter and a
uperb steel poitrait of Moody, Ihe great Revivalist
J 'rice, 50 cents.
O.W.CA BRETON & CO,
Publisher*,
ITIadiHon Hqumc, IVew York.
prl5co(Jlm
■

i

bJOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
Jl been duly appointed Executor ol tbe Will of
SUSAN C. BATCHELDER, late of Baldwin,

the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has takupon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
d irects. All persons having demands upon the estate
C f said deceased, are required to exhibit the same:
;i nd all persons indebted to said estate are called
upc u to make payment to
WILLIAM H. BATCHELDER, Executor.
Baldwin. March 21st, 1870.ap«dlaw3wS
e a

TA FUFF!

I

PUFF!! PUFF!!
Magical Puzzle Box.

Real

Estate

TO

Houses

GRIND TRUNK RAILWAY.

I

a

*

8

bout 7,000 Tons at
TORONTO.
SARNIA,
DETROIT JUNCTION or BUFFALO,
bout 1,000 Tons at MONTREAL or POrNT LEVI,
(opposite Quebec.)
bout 3,000 Tons at PORTLAND.

New House

on

Preble

$2200.

m

A Rare Chance for

GRASS SEED !

ap!2dtf

379} Congress Street, Williams' Block

Small House for Sale.
and one-half story house, No. 14
Mechanic street, eight rooms, Sebago, a good
cellar and drainage. Lot 30x50. Price $1809

tThe

< ash.

one

F.

G.

extensive Stock of
Prime Herds €*raMN. Red Top Clover,
Blue
laike
Orchard ISrnNH,
Clover,
i ran*. Hungarian Gransi cml iTIIIIcl Need,
[licit we offer at the Cowesl ChmIi Price*. We
so have a large assortment of Vegetable and

VE

I
J iendall
fel)28

Estate,
379} Congress Street, Williams’Block.

to Let.

PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
379} Congress St., Williams’ Block.

A 3 Story Brick House for $3,500.
!i^v The tinee story brick house, No. 22 Brown
|ij'j Street, containing 12 rooms, gas and Sebago,
AaJLwater closet in bath room. Drain

connected

Whitney,
?

dlf

G0LO7

1

W$r

EACMA

lut

SALS!

A large stock of
1

Carriages, Waaons

ami

Buggies

every description; top and no top, single and
uble, at ten per cent, lower than at anv other fact0 :y in Maine Concord and hi|irt.. IVagon’,

ai

peclalty.

JOHN
iprieodtf

ADAMS,

Marrnrnppn,

BOOKS!

SPRING

Ja12

s

will leave Portland for
Boeioa at G.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving
"
at BoHton at 10.50 a.
m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Kelnm.us, leave Boeioa at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
3.30 d. m., arriving al Portland at
1.15,* 5.
8.15 p. m.
For I.oweil at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3.10,
p. m.
For Manchester and Concord and
(Jnper
Kailroad (viaNew Market Jnnction) at 6.15a.
m., and 3.10p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Great Fall, at 6.15, 9.00 a.
m.( 3.10, p.m.
For Bochestcr, Farmington and
Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.

Boards 30 ell.

For Scarborough Beach, Bine
Paint, Old
Orchard Bench, Haco, Biddeford and
Krnnebunk at 6.15, 9.00. a. m., 3.10 5At) p. m.
morning Train, will leave Keanebaah
Tor Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Trains

d4wt

parties will

do all

they claim.’-.V. 1'. Weekly Sun, Jan. 19,

stamp tor particulars. C.
Winjtat® A Co,limited,69 Duane «t.
fibred.’-(Ai.

yt’v

_

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
meaday,

and

ag't-

WeeklyliUer-0<.;av

aPr^_d4wt
LOOK The Wonderful Blessings of God on
Labors of MOO D V A SAN 14 IK ¥ in Europe
and America. Best book and chance for men or
^I women wanting a good business ami do good
B3 offered this year. Also new maps of U. S. A.,
lJj World and all Bible lands and Centennial
^ Combination. Apply at onco to II. L,
^ GU.BBNSJBT, Pub., Coucoril, N. II.

l^nf
»

Welly’ Carbolic

die.

in

,

dtt

and

at G 00

a"

a

^

*

7.50

p. m.
? 00 ?B«I 6.20
at all atations
wlrtp stj>i»8
h<“*ter' “d ran!1

a.

m.,

between

through to
Roches.cr at 10.00 a.

a. m.

and 8.50 p. m.
7® JO A. iff. Stops at all
land at 10 00 a. w.

Stations, arrives in

Portrort

II. JftA.rU Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich tine Steamers at 500
a. m„ and Worcester at 8.00 a
m

»

and

„

(®llow*i

Hiaie Rooiiin can be secured in advance at
ICfiruen Kron.,No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the
I. 00 **. m.Depot.
Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
IK JO ft*. HI. Train runs to Gorham.
RETURNING.
rraius leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.15, 11,45 a. m

car-

i''/’ watchmaker

s

at

*„2n3„P-,“•>

Jeweler, 50.

1 *

or

•_apr5d3m

£xin.For,tland at 5-10 P- m.
New
°smps™t aUrUst‘n.r Ulrm;Kh fr,,m
ti«naled-

™

FOR SAI.E.

an

1

»

York,

fortlagdat‘fo.50 p ^f*en
at 600a‘m- arr,vea iu
PonCi
J- M. LUNT,
apt
Sujit.
in

dtwt

agent just cleared 8109 first 3 weeks selling the
LIFE vYND LAHOES OF

LIVINGSTON £

i™™’’

run as

A?,®'

»

_ap8dlm

(

will

lt
with Eastern and BosAM?
ton &
Maine f“nnect’
Railroads.) At Na.bua at 11.47
Boston 1.15 p. m
12-,5Pel!
net Ion I2 4t) p
m., Fitchburg
a'"l at Worcester at 2.10 p. ni.,
Wlth trains South and West.
It**?
SSrtlD&
r. n,
Htcamboat Express arrives at
Koilmlir at 4.30 p,m.,connects at Epping
for Itfanrhestcr and
Concord, at Nushua
atld B®*t®n, at Aver Auac•
*1 ® u lor
Fitchburg and Hoosac Tun■®*
,‘ine ai Worcester with Boston &
Albany Kailroad, and goes through New
Condon without
change of Cars,
there
connecting wiih tba
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Lino,
arriving in
,'v, Vo,k at Pier No, 40. North Hirer

Paint.

50.
Hunter and
Tra£n?.ai ci’ i2t5’ Taxidermist,
Training, 25. Of bookselltrsn?hv
m£ide’?2.oJ)”?
lers
by mall.
JESSE HANEY & CO.. 119 Nassau

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND MERE REMEDY.
For pale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOuDWIN & CO., Boston, Mas*.

apl7

Xu

Monday, April, 3,1876,

rB'“*

L IAK
Arrives at

%,Pacifiu

SoiimioJkor111..*'

Tablets,

oczoatr

**®nland

Portland
Wnr -<.s

For plan of reorganization
Bonds held (whether .Main apply, stating class of
Line, Milwaukee Mns
Division), to EKED TayI
ga«H’
bondholders’ Committee, !»»«
Vorh’ ^mediate
n

»

—io.*

TK=35jp==

3S Sprint; St., P.rtlana,
KOOEEKS AND EAINTEK8

renters

Bangor makes close cmi.
& N-A- Kaliway foi St. John and

On and after

practical guide
CAtKmIiI'TEK'S Manual'--V
forToff0"8contracts,
"■ tlle tla,le; drawing for
specifications,
plans.
R’
c,a- ‘’AINIIK*’ Manual!
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, -House
V30
•I’ain""Kgaining,
varnishing.
isliino kLi
pol
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
UaP«,itlg. lettering, staining
gildini kV?P 30
»00k l,f Alphabets*50. .Scrolls
TJSK
FO

a. in.

**tU E'

Portland & Rochester R. R.

applied by

.“7”s“eieB,re“’IVe,V

m.

tPuliman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sun t.
iMi*.e(1-.

The best and cheapest Snow A- Dll VI. I'nlrul
Slate Homing l-nini lor Shingle, Tin and Iron
Hoofs, also for cheap outside work, sold bv the gallon

k?<JimL1]mlnnaP

1.40 p. ra.
train for

112.35

-,

J. S. MILLER,
Superintendent, formerly Proprietor.

if24_
Burlington, Cedar Kapids
Minnesota Bondholders.

Farmington

HalVtax

NO. 13 PLUM ST., PORTLAND.

J. N. McGOY & CO

1.40 p.

The

Sebago Dye House,

or

Skowbegan

Augusta, Hallow el I, Gardiner, Brunswick
77.00 a. m1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland 77.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Batb 77.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. in.
Lewiston 77.00 a. ra., 1.35,5.15 p n.

with quick dispatch.

Fireproof Roofing

October aSlh, 187*.

Trains leave Porilnnd for Bangor, Watervil
Belfast and Dexter at tl2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.

THE

ls’«.

$ftO6GR0CER5ES-'
‘One of the best chances for

J”'"

Philadelphia.

*>la_c!3w

yBlalHiS" nd
u

Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains of Grand Trunk Station, aud Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for
refreshmentfi at timt-class dining rooms.
3-18 P M. tram from Portland
auu 8.30 A. M. train from Boston.
J* T* FURBER, Gen’l
O
Sap
S.
H. Si EVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.
»u5
dt

Proprietors of Iho Sebago Dye House inform
the public that they have been
titling out the
premises at a great expense this last winter for the
accommodation ot the public, with a good Bo ler,
good Machinery and all appurtenances. Accordingly
every thing is in good order, ready to accommodate
the public, accompanied with one ot the best
Dyers
the country can afford,without
any exception. As he
**ot a s6lf made Dyer for the last 40
years he
pledges himself to give ample satisfaction to the
public. It is ot no avail to mention Gai incuts of
any
kinds or colors, in fact, any thing that can be Died
by the hands of man. Kid Gloves *'yed or cleansed.
Table Cloths, Window Cui tains, Table
Covers, anything Dyed in any Colors required by the owners,

AGENTS

Boston & Maine road connect with all

John and

J. E. Dit«on A Co.
Successor* to Lee& Walker

People of Portland
Vicinity.

on

steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais, St.

aprl9\V&S&w2w

To tlie

march 6, 1876.

Pameugrr Train,

ANNOUNCEMENT.

FIT.

A few smart first class Lady Agents wanted imcanvass for the best selling article of
Ladies wear in the world. (Patented ) Large commission. A new thing* nail the lirhl i* opm.
Those having a miiimII capital, and wishing to malte
money fa*t, should address m once,
H. BtlFIIJII, Norili Berwick, Me.
General Agent for the State of Maine.
aprl2t4w
‘The

|

ARRANGEMENT,

CoiiiiuencliiK

Perfect

and

17 Npriug I.ane, BoMton.

f

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

A Sabbath School Song Book, which has been out
few months, just long enough to prove it one of the
best. Buy it aud try it.
Price 35 els.

711
Broadway,
New York.

2#

9

J- HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 21, 1878.
oct25dtf
_

BOSTON.

_

FOR

UyFreight trains leave Portland daily at

Dictionary of musical Information
By J. W. Moore. A book that is attracting much

C. II. DilMOU A- Co.

m.

m.

Per Doz. $9.00.

Price in Paper, 40 et«.;

a.,d

GEORGE W. DAVIS,
mb23

0

^apr15d4wf

ME.

[ill last Cash Pl iers paoil for Old Gold and
Siller. Gold in an, form iiiirrhn.ed. Also
MaUDlaclurer ofMiamlard Gold l.enf.

story furnished house, stable, carhennery, nice garden with stiawHi'li riage bouse*
fruit trees, &c.
Pleasantly situated,
l^berries,
din in an hour’s drive of the city.
Will be let for
6 ix months, from the 1st of May, for $150.
F. G.

&

JIM

AND

mediately to

an

PORTLAND,

Country

A two

ap!2dtt

band

* lower Seeds.

PATTERSON,

Furnished House in the

on

Jv

Dealer in Real

apl2dtf

now

nl

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S C. C. BALSAM will not cure.
Sold by Druggists ;it 35 cts. Circular free.
Dit. F W KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

U

have

11.15a.

*.15 P. M.—Passenger tialn from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from
Johnson, Vt„
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STACK CONNECTION*.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish,
Porter, Iiczar Falls and
Freedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At Fryebnrg for
Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

year.

OF

WANTED.

ACENTS WANTED.

_

GOING EAST.
S.°0 A. IH.—Passenger train from
Upper Bartlett
and intermediate
stations, arriving in Portland at

CENTENNIAL. COLLECTION
Of National Songs.
A book for the times, with the patriotic
Songs of
many nations, very well arranged. Should be in universal use during the festival months of this famous

*™'*”

fll'li |f%V

’LABI

A. A. GRAHAM, G7 Liberty Street, New York.

STEAM FEATHER RENOVATOR, for cleans-

A

cm. ing feather beds, pillows, bolsters, &c.
it
5 in perfect order, simple, and can be run
by a
»oy. Profits $25.00 to $35,00 per week.
Will be
old lor $165,00 cash, or bankable paper.
Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON.

y

Carries a % inch ball with accum
■acy fifty leet, without powder or
O)
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For sale
iy dealers. By mail, freo for 75 cents, with pernanent ammunition for target practico indoors,
md for sporting out of doors.

Business.

y'y

of tho WORLDS LoKLVlO.HT NATION.
No other book, like it. Outsells mere histories five to
one.
AGENTM wanted quickly.
Address HUBBARD BROS Springfield, Mass.
aprl2t4w

2

d&w6ml2

Friday morning..,

collection.
Frice SI 00.

erals, manufactures, finances, government, curiosities, natural wonders, works of art, etc. Richly illustrated and cheap. A NPI.KNIGID VIL \\

z

mk15

—

Shining River.

Rich and complete in our thrilling hitdory of lOO
years ; and grand in vivid de*eripiionH of all our
mighty resource* in agriculture, Commerce., min-

<

PATTERSON,

AND

Lancaster, Whiteflekl, Littleton.
e River,
Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c.t &c.
51.40 i*. NI.—Passenger train from Portland for
Lpper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Well

attention, and is the most convenient book of reference on musical subjects, extant.
frier 81.25.

OUR COUNTRY t?»D ■■

m

F G
Dealer in

C. «Sr M. R. R. for

Desert

The People’s Chorus Book.
An unusnaBy good selection of
choruses, for mixed
voices, nearly all new. “When AUen a-Dale went a
hunting,’’ “Chosen One," “The Owl,” are capital
glees, and are fair specimens of the pieces of this tine

Sew York.

The Greatest Selling- Centennial Book Is

Cfl

The new two and a half story house on
Preble street, lacing Lincoln street, containing
Bill
luUkseveii rooms. Sebago water, good cellar, sink
Irain and water closet connected with sewer.
Terms
»f payment is $1,000 cash; balance on
mortgage

apl2dtf

mar31

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
Montreal, April 13,187G.
aplSdeodGt

Street lor

Real fc state,
379} Congress Street, Williams’ Block.

$/innn
$JUUU
T1
(IflT
UULD

iid deliveries would be made commencing with
[AY, and extending through the summer.
Offers stating the price per ton (of 2,240 lbs.), and
le place of delivery will be received by the undergned up to the 15th May.

Long Bange Breech Loading
Practice Pistol & Targets.

and

FOUR 1W

Broadway,

Tliey give entire satisfaction. Every lady who has
worn them recommends them.
Be sure to get the
genuine, A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
their fastenings do not abraid the dress.
For sale by
first class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON,
LANGDON & CO. N. If,. Mole Importer*
and Patentees for the IJ. S.
febV9tl2w

follows:—

The Company has wharfage accommodation fo
tipment by water at Toronto, Sarnia and Portland
«

—

of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.

Corsets !

CROWN.

the purchase of OLD
a9

Annlv to K

itn city sewer. Taxes for 1876 to be paid by purThousands ot Magical Rings out of
c liaser from date of
Terms ot payment
possession.
this wonuerlul Box.
u no
half cash, balance on a term of years. This
Endless amusement foi the children,
f roperty is ottered at a rare bargain, as the owners
s ent to
any address, with full directions, on receipt of t ave no use tor It F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
‘2 5c. LOTR1DGE & CO..
Dey Street, New
i: Real Estate, 379 Congress Street, Williams’
Block,
1 ORK.
mhl5d&w6m
|
apl9
dtf

11

A

invited for

apSdtf

or*imitations

j| |I m

MARK A

LOAN

boue’jt and sold.

I

TBADE.l

aid Pearl streets.

destiny

browning,”

dtf

extensive

are

TO

GOING
WEST.
N.15 A. NI.—Passenger train from Portland lor a
stations, running through without change to St.
Johnsbury, Danville, Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.

morning, at 3 o’clock.
For lurther particulars, inquire

trades

WITH

PATTEItSOJi, dealer in Real Estate, tfifiee ST'li
iongress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle

advan-

Ju«f ft*iiblishecl—A splendid new novel
by Mrs.
vary J. Holmes,, whose other works are read and reead with delightful interest—such as
“Tempest and

co its e

_

IRON RAILS, delivered
rENDERS

TRAINS WILL BUN A* FOLLOWS

a

‘THOMSON”

r

NEW CONNECTIONS.
Oil nud after WEDKBMDAV, ilid, but.
aud unlit fanber notice.

LEWISTON, Capt. Deering, will leave
Portland, Thursday evening... nt 10 o’clock.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle.
Sedgwick,
Southwest Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Reluming, leaves Machiasport, every Monday

EIGHT

Stamped

Ac

Wednesday

o’clock.
Steamer

anikfawnf

Glove-Fitting

CHANGE OF TIME.

Steamer CITY OF R1CHMONO, Cajit Kilby, will leave
Portland, every Monday.
i..--ii.i,-iiTT.rdi■
Wednesday and Friday
errniD(>, at 10 o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandypoint, Bucksport, Wlntcrport, Ilampdcn and
Bangor.
Returning, leaves Bangor, every Monday,

beautiful Designs

EACH

PORTLAND & 0GDEN8BURG RR

Macliias.

larger than a Silver Trade
diameter, handsomely put up

Jscwnre

Manager.

W* J* SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 21,1875,/nei7dtf

LINE-

Mt.
—

WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

ST.

first class Real Estate

i.

friends in any part of the world and describe them
She also describes all manner of disease
jeriectly.
bat flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for tlie same,
ilie has given universal satisfaction to all who have
onsulted her in her constant travels dnee she was
even years old.
Good testimonials given if desired
erms, Gents SI 06; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A, M. to 9 P. M.
„o9dtt

RECORD^

FOR

Freckles and Tan.
Lee
Moth
Perry’s
and

Notice.

CAN

Mrs.

Moth Patches,

Middle Street, Portland, Me
3. II. GAUBEIiT, Proprietor.
tf
U025_

Per Day
be made by energetic salesmen with our
at
424 Exchange Street, between
goods. Call
9 and 10 A. M., or enclose $1.00 fm sample, directions,
ia2ud*odtf
<£c., to Box 1932, Portland. Maine.

to her residence if desired.

_feb!7d&wtl15

237

$10

come

King, in addition to her clairvoy nee and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
her very successful.

Exercise and ttalenrooin,

requiring work done please apply to
“Home” 01 W. C. A., No. 16 Bpring St., plain
nail family sewiug, dress-making, copying, euibrold«c3utt
•rng and fancy-work in wools. &.., &c.

!

CLAIRVOYANT.

fet>12

COMMERCIAL

security, in Portland
or
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc. on
Commission.

EDTTH LYLE, j

month.
Room

HEALTH LIFT !

carry

Patterson’s

MONEY

tei.uuic.-Madame n.
a.
Maddox, tlie celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
feller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quln7 St. Madame u. has had large experience in tellng fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
reasures, #c„ and was never known to be at tault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatist fortune teller of the age. Persons entering
intoany
lew business or profession, the conducting ot which

1
hey do not understand, will find it to heir
j age
to pay her
visit. She
foretell the

KENISON, j

have this day received into our firm Richmond
P. Scales as partner, uoder the firm name
of Blake, Jones & Co.

Portland, April 15,1876.

all bids

Fortune

I

DR.

^ 30

Bangor,

THOMSON’S

Randall & McAllister,

BULLETIN.

dtd

*

BLAKE &

F. G,

_

diXwlytt

V

UPHAM & GARDINER,
A.t No* 7 Exchange Street.
teb8
il3»

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent.

ap!8,

receipt

AND NIEJSTTIOJm PARER.

«—

This property is offered'for If ms ibnH the csat
iiuproveaufiiiM. Titles perfect and terms liberal
The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

SEALED

;

npr6

—

9AWAND GRIST ITIIXL, AND
SHINGLE MACHINE, DWELLING
IIOU8EN. W ARKHOUnEMVORK

SUPERISTEXDENT’S OFFICE, 1
Portland, April 17,1S7G. )
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until THURSDAY, April 27. 1876, at
toon, lor furnishing material and Kuilitiaa
Four Passenger Station Bouses for this
i company, viz:
One at Hallowell.
One at Cumberland.
One at North Jay.
One at Livermore Fails.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
-biff Engineer’s Office, Portland.

>

of $1.25.

ind the necessary utensils to
business. There is also a

HH CENTRAL RAILROAD.

H

**

Itn

SHOPS, SHEDS,

^

fl

llAnt

Cargo

!

London

or

—

MEDALLIONS,

in._

to

Liverpool,

INSIDE

SILVER OK GOLD.

me uenuine;

motives and Rolling: Stock,

Exchange St.,
DEERING,
Exchange St.

PROPOSALS.

L

Ot. P.”

HT/vnr

by

the

this

The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate o!
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General

1875._

Kn WHITE AND TINTED BKISTOI.
IW\J CARD*, with name. tiOc, or 50 Snow
Flake. Sli.tile, Damask. Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address. WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state wliat paper you saw

GRATES.

tion.

TBF.

in Gold or its equivalent.
Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A ALLAN, No. 1 India St
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Sight Dratts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FAKMEK,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 23.
uov24dtf

d&w6tnll

At retail a choice variety tor
, 'aiiiily uso, warranted to give per| fect satisfaction-

STEAM

—

fl

of
HENRY
39

h

LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use ot

J

or

fl

the

4

Middle, corner

I

< Coal

Railroad,

continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
;ract of land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
jvidences of OIL, superioi IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
;he point of shipment. The moveable property consists in part of

!

_kET

profitably

to insure

offices in same building Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
172

M

4

«itf

No. 55
tbe easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, live doors below Middle Street. Also
front
on

now

7 ?*2 Miles of well-furnished

No. 10 Central Wharf.

Joels____

^

Neuralgia, Nervous Prostration, Nervous Weakness. Paralysis, softening
of the Brain, Chorea, and
all Vk EAKNESS caused by

fl

Extensive and of superior quality
operated, with

'DUE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street.
■
nnntniniea nil
«..l_;_

juire

OPEN

FOR

and

Ah, Age.

ru niN a

Payable

For Freight

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in apjearance,
wear and color, to

U. S. MEDALLION CO., 212
r. 0. Box 5270.

deny

V.

vious day from Montieal. To be followed by the
Steamship Moravian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 to $80
Intermediate passage. 40

WANTED.

of

Co.

CONVEYANCE OF

Cnpt. Aird,
Will leave this port lor Liverpool on
NATL'RDAl , April 22ih, IN7G,
Immediately after the arrival ot the Train of the pre-

aplOdtd

are

V.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in
splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick*
est tune of any route from Portland to the West.
PAI ACE DRAWING ROOM
ANJ) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. ni.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

BAR.71 ATI AN*

To whom it may concern.
Notice is hereby given, as required by tbe aforesaid order, which is maue a part of this notice.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Presenting a large variety

Nortliwwt, West and iKoutliwest.

heturn Tickets
granted at reduced rates.
gg
5^
The Steamship

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office, )
April IS, 1876. )

in relief.
These Medallions

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

To Canada. Detroit,
Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. Mt. I.onis. Omaha,
Naginaw, Mt. Paul, Nall l.alte City,
Denver, Man Franeisco,
and all points In the

LINE.

Steamship

FOB

ato-

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

COYLE, Jr., Gen’IAgt.

Oeean

^

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

SOLID

follows:

as

iKiinl

Passengers booked

Clerk’s Office, ?
Aprtl 3, 1876. ]

inhlii

A COAL MINE,

dtl

To Let.

$

ftW

Inquire

J. B.

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

CENTENNIAL

a. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

('nuntltisn ntwl United Gluten Ulniln.

Grand Entrance International Exhibition.
Memorial Hall (Art Gallery).
Horticultural Hall. Main Building, aud the grand
representation of the SigniDg of tbe Declaration of
Independence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
by mail on receipt of draft or Post Office order for
$3.50, or will ship by express C. O. D. upon receipt of
express charges. Agents* circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of 5Uc.
Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields for enterprise. Address

—

W alxmt.

ns

UNDER CONTRACT

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

AGENTS

TKAINM.

ARRANGEMENT

Express train at 1.40 p. in. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with
night mall
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at §.10

$1.00.

ALLANS

“George Washington.”

—

—AND—

Black.

'10015_

FUEe]

FAVORITE

PINE,
CE3DAB.,

Let.

at 6 1-3 Dow MIrect.
HOUSE
the premises.

®

fl

CO.

THE

which may be found in paying quantities,

_

K

b

The business will be conducted at tbe ofllce formerly occupied by Charles H. Chase & Co., No. 113
Commercial Street.
WILLIAM LEAVITT.
TEWKSBURY L. SWEAT.
1876.
Portland, April 1,
ap3d3w

cn

dtt

|

means of the
and Elixir—alternating one with the other
according to Directions.
To effect a permanent
cure, the Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunclion with the Liniment.

«

THE

Dissolution of

fl
4

<

undersigned have this day entered into a
copartnership under the firm name and style of

(WE, LE.HITT &

0

_d&wtimll

HEAVILY TIMBERED LAND!

IN

®

OF

Freight taken

dec27-75

Montreal

dollar, being Ig inch, in
and sell readily at sight.
Tbe moat valuable
Souvenir* ami IVleiuento* ever issued. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples for agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—including the Bust of

ACRES

—

the Thompson Block, Nos. 17 & 19
Middle Street. Good location below the Post
Office where all the wholesale drv goods and other
slasses of trade are located, The 'finest store in the
;ity, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and
elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
he let very reasonably f applied for soon.
Apply to

Hills

j

NOTICE OF COPARTNERSHIP.

viz:

12,660

Wholesale Store,

f

internally by

fl

CHASE.
TEWKSBURY L. SWEAT.
Portland, April 1. 1876.

Cumberland
—

SO
4

n

No. 1)3 Comme'cial Street.
CHARLES H.

U. S. MEDALLION’ CO., 212 Broadway,
P.O.Box 5270.
New York

River,
Clinton County. Kentucky,

h
h

8

heretofore existing between
under the firm name of
CHASE & CO., is this day dissolved
the
withdrawal
of
Charles H. Chase.
by
All settlements may be made with Chase, Leavitt

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists oi the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

Situated on

M

fl

Copartnership
tbe undersigned,
THE
CHARLES H.

armouth, Me.

II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 324 Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rome.

h

DISSOLUTION.

RETAIL PRICES—For the Albata Silver, 50 cts,
lilt, $1, in fitucy box. Usual discount to the Trade.
A complete outfit ol magnificent samples for
igents, in satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, difierent designs, one gilt, suitible for jewelrers’ show windows, etc,, sent on
■eceipt of draft or Post-office Order for SI, or will
ihip Express C. O. D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and ore sampio
lent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense profits. Sells
it sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
ree.
Extensive fields for enterprise. Address all
ommanications

For_S£tle.

References required.

5

H

Joseph Craig.
James Wilson.

City and Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
whom exclusive territory will be given, if desired.

In every

A Valuable Property

LET.

y

®

Ornaments in every Variety of Styles,

Y

A truo copy.
Attest:

7.10

at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 2GC Middle street
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for tale at very low rates.

Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
April 18, 1876. j
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this City, for three
successive weeks, that this Board on WEDNESDAY,
the tenth day of May next, at 5 o’clock P M at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear all
parties interested in the petition of Patrick McCann
and others, for a Sewer in Morning Street, through
Eastern Promenade to foot of Vesper Street. Also,
on petition of Laura Partington and
others, for a
Sewer in Mayo Street, trom Cumberland to Oxford
Streets, and that thereafter this Board will deter
mine ana adjudge it public convenience and necessities require the contruction of said Sewers.
Read and passed.
II. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest;

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

to

ma30d2m_

*

Treated

Designed by the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices. Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.
Repairing, Plastering. Whitening and
Tinting done in the neatest manner.
No. 4 South Street, Portland, Me.
N. B.—The most delicate work packed to go safely

EVER ISSUED.

nih!8

b

Plasterers,

WISHING

mh!5_ _dtf

W

Jackson.

AND MASTIC WORKERS,

mai7d3m

The

the
disease is

M1IBS MD MENEM

(formerly 153)

327

most valuable

IN

°,n and after Monday, Not. 15th, 1875
iW^^Citraini will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train or Gorham and inteimediate stations
at

Passengers by this line are reminded that they sc
cure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

ORDERED,

SILVER OR OOLD,

the

change business. I offer my Store
and Dwelling conbined with or without Stock
at a Bargain. An excellent place tor Dry and
Fancy
Goods, Millinery or Tailoring Business. A good
stand in the central part of the Village, near the
Depot.
WM. II. MARSTON,

unfurnished. Apply at
FURNIMHED
Triune Mewins Machine Room., No.
S!i
Danforth Ht.

and

For Sale.

§

W

WILSON

TO

SOLID

ALTERATION

WIMTEIi

CITY AND JOHN RROOKM

FARE

PORTLAND.

In

presenting a variety of beautiful Designs in Relief.
These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being Ifr inch, in diameter; handsomely put
up and sell readily at sight.

con-

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF. RONTON, daily at 7 P. HI.
(Sunday* excepted).

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appe nance,
wear and color to

Grand Trank il. R. of Canada.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

To all whom it iray concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
wliieh is made a part of this notice.
Attest:
II. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
ap4dta26

NMgjjp^

oelldtf_

every
for

STEAMERS.

will, until further notice, run alternately
Leaving

order,

roof dwelling
eleven rooms, with all mod-

For Sale.
occupied by me, No.

FOREST

Mayor and Aldermen, I
April 3,1876. |
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY,Me twenty-sixth instant,at 5 o’clock p. in.,at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear all parties interested ir. the petition lor a sewer in Cumberland Street, commencing near its junction with High
Street, thence westerly through said Cumberland
street to State street, and northwesterly through
State street to Portland street, thence across Portland street aud through Deering’s Oaks (so called) to

City

Pullman Parlor and Mlreping Cars are
all through trains. Stops for relreshmen
made at the usual places,
QEQ. BACH ELDER, Supt.

run on

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mall train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45
p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and
5.45 p. m.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

feb24dtfNATHAN CLEAVES.

A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
150 Commercial Street.

ROOMS

§|P p

frame, slated

THESpring Street, Portland

now

1876. Apply to
ap4dtf

improvements,

house

To Let.

p and removes the inflam0 mation. the cause ol pain
m
in a very short time, thus
5 restoring freedom ol moveelasticity to the
2 mem and
k joints.
The disease being
0 a blood poison, of a pecufl liar nature, is

Under the old firm name of GEO. IV.
RICH A: CO., and 1 nhall be happy 10
•erve all my former customers.
GEO. W. RICH.
apl9d3w

Plain and Ornamental

No. 149 Commercial Street,
occupied
STORE,
by Joseph 4V. Read. Possesion giveD May 1,

*

externally
by
b means ot the Liniment,
which, when properly applied, reduces the swelB ling, relieves the tension

—

any distance.

market.
treated

h

Corner Store, Wo. 175 Fore St.,

Formerly Craig

To Let.

fl
H

prepared articles in

—

Sc

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

S

^CS£|9
A

ME.

diverging therefrom.

at

of

the creek.
Read and Passed.
Attest:
H. I.
A true Copy,
Attest:
II. I.

EAHTEKN KAII.KOAD TKAINM

p. m.

ORDERED,

MEDALS !

located on Congress near the
head of State Street. First-class in every respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOR1NU & ADAMS,
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mhl4tltf

NO
2

new

UPPER
House, coutaining

More to Kent.
418 Congress St.
Possession at once Inquire
of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
apr8d3w93 Exchange St,

4

Scientifically

*

C LOTHHG

half of

flIHE House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
X Eituated opposite the ptssenger station of the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate
vicinity,
and nearer than any other H otei to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.
Portland. Me.
iu24deodtt_

n

In Board

MEMORIAL

For Sale—At.a Low Figure.

C. OXNARD,
dtf

or

g

I shall open next week an Entirely New
Slock oi

&

STORE

fl

of GEO. W. RICH & CO.,
by mutual consent, Saturday,
April 15th. The business of the firm will be settled
by Lewis & Co., at Store 173 Fore Street.

CRAIG

Store to Let.
No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately.
Apply at 9G

4

CITY OF

m

directly through to points on the Maine Centra
Kail road without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Kailroads

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

ai>*_dta26

dlf

CENTENNIAL.

For Sale.
New two story French-Roofed House,
aw* a
422 Cumberland St., containing fourItEirfrrFmO? teen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
■■■KSSatoSebago water and all the modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth St
apr4dtt

dtf

3

copartnership
dissolved

IN THE

LAMB

M**Ist.

»

C. D. HUNGER,

18_

A desirable lot on the corner of State and
York St., with a 3 story Dwelling House and
imLstablp. Lot 142 it on York St., and 98 ft. on
State St.
Will be sold on liberal terms at 43 cents
]»er square toot; no charge for the buildings. Inquire
of *10HN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
ap8d3w

house on congrfss
with ten hootis io let,
^^OPPOSITE THE PARK

apr!3

mil

BOSTON

City Clerk’s Office. 1
April 3, 1876. j
To all whom it may Concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
Order, which is made a part of this notice.
H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,

HI;;

mh31FM&Wttf
DR.

J. W. HUNGER.

Mayor and Aldermen, 1
April 3,187t>, J
the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested, by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty-sixth instant, at 5 o’clock P. M.,
at the Aldermen’s Room
in City Building, will hear
all parties interested i:i the i>etition for a Sewer in
street
to
Casco street and thence southeast
Prospect

m.

run

oct28dt>JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

of

a.

a. m.

m.

HALIFAX, direct, making

Near,

Cyan at 8.59 a. m., 12.58, 8.27 p. m.
Malem at 9.12 a. m., 1 10,8.40 p. m.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m.. 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. in., 4.45
p. m.
«reat Falls at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19 p. in.
KcanebnaU at 12.10,4.03 11.20 p. m.
Biddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30. 4.20, 11.38 p,
*
Mato at 8.05 a. m., 12 36,
4.25,11.42 p. m.

nections with the Intercolonial Railway. tor Windsor
Truro, New Glasgow and Pietou, and steamers for
Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Breion, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
^RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

through Casco street to connect with sewer in Congress street, and that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience and necessities requires the construction of said Sewer.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

AGENTS,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

ADAIfIS,

BIDOEFORD,

05

John W. Munger & Co.

For Sale.

N. JOSE, 194 Fore Street.

Danforth St.

is a
over

was

—

II.

hj

$253,189

SALE.

mli3ld&w1m

40

\V. ARNOLD, President.
JAMES E. TILLINGHAST, Sec’y.

FRED

Trunk
Railway Wharf,
SATURDAY at 4 00 p.

m.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

The Steamship “CHASE,”
Capt. J. Bennett, will leave Grand

tuefc

m„ 3.10 p.

a.

Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving In
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. m.t 12.15 (except Mondays

With connection* to Prince Edward In*
iaudjiape Breton and Hi Jobuu, N. F.

That,

ORDERED,

3,250 00

$16,156

Board

In

00

1,156 40

at 9

Biddeford, taco, West Ncarborougb,
borough and Cape Elizabeth at 9
3.19, 6.29 p. m.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

32

Kittery, Eliot. Month Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, IVrlls nnd KcnnebuaU

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue. Philadelphia.
Jan 11 ly
MAIL LINE TO

ClTY ADV ERT1SEMENTS

standard. 67,156 87— 83,313 27

—

p.

and convenient store and chambers
same, No. 13G and 138 Commercial street.

ALSO,
FRONT OFFICE, No. 92 Exchange street, opposite
Portland Savings Bank. Apply to

THE

4

Copartnership.

AND

To be Let.
large

ern

a

B RICKER.
EDWARD C. HERSEY.

—

tf

HOTEL TO LEASE.

—

GENTS’ FURNISHING

W. W. CAR11.

aprt4

aprll__

D.

THE

Upper part

FIVE
rents.

TO

W

STAND, 185 FORE ST.

Dissolution of

WRITE

Reinsurance reserve, New York

This residence is located on the
grounds of the Old Orchard Camp
Meeting Association, on the main
road from Saco to the Beach, and
i
__commands the finest view of the
Beach. The house is adapted for one or two families
and contains twelve large rooms, two of them having
iron sinks and faucets in the same, from which flow
the pure spring water from the reservoir belonging to
the Association. The lower floor contains six
large
rooms all lathed and plastered and furnished with
ample closet room, while the sleeping rooms are arranged so as to be thoroughly ventilated Attached
to the house are piazzas on three sides, and it is also
furnished with ample sh«l room. A lot of laud adjacent to this residence, upon which can be built a
stable, will be sold either with or without this house.
For terms of sale apply to

To Let.
pleasant rooms at 197 Newbury street, to a
without
family
children; also two other small

(TRASS MASK}

North St.

ORCHARD

FOR

To Let.

H

BUSINESS,

ap20d3t*

OLD

of a two story house containing
six finished rooms; plenty of hard and soit water. Inquire of
P. WILLIAMS,
apr!8eod1w*254 Lafayette St.

“dvdo$

AT

—

unpaid.$11,750

Dividends.
taxes and office
expenses.

Commissions,

SPLENDID SUMMER RESUME

iliw*

over

Losses

year.

THE

St.

$336,502

LIABILITIES.

on

ar>r!7

THE

«

subscriber oflers for sale a desirable lot of
land on Stevens’ Plains containing about 30,000
teet. For particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.
aprlitl
RUFUS DUNHAM.

jl.A Nice Seven Octave Plano.
MRS. II. F. CROEKEK.
aI-*
vL
61 Deeriog 8t.

M

Market Val.
lank stocks.
$132,750 00
leal estate in City of Providence. 120,000 00
,oans on bond anti moitgage.
15,000 00
"ity bonds. 25.0 0 00
moaned with collateral security.
3,011 00
}asli in brink and office. 22,871 48
Premiums in course of collection. 16,469 81
Accrued rents.
800 00

Sale,

GOULD, 51

8200,000

ASSETS.

Land for Sale in Deering,

j

To Let.

E^Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER, superior to Comuositiou, Hot Drops, etc.
jan26
apr7W&Slra

Have bought the Stock and
will of the flru
of D. B. Kicker & Co., and will occupy their

OLD

F. W. LIBBY,
42 Exchange

MOKES

a

1st. 187G.

—

and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full intormation given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J B. COYLE, Jr.,

Bromlwny. 7th Aye. and
4id Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, nea< the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modem improvements.
Rates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y.,and Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga.
feb2ld&wly9
wKraMMTiniiiii in ii ii i immaBmmmua

11th, 1875,

Boston 2.C0 (except Mondays),9X0 a.
ui.,».l5n in.
arriving at 6.15 a. m„ 1.15, 7.55 p. m.. in ample
time to connect with New York and Western
trains,
Cyan, Malem, Newburyporl nnd Portamouth at 2.09 (except Momlays),D.0O a. in., 3.J9 p.
m.
(Gloucester and lloekport at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m!
Hover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Woltboro Kochesler and tirtsl Falls at 9
a. m., 3.10 p. m.

NESDAY ami SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and l*eyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Pbil.& Reading K. K.’s

of

Oet.

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOB

Running between Providence
nd Philadelphia every WED-

HOWE, Proprietor.
dim

Monday,

I'NTlli FI It THE It NOTICE,

Line of Steamers,

Iron

Common.

KOSSMOKE HOTEL,

B. I..

Cnsli Capital,

BARGAINS,

prices from $15 to $60

aprl2dlm

To Let.
Brackett, near Spring St. Four stalls,
water, etc. Large and roomy. Rent low. Apply at No. 65 Exchange St.
aprlSdlw*

CURE

I’fl Rheumatism

Grocery

Ricker &

at

corner of Free
■•••I and High streets, now occupied by W. H. An*
Possession given first of Mav.

STABLE

January

LOTS- TO LEASE,

HOUSE

ImmLhaS a

COPARTNERSHIP.

name

AT GREAT

To Let.
The easterly half of residence

aprl8dtf

fBOVIDKNCK,

FOX,

From $hOO to $600 and Upwards.

APIJEASANT

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.

COPARTNERSHIP.

under the firm

House Letts for

dtf

Ji^ULderson, Esq.
Inquire of

W.

fsft

In-

Street.__apr!9d3t*

happy to inform

E.

Clyde's

ma31__

Junction

On and after

PHILADELPHIA.

.-,_ilt

l k I. knee Co.,

a

At North Yarmouth.
For sale, or exchange for real estate in Port'•
land, or to rent, a two story house, wood shed.
X.hennery in barn, a fountain pure water, ten
acres land. 150 apple trees
Will be sold cheap Reference C PROCTOR or WILLIAM
TKICKEV, Saccarappa.aprl5d2m

Street.

To Let.
front chamber, with side room if
desired, with or without board, at 24 Brown

acts,

:

purpose of

Tyng

apr!9_

L~SATiS FACT I ON.

"RADICAL

18

ALARGE

a

captured Jerusalem and overran the wbol
country to the gates of Acre. During the win
ter ef 12G5 he besieged the town and fortres
of Safed, which capitulated on condition tha ;
the Christians should be transported in safety
to Acre. Breaking faith, he prescribed the alternative of the Koran or death.
One only
embraced the Mohammedan faith, and fifteen
hundred heads rolled at the feet of Bendocdar,
while the Preceptor and Monks of St. Francis
were flayed alive.]

have this day formed

IS.IlL

LET.

Wo.

to Lease for

or

on

AND

The above House, tumished ro suite,
with bath rooms, passenger elevator, &c.,
offers superior accommodations for families
that wish to spent a tew weeks in tbe City.
is located near tlie principal Retail Stores
ami Places of Amusement.
Horse Cars pass tbe
door to all parts ot the
City

A. L.

eastern" railroad.

HARPSWELL,

PORTLAND^

Street,

Fronting tlie

EQUITABLE

term of Years.
story brick house, with all modem
;• improvements, No. 169 State Street. Apply to

To Let.

Dr.

[Bendocdar, the fourth Mameluke Sultan o
Egypt, proved the most formidable enemy o
the Templars since the days of Saladio,
H

FLOUR

RAILROADS.

and after October 8tb, 1875,
J* Steamer Henrietta, Capt. O.
LOWELL, will leave Harp** ■■■ -tTg^winjfW we||
Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebeagueo Little Ctaebeague and Long ImIuimI. lieturning, will leave
Commercial WharfTat 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens' Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on hoard or
STEPHEN KICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dtl
my8

BOSTON, MASS.,

STATEMENT OF THE

Three

FOR
>yr»«*r

HOUSE,

Trcnioiit

FIRE INSURANCE.

ap!8dlm31j Exchange Street.

Front Chamber lo let.
quire at 30 Brown Street.

healthy, gives tone to the neivous forces, improves
the appetite, and enables the system, by its powerful
tonic influence, to completely throw off the disease.

I

For Sale

ap!9__d2w*

Constitutional—Because
taken internally,
its alterative and resolvent properties it
of
the
blood
the
acid
purifies
poison always present
in Catarrh, keeps the pores open, the skin moist and

He kneels at the feet of the gentle datne,
He kisses her hands, he speaks her name;
The lady looks at his pictured sire
Who frowns from the wall with noble ire,
And weeps, while the words fall one by one,
Alas! I would thou hadst died, my son.

and unfur-

CUMBERLAND STREET.

TO BE LET.
Rooms,

•

Office, City.

LARGE
5

or

EVANS

INSURANCE.

Two houses ami three lots of land in Providence,
E. I, for sale or exchange for Portland
property.
Also first, class mortgage paying 10 per Cent, will exchange for a tirst-class yacht. Inquire of
E. PONCE,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
aprlSdtf

MBS.

TO

*P*0dim

MSix

at 21

accommo-

unfurnished room with two closets, on
second floor, at 217 Cumberland St.
apr20
dlw

whereby

—

be

can

TO LET

instantly clearing the bead of mucous accumulations, allaying pain and soreness, subduing
iDflammatiou and gradually drying up the
discharge.
it is

it

416 & 418

Also, the two story brick dwelling house on the
westerly coiner of Spring and Park Street. Terms
*»YJOSEPH 1LSLEY.

first-class Houses for sale at a bargain,
all less than ten minutes walk from the Post

furnished, to let,

boarders

liately.

Portland.arri9dlw&w4w

Prominent Druggist.

Local and Constitutional Remedy
Local—Because it is applied directly to the seat
of disease the nasal passage, by insufflation, where

Anil shim's moat brightly when moments fleet;
He tbought of bis native woods again,
The flowing river, the smiling plain,
His gray old castle upon the hill,
The patient woman, who waited still,
His widowed mother; her only joy
Tidings to hear from her darliog boy,
And he thought, she shall not childless be
He came, a pilgrim—and I am he!

AND

ma21dtf

SANFORD’S

sweet.

Gray Corner,

One Block Irom Union Squaie and Broadway.
Tbe most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great it ores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
Stages.
C. B. FEB III IN, Prop.
sep27d&wlyl0

FOR SALE.

front Rooms furnished
PLEASANT
nished to let with board, at

ANDREW LEE,
Manchester, Mass., Aprils, 1874.

And the wretch of whom Satan got control,
Who sold his honor and lost his soul?

MAt

house and stable
THOS. HANCOCK,
W. H. VINTON, 199$ Middle St.,

JSctloiT

>

For Sale.
South Gray a small place containing four
with

acres land, well fenced,
in good repair. Inquire of

t'oruei'Imutf Plnce and Kill Street, New
York.

The three story brick dwelling
house, No.
m;!1| 175 Dan forth Street, recently occupied l>y
BfleaLtWat8011 Newhall.
Possession given miiue-

WM. li. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
March 7, 1870.ma29d7w*

Board.

Respectfully yours,

ply.

buildings

MATHEWS.
ap>3dtf

you that Sanforn's Radical Cure is the best remedy for
Catarrh I have ever sold. It gives universal satisfaction. I have not found a case that it did not
relieve at once, and in many cases a cure is performed by the use of one bottle. It must soon lead all
others in the market. Please send me another sup-

not an hour did they survive—
Beaten with clubs and flayed alive.

—

rooms

Has not found a Case that it did not
relieve at once.

Spared?

yiyfCTiii

<

^•plenty

Room and Board.

Sanford's Radical Cure lias proved so unisuccessful in the treatment of Catarrh that
1 now recommend it exclusively, and consider it far
superior to any preparation ever before prepared lor
this disease.
ISAAC T. CAMPBELL, Druggist,
Broadway, South Boston,
And Exmainer of Drugs, B. C. H.

am

Deering, three miles from Portland;
of wood and water; good orchard;
in nice order. Price $3,500. Apply to

BOARD.
front
PLEASANT
Brown St. A few'
dated.

,

■

A

Very Highest Authority.

Gentlemen,—I

Afefo A Good Farm for Wale or Ex.iff■ wgvjajBchange for C«ty Properly —Located

HOTEL,

ON TIIE EUROPEAN PLAN.

only $100 each. Apply to
WAI. H. JERRIS, Real Est. Agt.

For

d3w*

--—--—-

Lost.
SMALL PORTMONNAJE, containing abont
sixty-five dollars, and one M. C. ticket to
JVaterville. Any person leaving the same at A. A.
LANE’S, No. 21 Wilmot Street, will be suitably
rewarded.
aplSdlw*

formly

“La-i-la-Allab,” Bendocdar cried,
“Strike!” and the ground with their blood was dyed
It leaped from their veins like a rushiog brook
And flowed past the feet of the Mameluke,
While the good preceptor and brethren twain
Prayed to sweet Mary’s son again.

Wholesale

STEAMERS.

WESTMINSTER

Half acre lots

apr2Cdlw*

strawber-

apl

LOST AND FOUND.

From the Examiner of Drugs, Boston
Custom House, w lio is also one of
the Largest prescription druggists in the city.

UN IYER S A

family.

mal7(itf__“A.,”

hereby certify

The

small

a

in

an acre

Vharf.

i_ries. Good muck bed. Nice place
for a gardener. Price $2,300.
AI no 25 acre* good land, £ mile from Morrill’s
Corner. Cuts ten tons hay. Laud all cleared. Nice
location for a vegetable garden. Price $100 per acre.
WM, H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
Applv to

AS

RECOMMEND ITEXCLUSIVELY

When Hermon’s mountain tipped with gold
Flashed back the sun. and his coming told,
And the cry of the Paynim filled the air
Calling the laithful to morning prayer,
On the brow of Safed’s hill there stood
Those fifteen hundred Templars good.
“Shout,” said Bendocdar, “the Moslem cry,
La-i-la-A!lah, or dogs, ye die!”
Silent was every Knight but oneCimiters flashed in the morning sun,
Each Knight kneels down upon the sod,
Crossing his brow, and prays to God,
While over each a Moslem stands
With naked cimeter in his hands.

bv

One-third of

,

Situation Wanted.

that Mr. Lawrence purchased the
Radical Cure of me, and from time to time made
me familiar with his case.
I believe bis statement
to be true in every particular.
JAS. P. DERBY.
Fitchburg, Oct. 14.

know not his christened name—
As Eftrez Lyoub he is known to fame.

Wanted.

COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young lady.
Unexceptionable references given. Address
at this Office.

C. H. LAWRENCE.

a

coat

Apply at
•!lllllllf3 PEEKING PLACE.

Very respectfully.

I

undersigned
for the
THEnership,

Servant Girl

Gentlemen,—My case is briefly as follows: I have
had Catarrh for ten years, each year with increasing
Reverity. For nine years I had not breathed through
one nostril.
I had droppings in the throat, a very
bad cough, asthma so bad as to be obliged to take
a remedy for it at night before being able to lie down
and sleep, and a coustant dull pain in my bead. My
bead was at times so full of catarrhal matter as to
injure my sense of hearing and compel me to get up
several times in a night to clear it and my throat before 1 could sleep. Every one of these distressing
symptoms has disappeared under the nse ot not
quite three bottles of Sanford’s Badjctl Curf.
My bearing is fully restored. I have no asthmatic
symptoms, no cough, no dropping in the throat, no
headache, and in every way letter than I have been
for years. I could feel the effects of the Cure on my
appetite, on my kidneys, and in fact every part of
my system.
What has been done in my case is
wholly the effect of the Radical Cure.
Oct 14.

Custom Coats.

mO do general housework,
X American girl preferred.

SANFORD’S RiDICAL CURE.

Fitchburg,

make

Laud for Slimmer Cottages.
rVN Long Island, for sale in lots of one-half to ten
|
L/ acres. Only hall mile from the New Hotel and

Farms lor Sale.
Fiity acres, in Cape Elizabeth,
four miles from Portland. Young
apple orchard of fifty grafted trees.

■•U'rtS___dlw

bottles of

Save one, good pilgrim, who was ho
That gave up faith and his chivalry?

Lady, remember life is

AT makers

Had Catarrh ten years, Dropping
in the Throat, Bad Cough, and
Asthma so bad as to he obliged
to take a remedy for it at
night before being able to
sleep. Cured by three

Enter, good pilgrim, the night draws near,
Our castle shall give you goodly cheer.
But come you late from the Holy Land,

Lttly,

Wanted.
CHESLEY’S, 261J Middle Street, three
to

CATARRH.

BY ISER.

6ore

HOTELS.

_

1 lie Safed Massacre.

Lady, the Beauseant,

REAL ESTATE.

REAL ESTATE.

!

knottier «80 first C days. Over .">0 00(9 copies of
.Ids .innilaid l.ife of the t el. rnn
Explorer
old. 110,(1011 more needed by the
people. A book
•f matchless interest, prodi.rl’y iilu.irnnal and
A
'Cry cheap.
royal chtnice for agents
For
troiif and terms, aduress Hubbard Bros., Springfield,
Hats.
aprgodtwl

Steam Engine

mid Boiler
ENGINE an upright of about six horse
1
..Power, anil au Upright Tubular Boiler of about
'oahje the power ol I be engine. Apply to WII,DIAM
LOWELL, 36 Union street or W. H. PEN
NKLE & CO„ 38 Uniox street.
’noVSdtf.

1 ‘°C

fjjlilE

Vaults Ufiibt'd

aif.l Aslics Re.
moved.
CKDEKS promptly atlcnded to by calling at
or
K. GIBSON,
addressing
Jiuildtt
588 Congress Street.

AI.T,

I

UO. to $500. !n ,Wa"
t

•

,

1

str“t often

!*i«d01^““®'

Book, entitled. Mon
\ Vail Mtreel,
explaining everything.
page

,®n’*

^
®*

SENT
FREE. cV“« £■£*
•anker, and Brokers, »d
Rri'.dwnf

n2W

InelSNod&wly,

